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Abstract 

This study examines the formal syntax (distributional, configurational and computational 

properties) of parenthetical verb clauses (henceforth PVCs) in Moroccan Arabic 

(henceforth MA), which include a first-person subject (denoting speaker) and a cognitive 

verb such as: think, believe, suppose, guess. These are a sub-set of the speaker-

oriented parentheticals of Reinhart (1983), and they denote the attitudes and the point of 

view of the speaker regarding the validity of the proposition expressed in the host 

structure they attach to. The examination and analysis of the distributional properties of 

PVCs provides new empirical insights into the constraints that are at play in licensing the 

clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structures. It shows that the occurrence of 

PVCs in the clausal structure of MA is disallowed in 21 types of syntactic contexts, and 

that the seemingly free distribution of PVCs is not actually free. PVCs’ clausal 

attachment is shown to be a main clause phenomenon that is sensitive to the clausal 

makeup of the left periphery in the host structure, more specifically to the availability of 

an aboutness TopicP functional projection and a realis assertion ForceP functional 

projection. This configurational constraint is further reduced to an Agree-based feature-

valuing computational requirement for the licensing of PVCs. I propose an Agree-based 

unifying account that derives the TopicP and the ForceP constraints from an underlying 

syntax-discourse interface constraint, viz., a constraint on how a PVC is required to have 

its unvalued discourse features Agree-valued by TopicP and ForceP functional 

projections in the host structure. I supply two sets of empirical evidence to support this 

unifying account. The first set of evidence draws on the selective (in)sensitivity of the 

clausal attachment of the PVC to the realization of different types of topic NPs in the left 

periphery of the host structure. The second set of evidence draws on the dependency 

between the force of the PVC and the matrix clause. This approach is shown to be able 

to account, with zero stipulations, for the fact that indexical shifting is blocked in the 

presence of a PVC structure. 
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CHAPTER 1: Problem characterization and theory 

This study has two goals, one empirical and one theoretical. The empirical goal is 

to study the syntax of speaker-oriented parenthetical verb clauses (henceforth PVCs) in 

Moroccan Arabic (henceforth MA) and gain insight into the constraints that license their 

occurrence. PVCs are clauses that include a first-person singular (speaker) subject I and 

a cognitive verb such as believe, think, guess, suppose; verbs that are referred to in the 

literature as Urmson (1952) verbs. These are a sub-class of the speaker-oriented 

parentheticals of Reinhart (1983). They denote the attitudes and the point of view of the 

speaker (Reinhart 1983) regarding the validity of the proposition expressed in the host 

structure they attach to. The theoretical goal is to examine whether the licensing 

conditions on PVCs can be grounded in syntax.  

This chapter contextualizes in empirical and theoretical terms the research 

problem that this study examines. It introduces the guiding research questions, and the 

theoretical framework that I adopt. It also provides a brief overview of the central 

proposal and a brief summary of the chapters to follow. 
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1.1. Characterizing PVCs 

1.1.1. Delimiting the scope of this study 

Scholars have documented the existence of a number of syntactic constructions 

referred to in the literature as parenthetical constructions (Dehé and Kavalova (2007); 

Schneider (2007); Dehé (2014), a.o.). This includes structures such as parenthetical 

parataxis (Biber et al. (1999)), main clause-like ‘comment clause’ parentheticals (Quirk 

et al. (1985); Urmson (1952)), reporting clauses  (Schelfhout (2000)), non-restrictive 

relative clauses (Quirk et al. (1985); Espinal (1991)), appositive clauses (Huddleston and 

Pullum (2002)), amalgams (Espinal (1991)), verbless clauses (Huddleston and Pullum 

(2002)), discourse markers (Biber et al. (1999)) and interjections (Ziv (1985)), 

respectively illustrated in (1.a-j). 

(1) a. Parenthetical parataxis  

Example: He called John – he is one of his best friends – to find out what 

had happened. 

[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)] 

b. Main clause-like ‘comment clause’ parentheticals

Example: For several years now – and I don’t mean to be cynical – we

have been trying to overcome this problem.

[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)]

c. Reporting clauses

Example: She was very happy, he said. Next year, John announced, I will

move to London.
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[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)] 

d. Non-restrictive relative clauses

Example: Mary went on holiday to Crete, which is probably what you’d

like to do.

[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)]

e. Appositive clauses

Example: The excuse she gave – that there had been a traffic jam – was

ridiculous.

[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)]

f. Amalgams

Example: He gave this I prefer not to know how awful paper.

[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)]

g. Verbless clauses

Example: The visitors, most of them students, were rather surprised.

[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)]

h. Discourse markers

Example: John, you know, is not going to come tonight.

[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)]

j. Interjections

Example: Damn, we’ve missed the train

[Source: Kaltenböck (2007: 29-31)]

I put aside the parenthetical constructions in (1.a-j). These parenthetical 

constructions are not PVCs. Although they do belong to the superset of parenthetical 

constructions, which share some of the properties of PVCs, they will not be the focus of 
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this study. Hence, in this study, I do not and will not claim that whatever is discovered 

about the syntax-discourse properties of the speaker-oriented PVCs readily extends to 

other parenthetical constructions (1.a-j). 

1.1.2. What are PVCs? 

The peculiar structural properties of parenthetical verb clauses (PVCs) were 

observed as early as 1662 by the Port-Royal scholars, and have been referred to (en 

passage) in other studies preceding Urmson (1952)’s seminal work. Schneider (2007:37-

41) reports that some of the properties of parenthetical verbs (what he terms reduced

parenthetical clauses) were observed and underlined in the work of Wackernagel (1897), 

Havers (1931), Bloomfield (1935) and Schwyzer (1939). However, it is only with Urmson 

(1952) that the properties of the parenthetical verbs (e.g. think, guess, suppose, believe, 

suspect, etc.) were closely examined and were shown to constitute a coherent group, 

referred to as parenthetical verbs. From an interpretation perspective, PVCs guide the 

hearer to an appreciation of the matrix statement in its social, logical, or evidential 

context (Urmson 1952).1  

Consider the English sentences in (2.a-e). 

(2) a.  The initiative I think must come from Europe. 

b. Whoever it was, they are I think in error.

c. It is I suppose concerned with the nature of the inanimate world.

1 See also Biber et al (1999:1067f), Fraser (1980), Blakemore (2005: 1179), among others. 
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d. Anyway we'll have to I assume revisit those nine points.

e. The desire to change though is I believe there.

[Source: British National Corpus, searched on June 15, 2011] 

Throughout this study, I will be referring to the italicized clauses in (2.a-e) as speaker-

oriented parenthetical verb clauses (PVCs). I will be referring to the syntactic structures 

that PVCs occur with/in as host structures. In terms of their syntactic distribution, PVCs 

can be inserted into initial, medial, or final positions within the host structures that 

contain them (Urmson (1952); Ross (1973)). My focus in this study is on these clause-

medial, interpolating, positions of PVCs and as such I put aside the discussion of clause-

final and clause-initial positions of PVCs. 

Some of the challenges that the syntactic properties of PVCs pose have been 

addressed in previous generative grammar studies. These studies examined the syntax 

of paratactic constructions, including appositives, coordination and parenthetical 

constructions (Ross (1973); Emonds (1973, 1976, 1979); McCawley (1982); Haegeman 

(1991); Espinal (1991); Burton-Roberts (1999); Potts (2002); de Vries (2007), among 

others). What these studies have in common is a central concern about how to represent 

the structure of parentheticals and how they relate to the syntax of the host structure 

they attach to, and at which level of representation/derivation these structures are 

licensed and derived.  

The aim of this study is to examine the syntactic properties of the interpolating 

speaker-oriented PVCs in Moroccan Arabic and determine the conditions for their 

clausal attachment and the level of the grammar at which they are licensed. From a 

theoretical perspective, this study seeks to examine aspects of the syntax of PVCs in 
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Moroccan Arabic in light of a syntax-discourse interface approach, and using diagnostics 

that are inspired by the cartographic model (Rizzi (1997), Cinque 1999)) and by the 

Minimalist Program (Chomsky (1995, 2001, 2008)). From an empirical perspective, to 

the best of my knowledge, the syntactic properties of PVCs in Arabic have never been 

addressed in any previous study. As such, the clausal structure and syntax of Moroccan 

Arabic provides a new empirical testing-bed to expand the empirical coverage of 

analyzing the structure of the interpolating speaker-oriented PVCs from a cross-linguistic 

perspective. However, why Moroccan Arabic and what is unique about its PVCs? 

1.1.3. Properties of PVCs in MA 

Moroccan Arabic is an Afro-asiatic language.2 The properties of the clausal 

syntax of Moroccan Arabic are different from those of the Germanic and Romance 

languages that have been used so far as empirical testing-bed for examining the 

syntactic properties of PVCs. For example, Moroccan Arabic is a language with flexible 

VSO and SVO word orders. It is a null subject language and exhibits a rich agreement 

system, similar to Italian.3 

2 The data for this study originates from the Moroccan Arabic variety, spoken in the central north 

region of Fez and Sefrou. The study relied on different sources of data, including: (i) introspection 

data elicited from 30 adult MA native speakers over the period of 2013-2018 (ii) written Moroccan 

Arabic (novels, and online blogs), and (iii) conversational video data, and wherein the discussed 

topics ranged from politics to sports.  

3 See: Wager (1983), Ennaji (1985), Kortobi (2002), Benmamoun (1992, 2000), among others. 
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In what follows, I show how the properties of the host structures of PVCs in MA 

enable a re-thinking of some of the previous claims about the flexibility of the clausal 

occurrences of PVCs. PVCs such as tanden “I think”, tane3taqed “I believe” and 

taneftard “I suppose” exhibit intriguing characteristics in terms of their linear order and 

possibilities of clausal attachment. Some of these characteristics are attested in different 

languages, and others are specific to the syntax of PVCs in Moroccan Arabic.  

PVCs in Moroccan Arabic exhibit flexible clausal occurrences, which are similar 

but not identical to the ones observed for English PVCs in (2.a-e). The sentences in (3.a-

b) illustrate the flexible distributions of PVCs in MA. 

(3) a.  Ali (tanden)   kkteb (tanden)    

           Ali   I think  write.PERF.3SM I think     

had lktab (tanden) f London 

this DEF.book I think   in London 

           “Ali (I think) wrote (I think) this book (I think) in London.” [SVO] 

b. Kkteb (*tanden) Ali (*tanden) 

write.PERF.3SM I think Ali I think    

had lktab (*/?tanden) f London 

this  DEF.book I think  in London 

“Ali (I think) wrote (I think) this book (I think) in London.” [VSO] 

In (3.a), an SVO structure, a PVC can break the adjacency between the subject 

and the verb and between the verb and the direct object. However, in (3.b), a VSO 
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structure, a PVC cannot interpolate between the verb and the subject or between the 

subject and the direct object. 4 

An extensive examination of the clausal attachment of PVCs in Moroccan Arabic 

shows that their clausal distribution is constrained. In what follows, I illustrate some of 

the syntactic contexts that bar the occurrence of PVCs with the aim of contextualizing 

the research questions that this study addresses.5 Consider the sentences in (4.a-b), 

(5.a-b) and (6.a-b), which respectively illustrate the attachment of the PVC to nonfinite 

host structures, to interrogative host structures, and to imperative host structures.  

(4) a. lla llweld (*tanden) sift              (*tanden)  li  

if    DEF.boy I think     send.PERF.3SM  I think      to.me 

(*tanden) lflus   ghadi n-shri tumobil 

I think      DEF.money   will 1S-buy.IMPERF car 

“If the boy (I think) sent (I think) to me (I think) the money, I would have 

bought a car.” 

4 I discuss in chapter 3 the illicit occurrences of the PVC in the VS sequences. I argue in chapter 

3 that the adjacency between the verb and the postverbal subject, as in (3.a), is not very strict as 

different non-parenthetical syntactic elements can occur in that position. The evidence that I 

discuss in chapter 3 shows that the syntactic elements that can occur in the position between the 
verb and its postverbal subject, in a VS sequence, includes clitics (i), adverbs (ii) and 

prepositional phrases (iii). 

(i) …>  Verb > X(clitic) > Subject >... 

(ii) …> Verb > Y(adverb) > Subject >... 

(iii) …> Verb > Z(PP) >  Subject >... 

5 See chapter 3 for a detailed description and discussion of all the 21 syntactic contexts that bar 
the clausal occurrences of PVCs in Moroccan Arabic. 
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b. Wkan  llweld (*tanden) faq (*tanden) 

be.PERF  DEF.boy I think    rise.PERF.3SM I think 

bekri, kun ra-h wsel 

early   be COMP-3SM arrive.PERF.3SM 

“Had the boy (I think) woken up (I think) early, he could have arrived.” 

[Nonveridical] 

(5) a. ?shmn weld (*tanden) shra (*tanden) 

which boy I think buy.PERF.3SM I think 

maatisha (*tanden) mn ssouk? 

tomatoes I think from DEF.market 

“Which boy (I think) bought (I think) tomatoes (I think) from the market?” 

b. Shno (*tanden)   shra (*tanden)   mn      ssouk? 

what I think       buy.PERF.3SM I think       from    DEF.market 

“What (I think) did he buy (I think) from the market?”            [Interrogative] 

(6) a. Llwlad igelsu (*tanden) ?la lkrasa ! 

DEF.boys sit.AOR.3PLMM    I think  on DEF.chairs 

“The boys must sit on the chairs!”   

b. Glsu    (*tanden) kullkum   (*tanden) ?la lkrasa ! 

sit.AOR.PL    I think all.PL      I think on DEF.chair.PL 

“Sit (I think) all of you (I think) on the chairs!”    [Imperative] 

In sum, the attachment of the PVC to its host structure in Moroccan Arabic is 

sensitive to the veridicality (4.a-b), interrogative (5.a-b) and imperative (6.a-b) nature of 

the host structure. The occurrence of PVCs in such syntactic contexts is barred. 
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Furthermore, they cannot attach to host structures with expletive subjects, as illustrated 

by the sentences in (7.a-b) and (8.a-b). 

(7) a. Baqi (*tanden) mushkil 

remain.IMPERF-ø I think problem 

“There (I think) remains a problem.” 

b. Kayn  (*tanden) ?idrab (*tanden) f rrbat 

be I think strike I think in Rabat 

“There (I think) is a strike (I think) in Rabat.”   [Expletive subject] 

(8) a. Ta-y-bred          (*tanden)      dima (*tanden) 

HAB-3SM-cold.IMPERF    I think      always I think  

lhal  (*tanden) f Ajdir 

situation I think in Ajdir 

“It (I think) always (I think) gets cold (I think) in Ajdir.” 

b. Ta-t-fyid    (*tanden) dima       (*tanden)  

HAB-3SF-flood.IMPERF I think   always       I think 

bb  lma 

with  water    

“It (I think) always (I think) floods with water.”  [Expletive subject] 

The sentences in (7.a-b) and (8.a-b) indicate that the clausal attachment of the 

PVC to its host structure is sensitive to the nature of the subject in the host structure. 

The occurrence of the PVC in clauses with expletive or with impersonal subjects is not 

possible.  

The clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structures as illustrated in the 

syntactic contexts in (3.a-b) through (8.a-b) is intriguing in many respects. In this thesis, I 
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examine the licensing of the clausal attachment of PVCs in MA in light of the research 

questions in (9.a, b and c). 

(9) Research questions

(a) What are the common characteristics of the syntactic contexts that bar

the clausal occurrence of the interpolating 1st person/speaker-oriented

PVCs in MA?

(b) What is the nature of the structural dependencies that the interpolating 1st

person/speaker-oriented PVCs establish with their host structure in MA?

(c) Why are the interpolating 1st person/speaker-oriented PVCs barred in

selective syntactic contexts and abiding by which constraints and under

what conditions?

1.2. Theoretical background and overview of the proposal 

In this section, I introduce the theoretical assumptions and notions that I will 

adopt for examining the syntactic properties of PVCs in MA. I also provide a general 

overview of my proposal to account for the syntactic constraints that govern the clausal 

occurrences of PVCs.  

1.2.1. Structure building operation: Merge 

I adopt the architecture of grammar proposed in Chomsky (2000, 2001 and 

2004). In this architecture, Chomsky assumes that there is a single spell-out cycle.  
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(10) Figure 1:   Merge: G#455HI8)

The advocates of the single spell-out (Chomsky 1993, 2001) assume that 

syntactic structure is assembled through Merge and transferred to the PF interface and 

the LF interface. Abiding by the legibility conditions, whatever structure that narrow 

syntax transfers to the interfaces, this structure must be readable by the interfaces 

(Strong Minimalist Thesis (Chomsky 2001, 2008, 2013)). 

The structure building operation Merge is standardly defined in the Minimalist 

Program (Chomsky 2001, 2008, 2013) as an operation which takes two syntactic 

objects, say SO. and SO3, and combines them to yield a distinct third syntactic object 

SO, that includes (shared) properties of both merged syntactic objects (Chomsky 

(2001:4), (2004:13)). Once the operation Merge applies to the syntactic objects SO. and 

SO3, it automatically creates a sisterhood relation between these two syntactic objects. 

This is illustrated in (11). 

(11) Figure 2: J4%'4*I#4%.)&"/

MERGE (A, B)  !  <C A, B>    or    C   where A, B and C are syntactic objects 

C 

A B 
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Chomsky (2001) distinguishes between two types of “core” Merge: Internal 

Merge and External Merge. External Merge, the ‘‘canonical’’ type of Merge, takes two 

distinct root structures and joins them into one. External Merge yields base generation. 

External Merge is illustrated in (12). 

(12) Figure 3: KL)4%/.5*J4%'4

Internal Merge differs from External Merge in that it takes a subpart of an existing 

structure and creates a new object. Internal Merge yields the effects of syntactic 

displacement (implemented through movement leaving a trace behind or through 

copying), as illustrated in (13). 

(13) Figure 4: ?/)4%/.5*J4%'4

In addition to Internal Merge and External Merge, Chomsky (2001:18) (re)-

introduces the notion of Pair-Merge, stating:  

“[…] it is an empirical fact that there is also an asymmetric 

operation of adjunction, which takes two objects & and ' and 

! D      C 

! A B 

             A  C  Ai                C 

A B  )i             B 
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forms the ordered pair <α, β>, α adjoined to β. Set-Merge and 

pair-Merge are descendants of substitution and adjunction in 
earlier theories.” 

More recently the analysis of the syntactic properties of paratactic constructions 

by De Vries (2012) led him to propose the addition of ‘Par-Merge’ to the set of Merger 

operations. Par-Merge functions differently than Set-Merge (internal and external Merge) 

or Pair-Merge. The output of Par-Merge α, unlike the output of Set-Merge or pair- Merge, 

does not dominate its input β and γ. Consequently, β and γ are not dominated by any 

nodes which come to dominate α, resulting in a c-command-less-syntax.  

1.2.2. Structure computation operation: Agree 

Merge (regardless of its type) is guided through Agree (a search operation) to 

identify the input candidates for re-Merge (i.e. next Merge). Agree consists of a 

sequence of three computational sub-procedures, described in (14). 

(14) The computational sub-procedures of Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001a, 2004)

(a) Probe (p): the initiation of a search for a goal

(b) Match: the evaluation of whether or not an object in the search space of
the probe is a possible goal

(c) Value: the assignment of a value to the probe

Agree establishes a feature-valuing relation between two syntactic objects, such 

that the unvalued feature of a probe seeks a valued feature counterpart on a goal. The 

rationale for the existence of Agree is that it ensures that the syntactic features borne by 
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syntactic objects are valued and rendered interpretable before they are transferred to the 

interfaces (PF and LF), along the lines of the Strong Minimalist Thesis (Chomsky 2001).  

The Minimalist program literature on the technical approaches for implementing 

the feature valuation process of Agree supplies three possibilities, which I sum up in 

(15.a-c) below: 

(15) Directionality of Agree probing

(a) Probing down: Agree is the result of a structurally higher Probe,
probing down (cf. Chomsky (2000a, 2001)).

(b) Probing up: Agree is the result of a structurally lower Probe, probing
up (cf. Zeijlstra (2012); Wurmbrand (2011)).

(c) Probing up or down: Agree can probe up or down (cf. Baker
(2008:45); Putnam & Koppen (2011)).

These different approaches to the implementation of the Agree-based features matching 

and valuing procedure differ in terms of the working assumptions that they make with 

respect to the directionality of the probing to value the unvalued features on the probe. I 

follow the Agree implementation approach in (15.b), which argue that the Agree process 

is the result of a structurally lower probe probing up the tree structure, establishing an 

Agree-licensing dependency relation to a c-commanding goal that bears matching 

interpretable valued features. 

The Agree sub-procedure, Value, as defined in Chomsky (2000, 2001a), is a 

process of valuing the unvalued features on the probe to ensure that that those features 

are interpretable at the interfaces. In the approach of Chomsky (2000, 2001a), there is a 

correlation between feature interpretability and feature valuing. A feature F is 

interpretable if and only if it is valued, and all the features on a syntactic object have to 
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be valued to render them interpretable before they reach the interface levels. Feature 

interpretability is a matter of interface levels, and narrow syntax cannot inspect interface 

levels. Instead, narrow syntax processes feature values and determines if a given 

feature is valued or not. When syntax finds an unvalued feature, it will execute an Agree 

operation by which an unvalued feature is made to search for a matching goal with a 

valued feature so that the unvalued probe will get valued. That is, the features valuation 

process ensures the transfer of feature values from one node in the syntactic structure to 

another. The valuation of an unvalued feature [unvF] on the probe can be understood in 

terms of copy-and-overwrite, such that the valued feature [vF] on the goal is copied onto 

the probe, supplying it with the necessary coordinates/information. 

1.2.3. Computational constraint: Relativized Minimality Effect 

The valuation of the unvalued [unvF] on the probe through matching with the 

valued valued feature [vF] on the goal is not unconstrained. I assume that the Agree-

licensing dependency between the probe and its c-commanding goal is subject to 

standard locality considerations and abides by the classical locality intervention effect, 

outlined in the Relativized Minimality of Rizzi (1990), refined in Starke (2001) and Rizzi 

(2004a), and formuated in Minimalist Program terms in Chomsky (2000).  In the 

Minimalist Program, Relativized Minimality is expressed as a locality constraint on 

Search (probe searching for a goal), referred to as Minimal Search, a prerequisite of 

Agree.  The classical definition of Relativized Minimality of Rizzi (1990) is stated in (16). 

(16) Y is in a Minimal Configuration (MC) with X iff there is no Z such that
(i) Z is of the same structural type as X, and
(ii) Z intervenes between X and Y
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The principle in (16) reads as follows: Assuming that Y is the position from which 

the relevant relation is computed, and X as the target of the computation, the two 

elements are in a minimal (local) configuration when there is no intervening element 

having certain structural characteristics in common with the target. This fundamental 

idea has been updated and expressed in Minimalist Program compatible terms (cf. 

Starke (2001); Rizzi ( 2004a); Chomsky (2001, 2013) as in (17). 

(17) In a configuration that involves ...X...Z...Y..., A local relation is disrupted
between X and Y when

(i) Z structurally intervenes between X and Y
(ii) Z matches the features of X

A violation, termed “an intervention effect”, is triggered by an element of the 

same type as the target of the relation. The “sameness” types includes specifier 

positions, head positions, A-movement, A-bar movement, superclass features, such as 

[Agreement], [Topic], [Focus], or their related sub-class features, such as [Number], 

[Gender], [Aboutness]. [Contrast], etc. Whenever two same elements compete for 

entering into a given local relation with a third element, the closest always wins. Thus, an 

element that belongs to a superclass only, will always move as a member of that 

superclass and this movement will be blocked by any intervener from that superclass. 

Intervention is calculated in hierarchical terms through c-command. That is, a local 

relation (Agree) cannot hold between X and Y if Z intervenes and Z matches the 

specification of X in the relevant features to value. Relativized Minimality is a locality 

constraint. It is invoked to limit the computational resources required to perform feature 

licensing through Agree (Rizzi (2013) and Chomsky (2013)).  
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1.2.4. A brief and sketchy overview of the proposal  

I adopt the widely-held view in the literature on the grammar of parentheticals 

that PVCs mitigate the assertion expressed in the host structure. PVCs “guide the hearer 

to an appreciation of the matrix statement in its social, logical, or evidential context” 

(Urmson (1952)). I follow Reinhart (1983:180)’s view that “the use of the speaker 

oriented parentheticals… serves to further specify the force of the assertion”, and I adopt 

the cartography model-based assumption of Haegeman (2002a, 2006a), that the 

uppermost layer of the left periphery, the ForceP functional projection, licenses speaker-

related material, including PVCs. Haegeman (2002:159) proposes that:  

The presence of the functional head Force [...] directly correlates 
with what is referred to as ‘illocutionary force’, the fact that the 
speaker takes on the proposition as part of a speech act […] To be 
licensed, Force, being about speaker commitment, must be 
anchored to a speaker or a potential speaker. This means that 
clauses with Force are unembedded (i.e. they don’t merge with a 
head) or they merge with a verb which can encode a speaker, i.e. a 
source of Force. Root clauses are anchored to the speaker by 
default. (Source: Haegeman (2002:159)). 

I propose that the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structure (as a 

secondary speech act) induces two discourse effects, viz., an interpretative shift in the 

“force of the assertion” and a shift in the speaker coordinates, shifting from the speaker 

of the main clause to the speaker, the indexical I, within the PVC. This results in an 

update, more specifically a mitigation, of the assertion in the host structure, and in doing 

so, it alters the discourse status of the entire asserted proposition. When using a PVC, 

the speaker explicitly indicates that the epistemic force of her utterance, which is 

typically that of asserting the proposition as fact, needs to be updated (mitigated).  
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I propose that the dependency that the PVC exhibits with respect to its host 

structure is syntactic in nature. This syntactic dependency is regulated by the need to 

Agree-license discourse features [δ] on the PVC, which itself is a CP structure with its 

own left periphery carrying unvalued discourse features [δ] in need of valuation and 

licensing before the structure is transferred to the interfaces. I formalize this intuition 

through the unifying representation in (18). 

(18) Figure 5: Unifying representation for licensing the attachment of PVCs
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The configuration in (18) assumes that the ForceP functional projection hosts a 

bundle of (valued) discourse features [δ].6 These (valued) discourse features [δ] encode 

the speaker coordinates and the sentential mood of the entire asserted sentence.7  

In formal terms, the discourse features [δ] on the PVC (a probe) seek 

interpretable matching discourse features [δ] on the host structure (a goal) to match and 

value against. This features matching, valuing and licensing process is necessary to 

ensure that the unvalued discourse features [unv-δ] on the PVC are Agree-valued, 

matched and licensed before they are transferred to the interfaces, abiding by the 

interface legibility condition (Chomsky (2001), (2005)). This approach derives the 

6 The fact of proposing the representation of discourse-oriented features at the edge of the left 

periphery is not new. Like Haegeman (2002a), many recent studies propose the existence of 
additional (super) structures above the ForceP functional projection to account for the 

syntacticization of aspects of discourse. For example, Speas and Tenny (2003) propose a speech 

act phrase to explore the syntax of point of view. Wiltschko and Heim (2014) propose an updated 

version of Ross’ (1970) performative hypothesis, which postulated that a sentence S is dominated 

by a Speaker-Addressee (SA) structure, to explore the syntactic properties of confirmationals. In 

this study, I keep to the mainstream and classical cartography model view of representing the 

leftmost part of the left edge through the ForceP functional projection, as the functional projection 

that interfaces aspects of syntax with discourse (Rizzi 1997).   

7 This bundling of discourse features is akin but not identical to the bundling of [φ] (Phi) features. 

[δ] (Discourse) feature bundle encodes some of the context and utterance coordinates, and the 

root clause is the locus of these features. The [φ] feature bundle encodes agreement 

specifications, and their locus is the IP clausal layer. This idea is adopted from Miyagawa (2010, 

2017)’s typology for the manifestation and interaction of the discourse feature [δ] bundle and the 

agreement [φ] feature bundle. 
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constraints on the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structure from the selectional 

properties of the PVC as a structure which combines an indexical first person pronoun I 

and a verb of propositional attitude, plus independently motivated locality constraints on 

how the PVC mitigates the assertions it attaches to.  

1.3. The roadmap: a brief summary of the chapters 

This dissertation is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 provides a 

cartography-model informed overview of the internal structure of the CP clausal layer in 

MA. It supplies the necessary and sufficient structural background information for the 

reader to test, analyze, and independently verify the properties of the clausal attachment 

of PVCs to their host structures that are explored in the subsequent chapters. I 

accomplish that through describing and analyzing some of the left periphery (discourse-

oriented) syntactic objects (particles) in MA, with a special focus on how the licensing of 

the structural positions and interpretations of such objects requires invoking more than 

one functional projection in the left periphery of MA, viz., the ForceP and the TopicP 

functional projections. 

Chapter 3 examines the clausal attachments of PVCs to their host structures in 

Moroccan Arabic. It shows that the occurrence of PVCs in the clausal structure of MA is 

constrained and that the seemingly free distribution of PVCs is not actually free. I identify 

21 syntactic contexts that bar the clausal attachment of PVCs. This chapter also 

discusses the approaches to the syntax of parentheticals that are proposed in the 
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literature and examines the extent to which they can(not) account for the observed 

behavior of PVCs in MA. 

Chapter 4 discusses and accounts for the observed constraints that regulate the 

clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structures. I show that the clausal attachment 

of PVCs to their host structures is a main clause phenomenon in that the host structures 

that allow for the clausal attachment of PVCs are root clauses. These root clauses are 

endowed with a fully articulated left periphery. This accounts for what bars the clausal 

attachment of PVCs to the 21 syntactic contexts identified in chapter 3 and reduces the 

licensing of the clausal attachment of PVCs to the availability of a fully articulated left 

periphery within the host structure.  

In chapter 5, I expand the analysis of the distributional and configurational 

characteristics of PVCs explored descriptively in chapters three and four, and propose a 

formal Agree-based unifying account that derives the TopicP and the ForceP constraints 

from an  underlying syntax-discourse interface constraint, viz., a constraint on how a 

PVC is required to have its unvalued discourse features Agree-valued by the aboutness 

TopicP functional projection and by the ForceP functional projection in the host structure. 

I supply two sets of empirical evidence to support this unifying account. The first set of 

evidence draws on the selective (in)sensitivity of the clausal attachment of the PVC to 

the realization of different types of topic NPs in the left periphery of the host structure. 

The second set of evidence draws on the requirement that a PVC can only occur in a 

host clause exhibiting realis assertive mood. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and identifies avenues for potential future 

explorations of the grammar of PVCs. 
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       CHAPTER 2: The internal structure of the CP 
clausal layer in MA 

This chapter provides a cartography-model informed overview of the internal 

structure of the CP clausal layer in MA, with close attention paid to the role that the 

functional projections of ForceP and TopicP play in licensing discourse-oriented 

syntactic objects (particles) that require an interfacing of narrow syntax and 

discourse/pragmatics. For scoping and relevance considerations, I will not discuss the 

cartography of the IP and the vP clausal layers. Where and when relevant, I will be 

drawing on the existing literature that discusses aspects of the formal syntax of the IP 

and the vP clausal layer. To the best of my knowledge, there are no cartography-model 

informed studies of the internal structure of the CP clausal layer in MA.  

My goal in this chapter is to supply the necessary and sufficient structural 

background information for the reader to enable them to test, analyze, and 

independently verify the properties of the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host 

structures that will be proposed in the subsequent chapters. I aim to accomplish this 

through describing and analyzing a number of left periphery (discourse-oriented) 

syntactic objects (DPs and particles) in MA, with a special focus on how the licensing of 

the structural positions and interpretations of such objects requires invoking more than 

one functional projection in the left periphery of MA.  
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This chapter is structured into four sections. In section one, I introduce the basic 

assumptions and definitions of the syntactic cartography model. In section two, I discuss 

the Force system and the ForceP functional projection in MA through the analysis of the 

properties of an elaboration discourse particle. In section three, I discuss the Topic 

system and the TopicP functional projections in MA through the analysis of the 

properties of the aboutness topic particle, and those of contrastive and continuing topic 

NPs. In section four, I offer a number of remarks and set the stage for chapter 3.8,9

2.1. Assumptions and notions of the cartography model 

What is the rationale for using the syntactic cartography model to examine the 

internal structure of the CP clausal layer in MA? The cartography of syntactic structures, 

referred to also as syntactic cartography, is a research program that is concerned with 

the study of the properties of syntactic objects themselves, their positional properties, 

8 I deliberately abstract away from the aspects of the syntax of the clause in Moroccan Arabic that 

do not directly bear on the syntax of PVCs. For the analysis of some of these aspects of the 

syntax of Moroccan Arabic, the reader is referred to: Ennaji (1985), Caubet (1993), Benmamoun 

(1992, 2000), Aoun, Benamamoun and Choueiri (2010), Fassi Fehri (1993, 2012), Ouali and 

Fortin (2007), Ouhalla (1996), among others. 

9 I combine the use of data from the “wild” (e.g. social media, web), with written materials, and 

introspection data elicited from native speakers of MA. I subscribe to a micro-variation view of 

syntax and I assume that the different varieties of MA may closely share most of their syntactic 

characteristics, and yet they may differ in some others.  
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their labels, their interpretation and the hierarchical order in which they are arrayed (cf. 

Rizzi (1997); Cinque & Rizzi (2010); Shlonsky (2010); Rizzi and Cinque (2016a); Rizzi 

and Bocci (2017); Shlonsky and Bocci (2018); a.o.). The core aim of this approach is 

descriptive and comparative in nature as it seeks to formally characterize, in term of 

detailed representational maps (cartography), the hierarchical sequence of functional 

categories.  

Some of the central general questions of concern and focus for syntactic 

cartography (cf. Rizzi (2004b); Belletti (2009)) include: (a) how does the ordering of 

syntactic elements within and across clause structures interact with discourse- 

interpretive notions (e.g. topic and focus)? and (b) how are such discourse-syntax 

interface-related notions expressed morphosyntactically (e.g. through particles, clitics, 

and affixes)?  

For my specific concerns within this chapter and study, my focus is on leveraging 

the set of observations, diagnostics and methods that relate to question (b) above and 

using that to explore aspects of the internal structure of the CP clausal layer in MA, 

explaining how a number of discourse-related syntactic elements in MA can be analyzed 

as invoking the functional projections of TopicP and ForceP to license their 

interpretations. To accomplish this, I draw on the methods and descriptive tools of 

syntactic cartography. Syntactic cartography uses the tools of comparative syntax as 
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developed in the Principles and Parameters framework (Chomsky (1982), (1995a)).10 

The study of the fine structure of the left periphery in Rizzi (1997) is the first detailed 

exploration of the internal structure of the CP clausal layer. I subscribe to the classical 

representation of the internal structure of the CP clausal layer in (1), as originally 

proposed in Rizzi (1997: 288).  

(1) [... Force ... (Topic) ... (Focus) ... (Topic) ... Fin  [IP]]

[Source: Rizzi (1997: 288)] 

I follow Rizzi (1997) in assuming that the internal structure of the CP clausal layer 

includes mandatorily occurring ForceP and FinP functional projections, and optionally 

occurring TopicP and FocusP functional projections. The internal structure of the CP in 

(1) allows for the occurrence of more than one TopicP functional projection.11

10 As Shlonsky and Bocci (2019) point out, the formal foundation of the cartographic 

representation builds on generalization of the X-bar schema from lexical to functional categories, 

and the replacement of S(entence) by I(nflection)P and S’ by CP. 

11 See Rizzi and Bocci (2017) for new refinements of the internal structure of the CP clausal layer 

in Italian. They propose the fine-tuned structure in (i) below and postulate additional functional 

projections to license questions embedding, and modal elements.  
(i) Force [Top* [Int [Top* [Foc [Top* [Mod [Top* [Qemb [Fin [IP... ]]]]]]]]]]
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2.2. The Force system 

2.2.1. The function of the ForceP functional projection 

Rizzi (1997) argues that the ForceP functional projection specifies force 

information, and interfaces with the domain of discourse. Subsequent cartography-model 

studies supplied evidence that this part of the CP clausal layer is involved in licensing 

many aspects of the syntax-discourse and pragmatic interface, an approach referred to 

in the literature as syntacticization of some of the aspects of discourse (cf. Uriagereka 

(1995a, 1995b); Giorgi (2010); Bianchi (2003); Miyagawa (2010, 2013); Wiltschko 

(2014); Wiltschko and Heim (2014); Haegeman (2002a, 2006a, 2012, 2014), a.o.). The 

shared observations resulting from these studies that draw on cross-linguistic data is 

that narrow syntax is involved in generating some discourse effects (e.g. point of view, 

aboutness, confirmations, speaker-deixis, etc.), at least at a basic level.  

I build on the insights of the scholars referred to above and argue that the ForceP 

functional projection in MA specifies Force information, licenses speaker-oriented 

For my purposes in this study, I adopt the classical representation of the internal structure 

proposed in Rizzi (1997: 288), and I subscribe to the view that this internal structure of the CP 

clausal layer accommodates three TopicP functional projections (cf. Bianchi and Frascarelli 

(2010); Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007)). I adopt the view of Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) 

that, in some languages, the internal structure of CP allows for the occurrence of three types of 
topics, viz., aboutness topics, contrastive topics and familiarity/continuing topics. 
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structures, and instantiates aspects of the narrow syntax-discourse interface in MA. In 

terms of its function, the ForceP functional projection specifies Force information 

through, for example, typing the clause as interrogative, imperative, declarative (cf. Han 

(2000)). I adopt the syntactic cartography view of Haegeman (2002:159) that “the 

presence of the functional head Force [...] directly correlates with what is referred to as 

‘illocutionary force’, the fact that the speaker takes on the proposition as part of a speech 

act […]. To be licensed, Force, being about speaker commitment, must be anchored to a 

speaker or a potential speaker.” 

2.2.2. Invoking ForceP functional projection in MA  

Given the vast empirical ground that relates to the aspects of syntax that ForceP 

is involved in, I will focus only on the aspects of the syntax of ForceP that concern this 

study. More specifically, I will examine the (structural and interpretative) properties of 

what I dub, for the lack of a better term, an elaboration discourse particle that invokes 

the ForceP functional projection for its licensing. The discussion of the properties of this 

particle provides sufficient evidence for the presence (or not) of a ForceP functional 

projection within the CP clausal layer, and how it interacts with other CP-internal 

functional projections within the CP clausal layer of MA. Consider the sentences in (2.a) 

and (2.b). 

(2) a. Gale-t                lbent           belli qrat-t ktab 

say.PERF-3SF  DEF.girl     COMP read.PERF-3SF book 

“The girl said that she read a book.” 
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b. Gale-t                lbent        ra-ha    qrat-t               ktab

say.PERF-3SF  DEF.girl  PRT-3SF      read.PERF-3SF   book

“The girl said that she read a book.”

According to Fassi Fehri (2012: 242), MA uses two types of complementizers, 

viz., the declarative complementizer belli “that” (2.a) and what he calls the logophoric 

complementizer ra “that” (2.b).12 The data samples from Fassi Fehri (2012: 242) are 

reproduced below for convenience as (3) and (4)-his (25) and (26), respectively. 

(3) ra-ha  ta-t-hebb-nii

that-her imperf-F-like-me

She indeed likes me. (source: Fassi Fehri (2012:242/eg. 25))

(4) *belli   ta-t-hebb-nii

that-her imperf-F-like-me

(source: Fassi Fehri (2012:242/eg. 26))

Fassi Fehri (2012) supplies the sentences in (3) and (4) to support the idea that 

ra “that” is a root complementizer and that belli “that” is not. The ungrammaticality of belli 

“that” in (4) is taken to indicate that it is an embedded complementizer that cannot occur 

in a sentence initial position in MA. That belli “that” is a non-root declarative 

12 Note that, in my data, I dub ra an elaboration discourse particle, gloss it as PRT (particle), and 

translate it as “indeed”. My evidence for doing so will be outlined in this chapter. Fassi Fehri 
(2012: 242) dubs ra a complementizer, glosses it as that (comp), and translate it as “indeed”. 
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complementizer is well documented in the literature on the syntax of Arabic in general 

and Moroccan Arabic in particular (cf. Wager (1983); Ennaji (1985); Benmamoun (1992, 

2000); Fassi Fehri (1993, 2012); a.o.). However, the identity and the formal syntactic 

properties of ra remain un(der) explored.13  

Fassi Fehri (2012)’s data samples in (3) and (4) above offer a practical point of 

departure to explore the syntactic properties of ra in MA. Let’s assume, together with 

Fassi Fehri (2012), that ra is a (logophoric) root complementizer and that belli “that” is a 

declarative non-root complementizer. This suggests that ra, as a root complementizer, 

cannot co-occur in an embedded position with the declarative belli “that”. However, the 

two complementizers in (2.a) and (2.b) can co-occur in the same sentence, witness (5).14 

(5) Lbent    gale-t         belli       (ra-ha)       qra-t                    lktab    

DEF.girl say.PERF-3SF COMP   PRT- 3SF read.PERF-3SF  DEF.book 

“The girl said that (indeed) she read the book.” 

The sentence in (5) indicates that: (i) ra “indeed” is not barred from occurring in 

an embedded (non-root) position and (ii) might not be a complementizer, at least, in the 

13 Note that Fassi Fehri (2012) does not discuss the syntactic properties of ra. He  touched on the 

nature of ra and referred to it, on page 242, as a logophoric complementizer, a root C, while 
arguing for ways to distinguish root from non-root complementizers in Arabic, including in 

Moroccan Arabic. Furthermore, note that, similar to Caubet (1992), Fassi Fehri (2012) translates 

ra as “indeed”. 

14 The sentence in (5) is courtesy of Jamal Ouhalla. 
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MA variety that the data for this study is drawn from. Then what is ra “indeed” if it is not a 

complementizer?  

According to Caubet (1992), ra roughly translates as “indeed”, has a deictic 

function, and serves to re-assert something, a way to reintroduce a previously 

mentioned or referred to assertion into the discourse. In Caubet (1992: 145)’s own 

words, ra ’s occurrences are instances of reassertion wherein the speaker restates what 

has been said before because they assume that it might have been misconstrued:  

“[…] des exemples de reassertion avec recentrage (de type "c'est 

que/c'est parce que" ...), l' enonciateur reprend ce qu' il vient de dire, 

parce qu' il estime avoir été mal compris, ou qu' on a pu se méprendre 

sur ses intentions.” (source: Caubet (1992: 145)).15;16 

Unlike Caubet (1992), Harrell (1968) observes that "the use of ra is especially 

common when a sort of logical connection or consequent result is implied". Drawing on 

the observations of Caubet (1992) and Harrell (1968), it seems that the function of ra in 

MA is to retrieve what was said before, and offer an elaboration on it. This description 

aligns well with a generative grammar and cartography model view of the way narrow 

syntax and discourse interact, as one could attribute a syntactico-pragmatic identity to 

15 I double checked with ten MA speakers from the north of Morocco (region of Fez-Sefrou), and 

confirmed that ra serves the function of “elaborating” on an assertion in the discourse. 

16 Translation to English (my own). "[...] instances of reassertion with entering (of the type ‘is 

that’/’is because of that’...), the speaker restates what she/he has just said, because she/he 

presumes that she/he was not well understood, or that her/his intentions were misunderstood." 
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ra. From this point forward, I assume that ra is an elaboration discourse particle, 

executes a pragmatic function helping to organize the discourse structure through 

identifying, retrieving and elaborating on an existing assertion.17 I assume that ra is 

17    As the following MA data sample from written MA shows, the occurrence of ra is prevailant. 
Sample of distributions and usages of ra: (Translation from MA to English is mine). 

“Look dad, do not give anyone a single cent, and I warn you not to come to my sentencing, neither 
you, nor my mum. <>rah(indeed)<> it is just hassle. If you would like to see me, <> 
rah(indeed)<> here is not like there. <> rah(indeed)<> I would not like seeing you there. And now 
I need nothing, just bring me some cigarettes, something to wear, and a bad blanket. <> 
rah(indeed)<> I still did not get my place, and anything you get in now, <> rah(indeed)<> you 
must sit next to it and watch over it. <>rah(indeed)<> here, you get distracted for a second and 
your eye can get stolen!  We go slow, by the moment I get my corner, and get into a good clan, 
and I will tell you what to bring me. Concerning the lawyer and that, <>rah(indeed)<> Taher will 
take care of those. <>rah(indeed)<> that boy is my brother, and things will be fine. Most 
importantly, tell my mother that all is well, good, good, good. <>rah(indeed)<> it is like a festival 
here. You see, those evenings when we were spending the night in the open market, sleeping in 
the car, in rain and cold so as to get a place, <>rah(indeed)<> spending the night here is better 
than there, and <>rak(indeed)<> you know me dad. I went through a lot and I am not that soft, 
and this <>rah(indeed)<> will pass. Just be patient with me. <>rah(indeed)<> I have nowhere to 
turn my face, and me, <> rah(indeed)<> I will manage on my own. <> rak(indeed)<> you 
know…what did you bring me in that plastic bag?”  
Source: The chronicles of Mohamed Socrat in Prison (episode 8-source text below),  
Blog Published at: http://mohammedsokrat.blogspot.com 

This discourse context is a conversation between a prisoner (the author) and his father who came 
to visit him in prison. I have bolded all the occurrences of ra “indeed” particle. 
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licensed by the ForceP functional projection in the left periphery of the CP clausal layer 

of MA.   

I introduce two sets of observations regarding the behavior of ra. This includes: 

(i) the constraints on the co-occurrence of ra and syntactic elements licensed by the

ForceP functional projection within the CP clausal layer of MA and (ii) the (morpho-

syntactic) dependency exhibited between ra and a NP topic subject. 

Consider the examples in (6.a, b, c and d).   

(6) a. ra-h   xass-k ttslem bash 

PRT-it  must-you convert.IMPERF so that 

ttehseb li-k 3nd  llah  

count.IMPERF  for-you at god 

“You must indeed become a Muslim for it to count in front of god.” 

Source: (Notes of a Moroccan infidel: p.99) 

b. ra-h had ll?almania ?ahssen hajja 

PRT-it  this DEF.German best thing 

mumkin tawqe3   li-k

possible happen.IMPERF to-you 

“It is indeed that this German (woman) is the best thing that can 

happen to you.” 

Source: (Notes of a Moroccan infidel: p.140) 

c. ra-k 3aref-ni, ?a-llwalid 

PRT-you know.IMPERF.2S-me PRT.Voc-dad 

dwezt ttkarfis 

pass.PEFR.1SM hardship 

“Hey dad! indeed you know I went through hardship.” 

Source: (The chronicles of Mohamed Socrat in Prison_episode 8), 

Blog Published at: http://mohammedsokrat.blogspot.com  
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d. Ennas sadiqin  ra-hum tema 

people honest PRT-they there 

“Honest people are indeed there.” 

Source: (Notes of a Moroccan infidel: p.70) 

In (6.a and b), the particle ra scopes over the entire clause (CP) that it precedes. 

It occurs in a clause initial position. The agreement suffix {-h} that appears suffixed to the 

particle ra marks an impersonal subject (equivalent to it in English), not specified for 

gender and number. In (6.c), the particle ra bears a second person singular agreement 

suffix {-k}. In this instance, I posit that ra agrees with a preceding null topic subject. In 

(6.d), the agreement suffix {-hum} that appears on the particle ra is a third person plural 

subject that agrees with the (topic) subject DP ennas sadiqin “honest people”. In sum, 

the preliminary observation that follows from the data in (6.a, b, c and d) is that the 

agreement suffixes that appear on the particle ra suggest that ra expresses a 

dependency with a topic NP (cf. 6.c and d). When occurring in the sentence initial 

position, ra does not exhibit agreement morphology and scopes over the entire CP 

structure (cf. 6.a and b).  

Moreover, the data set in (6.a-d) supports a preliminary view about the positional 

syntax of the elaboration discourse particle ra. In (6.a), ra precedes the modal particle 

xass “must/it befalls x that…”, which presumably occurs in the FinP functional projection, 

and as such ra is located in a position above that of the FinP functional projection. In 

(6.b), ra precedes a demonstrative DP that is presumably in one of the topic positions 

occurring above the FinP functional projection. This locates the position(s) where the 
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particle ra occurs somewhere between the ForceP and the FinP functional projections 

within the CP clausal layer of MA.  

This preliminary account of the dependencies and positional occurrences of ra in 

sentences (6.a-d) is insufficient for two main reasons. First, it does not tell us much 

about: (i) where the particle ra is barred from occurring in the sentence. Can ra occur in 

positions that cannot be characterized as being part of the CP clausal layer? and (ii) 

when bearing agreement features with which syntactic element does the elaborating 

discourse particle ra exhibit an agreement dependency?  

With this in mind, consider the syntactic contexts in (7.a-d) through (10.a-d). 

(7) a. ra-h   llmra   wlda-t wlad 

PRT-it DEF.woman birth.PERF-3SF boys 

“Indeed, the woman, she gave birth to boys.” (SVO order) 

b. Llmra   ra-ha   wlda-t wlad 

DEF.woman PRT-3SF birth.PERF-3SF boys 

“The woman, indeed, gave birth to boys.” (SVO order) 

c. * Llmra wlda-t ra-ha wlad 

DEF.woman birth.PERF-3SF PRT-3SF boys 

“The woman gave birth, indeed, to boys.” (SVO order) 

d. * Llmra wlda-t wlad ra-ha 

DEF.woman birth.PERF-3SF boys PRT-3SF 

“The woman gave birth to boys indeed.” (SVO order) 
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(8) a. ra-h   wlda-t   lmra wlad 

PRT-it  birth.PERF-3SF woman  boys 

“Indeed, a woman gave birth to boys.” (VSO order) 

b. * wlda-t ra-ha lmra wlad 

birth.PERF-3SF PRT-3SF woman  boys 

“Gave birth indeed a woman to boys.” (VSO order) 

c. * wlda-t lmra ra-ha wlad 

birth.PERF-3SF woman  PRT-3SF boys 

“A woman gave birth indeed to boys.” (VSO order) 

d. * wlda-t lmra wlad ra-ha 

birth.PERF-3SF woman  boys PRT-3SF 

“A woman gave birth to boys indeed.” (VSO order) 

(9) a. ra-h  llwlad  llmra  wlda-t-hum 

PRT-it DEF.boys DEF.woman birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“Indeed, as for the boys, the woman gave birth to them.” 

(OSV order)  

b. ?/* llwlad ra-ha    llmra    wlda-t-hum 

DEF.boys PRT-3SF DEF.woman   birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM  

“As for the boys, indeed, the woman gave birth to them.” 

(OSV order) 

c. llwlad  llmra  ra-ha      wlda-t-hum

DEF.boys DEF.woman PRT-3SF birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“As for the boys the woman, indeed, gave birth to them.” 

(OSV order) 
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d. * llwlad llmra wlda-t-hum ra-h 

DEF.boys DEF.woman birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM  PRT-it 

“As for the boys the woman gave birth to them indeed.” 

(OSV order) 

(10) a. ra-h  llmra  llwlad   wlda-t-hum 

PRT-it DEF.woman DEF.boys  birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“Indeed, as for the woman, the boys, she gave birth to them.” 

(SOV order)  

b. llmra ra-ha      llwlad wlda-t-hum 

DEF.woman PRT-3SF  DEF.boys birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“As for the woman, indeed, the boys, she gave birth to them.” 

(SOV order) 

c. llmra   llwlad  ra-ha     wlda-t-hum 

DEF.woman DEF.boys PRT-3SF birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“As for the woman, the boys, indeed, she gave birth to them.” 

(SOV order) 

d. * llmra llwlad wlda-t-hum ra-h 

DEF.woman DEF.boys birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM PRT-it 

“As for the woman, the boys, she gave birth to them indeed.” 

(SOV order) 

The examples in (7.a-d), (8.a-d), (9.a-d) and (10.a-d) are all declarative 

sentences that supply a direct and simple testing bed for the positional properties of the 

particle ra. The particle ra cannot occur in: (i) sentence final position (cf.10.d, 9.d, 8.d, 

7.d), (ii) in a position between the verb and the direct object in an SVO word order (7.c),

(iii) in a position between the verb and the postverbal subject in a VSO word order (cf.
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8.b), (iv) or in a position between the postverbal subject and the direct object in a VSO

word order (cf. 8.c). 

Taken jointly, the distributional properties of the particle ra, as illustrated through 

the syntactic contexts in (6.a-d), (7.a-d), (8.a-d), (9.a-d) and (10.a-d) highlight additional 

syntactic properties of ra. First, they indicate that occurrence of ra is barred in postverbal 

positions, in SVO, VSO, OSV or SOV word orders in MA, and as such its clausal 

occurrence is confined to the preverbal positions.18 Second, ra can occur in anywhere in 

the left periphery, and when it follows a left disclocated subject, it agrees with it, as 

shown in examples (7.b), (9.b and c), and (10.b and c). In sum, ra is a left periphery 

particle.  

Note further that ra establishes a topic dependency with a topic subject and not 

with a topic object. Consider the contrast in (11.a) compared to (11.b) and (12.a) 

compared to (12.b). 

(11) a. llmra   llwlad  ra-ha      wlda-t-hum 

DEF.woman  DEF.boys PRT-3SF birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“As for the woman, the boys, indeed, she gave birth to them.” 

(SOV order) 

18 The embedded context in (5) does not necessarily run against this observation because one 

could argue that some of the embedded clausal layers are endowed with their own richer left 

periphery and as such can allow, albeit possibly in a restricted manner, for the occurrence of 

syntactic elements that are characteristically CP internal syntactic elements (particles, adverbs, 

etc.). For space considerations, I will not say more here about the left periphery of embedded 

structures in MA. But I will discuss this in chapter 4 with respect to the licensing and distributions 
of PVCs in MA. 
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b. *  llmra llwlad       ra-hum    wlda-t-hum 

DEF.woman DEF.boys  PRT-3PLM  birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“As for the woman, the boys, indeed, she gave birth to them.” 

(SOV order) 

(12) a. llwlad  llmra ra-ha      wlda-t-hum 

DEF.boys DEF.woman PRT-3SF  birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“As for the boys the woman, indeed, gave birth to them.” 

(OSV order) 

b. * llwlad        llmra      ra-hum wlda-t-hum 

DEF.boys  DEF.woman  PRT-3PLM  birth.PERF-3SF-3PLM 

“As for the boys the woman, indeed, gave birth to them.”   

(OSV order) 

Finally, ra cannot occur in a non-declarative clause type, witness its 

ungrammatical occurrences in interrogative and imperative clause types, illustrated in 

(13.b) and (13.c), respectively.  

(13) a. ra-h     [ llmra   wlda-t wlad  ] 

PRT-it DEF.woman birth.PERF-3SF boys 

“Indeed, the woman gave birth to boys.” 

b. * ra-h shnu wlda-t llmra ? 

PRT-it  what  birth.PERF-3SF DEF.woman 

“Indeed, what did the woman give birth to?” 

c. * ra-h gles ?la llkursi  ! 

PRT-it  sit.AOR on DEF.chair 

“Indeed, sit on the chair!” 
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All the clause types in (13.a-c) express an illocutionary force. However, it is only 

the declarative clause type in (13.a) that expresses the illocutionary force of an assertion 

(the italicized and bracketed part), which is the clause type that allows for the occurrence 

of %..  

This much provides an overview of the necessary conditions for licensing the 

elaboration discourse particle %. in MA. That is, for the elaboration discourse particle %. 

to occur in the left periphery of MA, this left periphery should allow for the projection of 

the TopicP functional projection or/and the ForceP functional projection, as illustrated in 

(14). 

(14) Figure 6: !5.87.5*",,8%%4/,47*"-*)(4*45.3"%.)&"/*0&7,"8%74*#.%)&,54*%.

The dependency of the particle %. on the presence of a ForceP or/and a TopicP 

in the host structure is indicated by: (i) the morpho-syntactic agreement that is exhibited 

on the particle %., an agreement that specifically holds between the particle %. and a 

preceding preverbal topic subject, (ii) the constrained distributions of the particle %. as 

      ForceP 

ra-agr TopicP 

    ra-agr  FocusP 

     TopicP 

ra-agr  FinP

IP 
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confined to the preverbal domain, the CP clausal domain in MA, and (iii) the fact that it is 

only the declarative clause type that allows for the occurrence of the particle ra.  

The licensing of the wide-scope occurrences of this particle (ra-h) invokes and 

requires the presence of the ForceP functional projection within the host structure that 

the particle ra can occur in. The other possibility for the licensing of the elaboration 

discourse particle ra is the presence of a preceding subject TopicP functional projection 

in the left periphery of the structure that hosts the particle ra. Furthermore, note that this 

is not surprising because for the licensing of some discourse particles, one or more 

functional projections may be invoked in the left periphery of the host structure that such 

particles occur in. For example, previous syntactic cartography analysis-informed studies 

(cf. Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010); Haegmann (2012:116)) claims that the projection of 

the (highest) TopicP and FocusP implies the presence of the ForceP functional 

projection because “‘focalization’ and ‘topicalization’ are directly anchored to the 

(possibly reported) speaker, and […] this is encoded through Force.” In the case of 

licensing the elaboration discourse particle ra in MA, it is assertive force.  

2.3. The Topic system 

The syntactic behavior (distribution and interpretation) of NP topics can vary from 

one language to another, or within the same language. Approached from a cartographic 

model perspective, Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007), Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010), 

and Miyagawa (2017) propose that there are three types of NP topics that can be 

associated with distinct parts of the syntactic structure and the distribution of which is 
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regulated by different set of syntactic features. The table in (15) provides an overview of 

these topics, the clausal layers they occur in and the bundle of features they might 

include.  

(15) Table 1: Types of topics and their clausal mappings

Type of topics Clausal layers they occur in Features  
(a) Aboutness topic CP(Higher TopicP) φ-features, δ-features 
(b) Contrastive topic CP(Lower Topic), Edge of IP φ-features 
(c) Continuing topic19 CP(Lower Topic), Edge of IP φ-features 

In what follows, I will discuss the structural occurrences of these three different 

types of topics in the clausal structure of MA.  

2.3.1. Aboutness Topics in MA 

Frascarelli and Hinterholzl (2007) characterize aboutness topics as indicating 

“what the sentence is about” (Reinhart (1981)). They are constituents that are “newly 

introduced, newly changed or newly returned to” (Givón 1983: 8). They occur only in the 

highest part of the CP clausal layer (Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007); Bianchi and 

Frascarelli (2010); and Miyagawa (2017)). And they carry both phi-features and 

discourse features (Miyagawa (2017)), including an aboutness feature. The examples in 

19 I will be referring to ‘familiarity topic’ (cf. Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007), Bianchi and 
Frascarelli (2010)) as ‘continuing topic’ throughout this dissertation. 
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(16.a-b) and (17.a-e) provide instances of aboutness topics and their clausal 

occurrences. 

(16) a. Bandem    mkhelet              m3ak    ghi  b ljassad. 

Human      mix.PERF.3S with.you only by body 

?amma ruhu ra-ha   tayra 

regarding soul.his PRT.3SF fly.IMPERF.3S 

"The human is interacting with you only with their body. 

As to their soul, indeed, it is flying (somewhere)" 

(Source: Notes of a Moroccan infidel, p.110) 

b. Kuna             tankhels-u  200 Drham  dial lekra. 

Be.PERF.1PL pay.IMPERF-1PL 200 dirham  of rent 

Hana kuna tankhels-u. 

Us       be.PERF.1PL pay.IMPERF-1PL 

?amma ajjiran,          kayen            lli ma 

regarding DEF.neighbours  be.IMPERF.3S who NEG 

khels   sh          kthr   mn 3asher sniin 

pay.IMPERF.3SM NEG      more  from 10 years 

“We were paying 200 dirhams for rent. Us, we were paying. 

Regarding the neighbours, there are some who did not pay for 

more than 10 years.” 

(Source: Notes of a Moroccan infidel, p.143) 

(17) a.  ?amma Nadia,  ghadi  te-3ti   l-ik 

regarding Nadia,  FUT  3SF-give.IMPERF to-you 

ktab-ha lwel 

book-her first 

“Regarding Nadia, she will give you her first book.” 
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b. *  ghadi  ?amma Nadia te-3ti    l-ik 

FUT  regarding Nadia 3SF-give.IMPERF to-you 

ktab-ha lwel 

book-her first 

“Regarding Nadia, she will give you her first book.” 

c. *  ghadi te-3ti ?amma Nadia  l-ik 

FUT  3SF-give.IMPERF  regarding Nadia  to-you 

ktab-ha lwel 

book-her first 

“Regarding Nadia, she will give you her first book.” 

d. *  ghadi  te-3ti l-ik ?amma Nadia 

FUT  3SF-give.IMPERF to-you regarding Nadia 

ktab-ha lwel 

book-her first 

“Regarding Nadia, she will give you her first book.” 

e. *  ghadi te-3ti l-ik ktab-ha lwel, 

FUT  3SF-give.IMPERF  to-you book-her first 

(?amma)  Nadia 

regarding Nadia 

“Regarding Nadia, she will give you her first book.” 

The sentences in (16.a-b) are extracted from a novel written in Moroccan Arabic 

(Source: Notes of a Moroccan infidel, (sentence (16.a) extracted from p.110 and and 

sentence (16.b) extracted from p.143)). The sentences in (17.a-e) are constructed and 

their (un)grammatical judgments have been checked with ten native speakers. As (16.a-

b) and (17.a-e) show, MA marks its aboutness topic with the particle ?amma. This 
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particle occurs only in a clause initial position and together with the first (highest) NP 

topic. Consider the sentences in (18.a-b) and (19.a-b). 

(18) a.  [?amma Nadia], [ktab-ha lwel], 

regarding Nadia book-her first 

ghadi te-3ti-h    l-ik 

FUT 3SF-give.IMPERF-it  to-you 

“Regarding Nadia, her first book, she will give it to you.” 

b. *      [Nadia], [?amma ktab-ha lwel], 

Nadia regarding book-her first 

ghadi  te-3ti-h    l-ik 

FUT 3SF-give.IMPERF-it  to-you 

“Nadia, regarding her first book, she will give it to you.” 

(19) a. [?amma ktab-ha lwel], [Nadia] 

regarding book-her first Nadia 

ghadi  te-3ti-h   l-ik 

FUT 3SF-give.IMPERF-it  to-you 

“Regarding her first book, Nadia, she will give it you.” 

b. * [ktab-ha lwel], [?amma Nadia] 

book-her first regarding Nadia 

ghadi  te-3ti-h   l-ik 

FUT   3SF-give.IMPERF-it  to-you 

“Her first book, regarding Nadia, she will give it you.” 

The sentences in (18) and (19) all contain two preverbal topics. They show that 

the particle ?amma “regarding” can occur with a clause-initial topic subject Nadia, a 

clause-initial topic object (19.a), but cannot occur with non-clause-initial topics ((18.b) 
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and (19.b)). This makes the particle ?amma “regarding” a clause-initial topic particle that 

introduces the topmost DP topic.  

2.3.2. Contrastive Topics in MA 

Contrastive topics are NPs that induce alternatives which create oppositional 

pairs with respect to other topics (Büring (2003)). They anaphorically link back to a 

discourse-old antecedent by way of a set relation such as type/subtype, entity/attribute, 

co-element of an inferred set, etc. and hence do not introduce completely discourse-new 

information (Büring (1997, 1999); Lambrecht (1994)). The example in (20), modelled on 

one from Büring (2003), presents an instance of contrastive topic in MA. 

(20) ?amma      lfenana,     nnessa    lebs-u          lqfatan, w 

regarding   DEF.artists,  DEF.women    wear.PERF-3PL   caftans and 

rrjal  lebs-u jllalleb 

DEF.men wear.PERF-3PL robes 

"As for the artists, the women wore caftans and men wore robes." 

In (20), the contrastive topic nnessa “the women” denotes a subset of the set of 

artists denoted by the aboutness topic lfenana “the artists”. This topic NP nnessa “the 

women” stands in contrast to another contrastive NP topic rrjal “the men”. These 

contrastive NP topics constitute an oppositional pair.  

In terms of their distribution, note that contrastive topics can occur in structural 

positions that follow certain wh-words, witness the example in (21). 
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(21) ?amma    lfenana,     3lash  nnessa    lebs-u          lqfatan,

regarding   DEF.artists,  why     DEF.women    wear.PERF-3PL   caftans 

w  rrjal  lebs-u jllalleb 

and DEF.men wear.PERF-3PL robes 

"As for the artists, why did the women wear caftans and the men wear 

robes?" 

In terms of their interpretation, contrastive topics, like aboutness topics, update 

the common ground but unlike aboutness topics, they mark a contrast with a 

contextually-accessible alternative. Krifka (2008:2 67), in fact, suggests that they 

represent a combination of topic and focus: “They consist of an aboutness topic that 

contains a focus, which is doing what focus always does, namely indicating an 

alternative. In this case, it indicates an alternative aboutness topic.” This much teases 

apart two types of preverbal topics in MA and suggests that there are at least two 

structural positions where these NP topics can occur, one preceding the functional 

projection hosting the wh-word meaning ‘why’ and one following it. Where do continuing 

NP topics fit into this picture?  

2.3.3. Continuing Topics in MA 

Continuing topics are contextually given (Chafe 1987). Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 

(2007) label them “familiar topics” and characterize them as generally used for topic 

continuity (Givón 1983). The examples in (22.a-c) and (23.a-c) illustrate the distinctive 

distributional syntactic features of continuing topics in MA. 
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(22) a. Nadia ghadi te-3ti ktab-ha lwel 

Nadia FUT 3SF-give.IMPERF book-hers  first 

l-ik hyt 3wenti-ha bazaf mnin 

to-you because help.PERF.2S-her lot when 

kan-t   tateketb-u 

be.PAST-3SF  IMPERF.write.3SF-it 

“Nadia will give her first book to you because you helped her a lot 

when she was writing it.” 

b. […]20

c. {Nadia}   tattebghi    {Nadia} nnass lli 

Nadia     IMPERF.love.3SF  Nadia people who 

wqfu m3a-ha {Nadia} 
stand.PERF.3PL with-her Nadia 

“Nadia loves Nadia people who stood by her, Nadia.” 21  

In (22.a), the continuing topic is Nadia, indicated in bold. Its referent was already 

introduced as an (aboutness) topic in the discourse through a first mention. In (22.c), the 

speaker continues talking about that same topic. It can be expressed in any position. 

(23.c) shows that a continuing topic can even occur in an embedded clause. None of the 

positions following matrix verb are positions that are generally available for an aboutness 

topic or a contrastive topic.  

20 […] indicates presence of additional discourse material.  

21 {   } indicate that the enclosed element can be expressed in any of the indicated positions. 
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(23) a. Nadia ghadi te-3ti ktab-ha lwel 

Nadia FUT  3SF-give.IMPERF book-hers  first 

l-ik hyt 3wenti-ha bazaf mnin 

to-you because help.PERF.2S-her lot when 

kan-t   tateketbu 

be.PAST.3SF IMPERF-write.3SF-it 

“Nadia will give her first book to you because you helped her a lot 

when she was writing it. 

b. […]

c. Ba-ha qal-li belli {Nadia} 
Father-hers tell.PERF.3SM-me COMP Nadia 

tattebghi  {Nadia}  nnass lli 

IMPERF-love.3SF  Nadia people who 

wqfu m3a-ha,  {Nadia} 
stand.PERF.3PL with-her  Nadia 

“Her father told me that Nadia loves Nadia the people who stood 

by her, Nadia.” 

For completeness sake, I will briefly highlight how Focus NPs interact with Topic 

NPs in MA. I assume the widely-held view that the focused element in Standard Arabic 

and Moroccan Arabic bears stress (Ouhalla (1997); Shlonsky (2000); Aoun et al. 
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(2010)).22 A narrow focus fills a variable in an  open proposition (the ‘background’) that 

expresses contextually given information which the speaker presupposes is shared with 

the hearer (Rizzi 1997). The focused element can convey either non-contrastive (new) 

information (e.g. in a simple answer to a wh-question) or contrastive information. Recall 

that the context in (21) uses a non-contrastive focus element (a wh-word) to test the 

22 I thank Nicole Dehé for pointing out that, from a prosodic typology perspective, the properties of 

focus in Arabic languages are complex and subject to microvariation. In the typological 

classification of Jun (2005), Arabic is grouped (with English among others) as a head-prominence 

language, i.e. a language with lexical stress which mark prominence by post-lexical pitch accents 
associated with the relevant (e.g., the focused) constituent. However, there is significant 

microvariation. For example, both Lebanese Arabic (LA) and Egyptian Arabic (EA) mark 

contrastive focus using acoustic cues such as higher F0 and longer duration, but EA does not 

deaccent given information that follows a narrow focus (Chahal and Hellmuth 2014: 401-402). In 

addition, in both LA and EA, declarative utterances tend to fall and yes-no question tend to rise, 

like in English, and in EA, wh-questions tend to fall, again as in English; however in LA, wh-

questions tend to rise (Chahal and Hellmith 2014: 395). Another difference is that the two 

varieties have different pitch accent inventories: EA can be characterized as employing a single 
pitch-accent (L+H*), while LA has a larger inventory of six pitch accents. A fourth difference (and 

there are others) is that pitch accents tend to be realized on every prosodic word in EA, but are 

realized more sporadically in LA (Chahal and Hellmuth 2014: 397). For reasons of space and 

scope, the prosodic properties of PVCs in MA remain unexplored in this thesis, as my focus is on 

explaining aspects of the syntax of PVCs in MA. In chapter 6, I define some of PVC and prosody 

interface properties that can serve as avenues for exploring the interaction of PVCs and the 

prosodic properties of the left periphery in MA (and other languages). 
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linear order of topic NPs and focus NPs.23 For completeness sake, let's test with a 

contrastive focus NP, placed in the position that we assign to Focus NPs in MA, that is, a 

position sandwiched between an aboutness topic NP and any continuing topic NP. 

Consider the sentences in (24.a-c). 

(24) a. ?amma llbass, lQFATAN  nnessa     

regarding    DEF.clothes,   caftans  DEF.women 

lebs-u   (mashi jllalleb) 

wear.PERF-3PL NEG  robes 

"As for clothes, it was CAFTANS that the women wore (not 

robes)." 

b. * ?amma llbass, nnessa  lQFATAN 

regarding   DEF.clothes, DEF.women  caftans 

lebs-u  (mashi jllalleb) 

wear.PERF-3PL NEG robes 

"As for clothes, the women, it is CAFTANS that they wore (not 

robes)." 

c. * lQFATAN ?amma llbass, nnessa     

caftans     regarding   DEF.aclothes, DEF.women 

lebs-u  (mashi jllalleb) 

wear.PERF-3PL NEG  robes  

"It is CAFTANS, as for clothes, that the women wore (not robes)." 

23 Note that I use the structural position of 3lash “why” in MA as a distributional diagnostic, and in 

light of the classical view of Cartography (Rizzi 1997), which argues that wh-words can occur in a 

FocusP functional projection. However, in more recent views of Cartography, Rizzi and Bocci 

(2017) introduce an IntP (Interrogative Phrase) to host “why” in Italian. The functional projection 
IntP occurs below the ForceP functional projection and above the FocusP functional projection. 
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The sentences in (24.a-c) suggest that: (i) there is a FocusP functional projection 

sandwiched between two TopicP functional projections, (ii) the continuing topic NP 

cannot precede the focus NP (24.b), and (iii) the focus NP cannot precede the 

aboutness topic NP (24.c). This much meets the goal of showing that there are multiple 

positions for topic phrases, that there is a focus position for a focus phrase in the CP 

clausal layer of Moroccan Arabic, and that these positions are distinct positions within 

the CP.24  

In this section, I have established that MA allows for the structural realization of 

three types of topics, viz., aboutness topics, contrastive topics, and continuing topics. 

These types of topics differ in the syntactic properties they exhibit and the interpretative 

function they execute. The table in (25) provides a comparative matrix that captures the 

interpretative and the syntactic properties of the different types of Topic NPs that are 

attested in the clausal structure of MA.25  

24 I abstract from the discussion of the details of the derivational history of Focus and Topic 
structures, and how their positions are derived (movement vs. base generation). For an analysis 

of the derivation of focus phrases in Moroccan Arabic, see Ouhalla (1997, 1999).   

25 The comparative matrix in (25) does not include prosodic and phonological properties. I do not 

have much to say in that regard. 
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(25) Table 2: Comparative matrix of the syntactic and interpretative
properties of Topic NPs in MA

Syntactic & interpretative 
properties of Topic NPs in MA 

Type of topics 
Aboutness 
 topics 

Contrastive 
 topics 

Continuing 
 topics 

Left periphery Ö Ö Ö 
Right periphery * * Ö 
Sentence internal [IP] * * Ö 
Marked by preverbal particle Ö * * 
Precedes FocusP Ö ? * 
Occur in subordinate clauses * * Ö 
Updates common ground Ö Ö * 

These properties indicate that different types of Topic NPs (co-) exist in the left periphery 

of the sentence structure of MA. I illustrate the clausal distribution of the different types 

of Topic NPs in MA through the representation in (26).26  

(26) Figure 7: The hierarchical and linear properties of the Topic NPs in MA

ForceP  > TopicP    > TopicP  > FocusP  > TopicP  > FinP  > 
[+Aboutness] [?/+ Contrastive] [+ Continuing] 

These distributional and interpretative properties of topic NPs in MA are also 

attested in other languages, and have been reported on in different studies that examine 

the internal structure of the left periphery in Italian and Japanese, for example (cf. 

26 Note that my examination of the placement possibilities of focus NPs relative to different types 

of topic NPs is very preliminary. I did not diagnose, in detail, the linear sequencing of different 

focus NPs relative to contrastive topic NPs in MA. Hence, the relative ordering of contrastive topic 
NPs and focus NPs in (26) is tentative at this point. I leave that open for future research. 
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Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007); Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010); Miyagawa (2017)). As 

such, these properties of topic NPs are not unique to MA.  

Crucial for my purposes in this study is the fact that the syntactic and 

interpretative properties illustrated in Table 1 in (25) suggest that the licensing of the 

clausal positions and interpretations of topic NPs invoke more than one functional 

projection within the left periphery of MA to convey different information states of 

aboutness, contrast, and discourse continuity. I presume that there is a syntax-discourse 

interface requirement for licensing syntactic objects that have discourse and pragmatic 

import, in line with what is referred to in the literature as the syntacticization of some of 

the aspects of discourse (cf. Bianchi (2003); Miyagawa (2010, 2013); a.o.). 

2.4. Summary  

This chapter provided a cartography-model informed overview of the internal 

structure of the CP clausal layer in MA, with a specific focus on how the functional 

projections of ForceP and TopicP are invoked for licensing the positions and 

interpretations of discourse-oriented syntactic elements in MA. In MA, the licensing of 

the elaboration discourse particle ra “indeed” requires the realization of the ForceP and 

the TopicP functional projections. The licensing of the aboutness, contrastive, and 

continuing NP topics requires the realization of more than one TopicP functional 

projection in the left periphery. This much prepares the ground for describing and 

analyzing the distributional and configurational properties of PVCs in MA. I turn to 

addressing the distributional properties of PVCs in MA in chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3:  Describing the constraints on 
the clausal attachment of PVCs 

This chapter has an empirical goal. It examines the clausal attachments of PVCs 

to their host structures in Moroccan Arabic, and determines the nature of the conditions 

that allow or block such clausal attachments. I show that the occurrence of PVCs in the 

clausal structure of MA is constrained and that the seemingly free distribution of PVCs is 

not actually free. I identify 21 syntactic contexts that bar the clausal attachment of PVCs. 

This chapter is organized into three sections. In section 1, I provide a synopsis of 

the syntactic contexts wherein the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structures is 

barred. Section 2 provides an overview and evaluation of a number of classical and 

more recent studies that  examine aspects of the syntax of parenthetical constructions. 

Section 3 summarizes the findings.  
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3.1. The (in)flexible clausal distribution of PVCs in MA 

The clausal distributions of PVCs are at first seemingly unconstrained as they 

can occur in many clause-medial positions, in addition to clause-final and clause-initial 

positions.27 

(1) (tanden) Ali (tanden) shra (tanden) 

(I think) Ali (I think) buy.PERF.3SM (I think)     

ma3zza (tanden) mn ssouk (tanden) 

goat (I think) from DEF.market  (I think) 

“(I think) Ali (I think) bought (tanden) a goat (I think) from 

the market (I think).”  

PVCs in (1) can occur in clause-medial positions between the verb and its 

preverbal subject, between the verb and the direct object, and between the direct object 

and the adjunct. These flexible and seemingly unconstrained clausal occurrences of 

PVCs in MA are attested in English as well, as the sentences in (2.a-d) indicate.  

(2) a.  Whoever it was, they are I think in error.

b. It is I suppose concerned with the nature of the inanimate world.

c. Anyway we'll have to I assume revisit those nine points.

d. The desire to change though is I believe there.

[Source: British National Corpus, searched on June 15, 2011]

27 Note that while some of the MA PVCs might equally be ungrammatical in English and others 

might not, I do not make any claim as to the (un)-grammaticality of the English PVCs. As such, in 

the English translation, I translate the MA examples, but do not assign a grammaticality judgment. 
My empirical focus is on the syntax of interpolating speaker-oriented PVCs in MA. 
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The flexible clausal distributions of parentheticals in general is observed in 

previous studies and has been documented over the last six decades (see: Urmson 

(1952); Jackendoff (1972); Ross (1973); Haegeman (1991); Espinal (1991); Kaltenböck 

(2007); Schneider (2007); Dehé & Kavalova (2007); Griffiths (2015a, 2015b); among 

others). Underlying the different approaches to the syntax of PVCs is the idea that PVCs 

can occur just anywhere in the sentence. For example, Schneider (2007a:07) states:28  

RPCs are clauses with finite verbs that may be inserted 

everywhere in the host, that are not overtly linked to the host, 

whose verb lacks one of the arguments required by their 

valency (Italics are mine). 

PVCs can occur in clause-initial positions, interpolate in clause-medial positions 

and occur in clause-final positions (1). I put aside the discussion of the syntax of the 

clause-initial and the clause-final PVCs. My focus is on the occurrences where the PVC 

interpolates in clause-medial positions. That is, the clausal occurrences where they are 

not in a clause-final position or in a clause-initial position. These are the occurrences in 

(3.b, c and d), but not (3.a and 3.e). 

(3) a. I think Greece will vote to stay in the European Union. 

b. Greece I think will vote to stay in the European Union.

c. Greece will vote I think to stay in the European Union.

d. Greece will vote to stay I think in the European Union.

e. Greece will vote to stay in the European Union, I think.

28 RPCs stand for reduced parenthetical clauses, Schneider (2007a)’s term for a class of 
parentheticals that includes PVCs. 
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In English, it seems that PVCs can occur anywhere in the sentence (Schneider 

(2007a:07)). In Moroccan Arabic, the clausal occurrences of PVCs are more 

constrained. In what follows, I identify syntactic contexts where PVCs cannot attach to 

their host structures in MA.29 

3.1.1. The non-finiteness of the host structure 

Consider the context of the infinitive (non-finite) clause, illustrated in (4.a-b).30 

(4) a. Lwlad  xass-hum     (*tanden)    taf3ill          (*tanden) 

DEF.boys   must-3PM    I think  activate.AOR      I think  

had  lmubadara 

this  DEF.initiative 

“The boys need to (I think) activate (I think) this initiative.” 

29 I use the term host in a descriptive sense to refer to the structure that the PVC attaches to. This 

could be a word, a phrase or a clause. 

30 In this section, I illustrate the (il)licit occurrences of PVCs in MA through using the PVC verb 

tanden “I think”, which roughly translates to the English PVC “I think”. The grammaticality 

judgements reported by the native speakers of MA regarding the (il)licit occurrences and clausal 
attachments exhibited by the PVC tanden “I think” are equally attested with other PVC verbs, 

such as taneftared “I suppose" and taneCtaqed “I believe”.  From a syntactic point of view, these 

verbs exhibit the same behavior regarding the possibilities of their (il)licit clausal occurrences and 

attachments. Note that this does not amount to a claim that these verbs have identical meanings. 

They do not. However, regardless of their meaning differences, MA’s PVCs, the equivalent of 

Urmson’ parenthetical verbs (Urmson (1952)) in English, constitute a coherent group. They all 

mitigate the assertion in the host structures they attach to. They “guide the hearer to an 
appreciation of the matrix statement in its social, logical, or evidential context” (Urmson (1952)).  
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b. Lwlad ta-y-tmenaw (*tanden)  

DEF.boys HAB-3PL-hope.IMPERF I think 

tkmal (*tanden) llxedma 

complete.AOR I think   DEF.job 

“The boys hope to (I think) complete (I think) the task/job.” 

The sentences in (4.a-b) indicate that PVCs cannot occur in a position that 

immediately precedes or follows that of an infinitive verb.31 That PVCs cannot attach to a 

host structure with a (non-finite) infinitive verbal form is also exhibited in the context of 

an adjectival complement use of an infinitive (5.a) and in the context of a (non-

finite/infinitive) indirect question as in (5.b).  

(5) a. Mqelleq (*tanden) y-mshi  (*tanden) 

anxious I think 3SM-go.AOR   I think  

l dar

to house

“Anxious (I think) to go (I think) home.”

b. ta-te3arref  (*tanden)     fin  (*tanden)  te-mshi 

HAB-2SM.know   I think   where    I think       2S-go.AOR 

“You know (I think) where (I think) to go.” 

31 The infinitive verbal form in MA is a non-finite verbal form, an aorist form, which does not 
exhibit tense and aspect distinctions. 
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3.1.2. The interrogative force of the host structure 

PVCs are equally barred from co-occurring with matrix (direct) questions; witness 

the sentences in (6.a-e). 

(6) a. Shkun   (*tanden) klat    (*tanden) lbrquq ? 

who  I think eat.PERF.3SF    I think plums 

“Who (I think) ate (I think) plums?” 

b. ?shmen   bent  (*tanden) klat             (*tanden)   lbrquq ? 

which     girl   I think eat.PERF.3SF    I think      plums 

“Which girl (I think) ate (I think) plums?” 

c. Shnu   (*tanden) klat     (*tanden)     lbent? 

what   I think eat.PERF.3SF     I think DEF.girl 

“What (I think) did the girl (I think) eat?” 

d. Fuqash  (*tanden) lbent        (*tanden) klat 

when  I think DEF.girl     I think eat.PERF.3SF   

(*tanden) lbrquq ? 

I think      plums 

“When (I think) did the girl (I think) eat (I think) plums?” 

e. Fin   (*tanden)   lbent       (*tanden)  klat 

where   I think DEF.girl   I think      eat.PERF.3SF 

(*tanden) lbrquq ? 

 I think        plums 

“Where (I think) did the girl (I think)  eat (I think) plums?” 

f. Wash   (*tanden) lbent  (*tanden) klat 

Q  I think DEF.girl    I think eat.PERF.3SF    

(*tanden)    lbrquq ? 
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I think         plums 

“Did (I think) the girl (I think) eat (I think) plums?” 

Interrogative contexts, including wh-subject (6.a-b), wh-object (6.c), and wh-

adjunct (6.d and e), and question answers (yes/no) questions (6.f), cannot serve as 

hosts for the clausal attachment of the PVC. The clausal attachment of PVCs is equally 

barred in non-veridical contexts. 

3.1.3. The non-veridicality of the host structure 

The clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structures is sensitive to the 

veridical nature of the host. PVCs cannot attach to conditional clauses and to 

counterfactual clauses, as respectively illustrated in (7) and (8). 

(7) Ila  (*tanden)   lweld (*tanden)   qra         (*tanden) 

If    I think DEF.boy I think     study.PERF.3SM    I think 

mzian ghadi    y-njah 

well  will      3SM-buy.IMPERF  

“If (I think) the boy (I think) studies (I think) well, he will succeed.” 

(8) Wkan       (*tanden)  lweld        (*tanden)   bqa  (*tanden)  

be.PERF   I think DEF.boy     I think        stay.PERF.3SM    I think 

hey, kun    3awn  

alive  be      help.PERF.3SM 

“Had (I think) the boy (I think) stayed (I think) alive, he could have 

helped.”  
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In addition to the syntactic contexts of the conditional and the counterfactual, 

other irrealis mood contexts also bar the clausal attachment of PVCs in MA. 

3.1.4. The mood of the host structure 

The data in (6.a-e) showed that PVCs cannot occur in an interrogative mood 

context, and (7) and (8) showed that they cannot occur in conditional and counterfactual 

mood contexts. In this section, I show that other irrealis mood contexts such as future, 

jussive, presumptive and commissive, respectively illustrated through the sentences in 

(9), (10.a), (10.b) and (10.c), as well as imperative mood contexts, illustrated in (10.d), 

all bar the occurrence of a PVC in MA. 

(9) Ttayara (*tanden) gha  (*tanden) t-wssel

DEF.plane I think will  I think 3SF-arrive.AOR

(*tanden) f ssbah 

I think   in DEF.morning 

“The plane (I think) will (I think) arrive (I think) in the morning.” 

(10) a. Rrajel (*tanden) xass-u (*tanden) 

DEF.man I think should-3SM I think 

y-xdem   (*tanden) bzaaf 

3SM-work.AOR  I think hard 

“The man (I think) should (I think) work (I think) hard.” 

b. Rrajel        (*tanden)  rubama   (*tanden)  msha         (*tanden)  

DEF.man   I think may be     I think      go.PERF.3SM I think 

l ddar

to   DEF.house

“The man (I think) might (I think) have gone (I think) to the house.”
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c. Lbnat       (*tanden)  wllah         (*tanden) ma

DEF.girls I think    with.god    I think      NEG 

(*tanden) y-xrej-u 

 I think       3PL-exit.AOR-3PL 

“The girls, (I think) I swear (I think) they are not (I think) leaving.” 

d. Lwlad        (*tanden)  y-gls-u            (*tanden)   daba

DEF.boys  I think   3PL.sitAOR.3PL  I think         now 

(*tanden) ?l lkrasa ! 

I think      on DEF.chairs 

“The boys (I think) are to sit (I think) now (I think) on the chairs!”

3.1.5. Non-declarative complementizers in the host structure 

The structures that include a non-declarative complementizer wash ‘whether’ to 

introduce interrogative subordinate clause bar the clausal attachment of the PVC; 

witness (11.a-b).32    

(11) a. Swel    (*tanden) rajel   (*tanden)  wash     (*tanden) 

ask.PERF-3SM  I think      man  I think        whether     I think 

lmrah   (*tanden) teyba-t (*tanden) 

DEF.woman  I think cook.PERF-3SF I think 

kseksou 

couscous 

“A man (I think) asked (I think) whether (I think) the woman (I 

think) cooked (I think) couscous.”  

32 I owe this to Jamal Ouhalla (p.c.), who pointed out to me that these contexts bar the 
occurrence of PVCs. 
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b. Rrjal (tanden)      ma  (*tanden)      3rf-u  

DEF.men I think        NEG    I think   know.PERF-3PL 

sh     (*tanden) wash  (*tanden)  

NEG    I think whether I think       

tahe-t (*tanden) sshta 

fall.PERF-3SF   I think DEF.rain 

f Lhoceima 

in Lhoceima 

“The men (I think) did not know (I think) whether (I think) the rain (I 

think) fell in Lhoceima.” 

The occurrence of the PVC is barred also in syntactic contexts of finite 

(embedded) indirect wh-questions; witness the sentence in (12). 

(12) Rrajel (tanden) swell     (*tanden) shnu 

DEF.man I think   ask.PERF.3SM    I think what 

(*tanden) kla  (*tanden) lkelb 

I think eat.PERF.3SM I think  DEF.dog 

“The man (I think) asked (I think) what (I think) the dog (I think) ate.” 

Other syntactic contexts that bar the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host 

structures in MA are syntactic contexts with certain types of subject properties. 
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3.1.6. The type of the subject in the host structure 

Sentence final positions aside, PVCs cannot occur in structural positions that 

immediately precede or that follow a postverbal subject; witness (13.a).33 PVCs are 

barred in sentences that drop the lexical subject; that is, in sentences that contain a null 

(pro) subject (13.b) and in sentences with postverbal subjects.  

(13) a.   Kkteb (*tanden) Ali (*tanden) ktub 

write.PERF.3SM   I think       Ali I think books 

“Ali (I think) wrote (I think) books.” [VSO] 

33 The adjacency between the verb and its postverbal subject is tight but not completely strict as 

different (non-parenthetical) syntactic elements can occur in that structural position. This includes 

clitics, adverbs and prepositional phrases, as illustrated in (i), (ii) and (iii), respectively. 

(i)   Kkteb     (*tanden)    li-hum      (*tanden)   Ali  ktub  f    London 
write.PERF.3SM  I think         for-them    I think     Ali   books   in  London 

“Ali wrote (I think) for them (I think) books in London.”  

[sequence: Verb > clitic >Subject ] 

(ii) Kkteb (*tanden)  3awed thani   (*tanden)   Ali    ktub      f     London 

write.PERF.3SM  I think   again            I think      Ali    books    in   London 

“Ali wrote (I think) again (I think) books in London.”   

[sequence: Verb > adverb >Subject ] 

(iii) Kkteb      (*tanden) m3-hum       (*tanden) Ali    ktub      f London 
write.PERF.3SM  I tghink  with-them      I think Ali    books   in London 

“Ali wrote (I think) with them (I think) books in London.” 

[sequence: Verb > PP >Subject ] 

The fact that different (non-parenthetical) syntactic elements can occur in the structural position 

between the verb and the postverbal subject indicates that the ungrammaticality of (13.a) is not 

due to a strict adjacency constraint holding between the verb and the postverbal subject in the VS 
sequence. 
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b. Kkteb (*tanden) ktub 

write.PERF.3SM I think      books 

“He wrote (I think) books.” [VO] 

In MA, PVCs cannot attach to host structure with expletive (null) subjects, such 

as atmospheric (weather) predicates or existential predicates, respectively illustrated in 

(14.a) and (14.b).34  

(14) a.  Ta-t-ssxun        (*tanden)   f      Lhoceima 

HAB-3SF-warm.IMPERF   I think       in     Lhoceima 

“It (I think) gets hot in Lhoceima.”  

       [Atmospheric predicate with (a null) expletive subject] 

b. Kayn  (*tanden) ?idrab (*tanden) f rbat 

be I think strike I think in Rabat 

“There (I think) is a strike (I think) in Rabat.” 

[Existential predicate with (a null) expletive subject)] 

34 I assume that in MA there is an (expletive) null pronoun that is specified for third person 

singular agreement features in both atmospheric (weather) constructions and existential 

constructions. I assume that kayn in (14.b) is an existential verb that enables an existential 

reading of the sentence. Moroccan Arabic, unlike Egyptian Arabic which uses the form fi or 

Tunisian Arabic which uses the form famma (see: Eid (1983)), does not have a dedicated 

morphological form for existential subjects. It uses an existential predicate that does not take an 
overt external argument.   
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Furthermore, that the type of the subject in the host structure has a bearing on 

the licensing of the attachment of PVCs to their host structure is further indicated by the 

behavior of PVCs in the contexts of host structures with impersonal subjects (15).   

(15) Lwahed  (*tanden)  ta-y-gless          (*tanden) hena  (*tanden) 

one      I think  HAB-3SM-sit.IMPERF  I think      here   I think 

f  ssbah 

in  DEF.morning 

“One (I think) sits (I think) here (I think) in the morning.”      

 [Impersonal subject] 

The sentence in (15) includes an impersonal subject lwahed ‘one’. PVCs in 

Moroccan Arabic cannot attach to host structures with impersonal subjects. Another 

subject-related syntactic context that bars the occurrence of the PVC is that of weak 

quantifier subjects, witness the sentences in (16.a-b).35 

(16) a. Shi-wahed (*tanden) tyeb 

some-one       I think      3SM-cook.IMPERF 

(*tanden) l3sha 

I think dinner 

“Someone (I think) cooked (I think) dinner.”      [Weak quantifier] 

35 Note that in the context of the weak quantifiers (e.g. 16.a-b) the fact of making the subject DP 

within the QP complex (Quantifier-DP subject) definite through adding a definite marker does not 
make the clausal occurrences of PVC licit. They remain ungrammatical. 
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b. Shi-klab    (*tanden) mrrdu

some-dog.PL     I think sick.PERF.3PLM

(*tanden) f shta 

I think in winter 

“Some dogs (I think) fell sick (I think) in winter.” [Weak quantifier] 

However, the occurrence of the PVC with strong quantifiers is licit; witness the 

sentences in (17.a-b). 

(17) a. Kul  rrajel  (tanden) matt 

every DEF.man I think 3SM-die.PERF 

“Every man (I think) died.”

[Strong quantifier] 

b. Kulshi llmumridat    (tanden)  ta-y-3awnu

all DEF.nurses  I think  IMPERF-3PLM-help 

(tanden) llmdrid 

I think   DEF.patient 

“All the nurses (I think) help (I think) the patient.”        

[Strong quantifier] 

The strong quantifiers in (17.a-b) make a claim about a familiar set in the 

discourse. The set of men in (17.a) or the set of nurses in (17.b) is given. These 

quantifiers include a definiteness marker. 

The data in (13), (14.a-b), (15), (16.a-b) and (17.a-b) indicate that the attachment 

of the PVC to its host structure is sensitive to the nature of the subject in that host 

structure. PVCs cannot attach to host structures with an expletive (null) subject, an 
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impersonal subject, a weak quantifier subject, a null referential subject, and they cannot 

occur in a position immediately preceding or following a postverbal subject.  

Overall, the data in (4.a-b) through (17.a-b) indicate that the clausal attachment 

of PVCs to their host structure in MA is quite significantly constrained ─contra previous 

claims in the literature on parentheticals in Germanic and Romance languages 

(Schneider (2007a:07)). The clausal occurrence of PVCs in MA is barred from occurring 

in 21 syntactic contexts, documented in (4.a-b) through (17.a-b) and summarized in 

(18.a-u). 

(18) Table 3: The syntactic contexts that bar the clausal attachment of PVCs

SYNTACTIC CONTEXT - HOST STRUCTURE OCCURRENCE OF PVCS 
Non-finite clauses 

(a) Non-finite (aorist) nominalized verb PVC * 
(b) Adjectival use of the non-finite verb PVC * 
(c) Non-finite/infinitive indirect question PVC * 

Non-veridical/Irrealis clauses 
(d) Conditional context PVC * 
(e) Counterfactual context PVC * 
(f) Irrealis (future tense) context PVC * 
(g) Jussive mood context PVC * 
(h) Presumptive mood context PVC * 
(i) Commissive mood context PVC * 
(j) Imperative mood context PVC * 

Non-topic subject clauses 
(k) Expletive subject PVC * 
(l) Existential subject PVC * 
(m) Postverbal subject positions (before and after Subj.) PVC * 
(n) Null (pro) subject PVC * 
(o) Impersonal subject PVC * 
(p) Weak quantifier subjects PVC * 

Interrogative clauses 
(q) Wh-subject clauses PVC * 
(r) Wh-object clauses PVC * 
(s) Wh-adjunct clauses PVC * 
(t) Polar questions (Yes/No) clauses PVC * 
(u) Embedded indirect questions PVC * 
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The data in (4.a-b) through (17.a-b) provide a number of pointers as to what may 

be at play in licensing the clausal attachment of PVCs. This includes the finiteness of the 

host structure, the veridicality of the host structure and the nature of the subject in the 

host structure. This raises questions about the nature of the clausal attachment of PVCs 

to their host structures. Why would the clausal attachment of PVCs be barred in the 

syntactic contexts in (18.a-u)? In addition, what is the clausal attachment of PVCs 

specifically sensitive to? 

 Before I return to these questions and propose an account for the behavior of 

PVCs in the syntactic contexts in (18.a-u), I will discuss some major classical and recent 

approaches to the syntax of PVCs, and see what we can build on (or not). 

3.2. Approaches to the clausal attachment of PVCs 

There is no dedicated approach in the literature that examines the properties of 

speaker-oriented parentheticals, described in section one above, in and of themselves. 

As such, in my review of the literature in this section, I cover a number of syntax-

oriented, classical and recent approaches, focusing on the aspects of their proposals 

that can directly inform and shed light on the syntactic properties of PVCs in MA. These 

approaches are the root clause analysis of Ross (1973), the speaker-oriented approach 
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of Reinhart (1983), the orphanage approach of Haegeman (1991, 2009), and the Par-

Merge approach of Griffiths (2015a and 2015b).36 

3.2.1. The root clause analysis: Slifting and Niching (Ross (1973)) 

The study of Ross (1973) examines the syntax of parenthetical constructions like 

the ones in (19.a-e) from Ross (1973:132). 

(19) a. Max is a Martian, I felt. 

b. Max is a Martian, we realized.

c. Max is a Martian, it seems to have been believed.

d. Max is a Martian, remember.

e. Max is a Martian, don’t you think?

 The italicized parts of the sentences in (19.a-e) are parenthetical constructions, 

the structural positions of which have been derived through what Ross (1973) calls 

Sentence Lifting, hence Slifting. The derivation of the structural position of 

parentheticals, using Slifting is roughly represented in (20). 

36 Note that the syntactic structures that these approaches examine are a set of structures that 

are referred to collectively as parenthetical constructions, including but not limited to PVCs that 
are the focus of this study. 
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(20) 

The process of Slifting deletes the complementizer )(.). It adjoins what was at 

one point in the derivation the complement clause to the parenthetical (i.e. the YP and 

the ZP phrases in (20)) to the left of the former matrix clause which then became a 

parenthetical. Slifting is a leftward displacement rule.  

In the analysis of Ross (1973), PVCs, which are the focus of this study, are 

collapsed to be part of a larger set of parenthetical verbs that goes well beyond the 

Urmson (1952) type (see sentences in (19.a-e)). The Slifting rule derives the clause-final 

positions of parenthetical verbs. For the derivation of the clause-medial positions of 

parenthetical verbs, Ross (1973) proposes that the output of Slifting is used as input to a 

second derivational process that he calls “Niching”.  

Ross (1973:166) states that “]?!f?]g* TPU* &7* )(4* %854* )(.)* &/74%)7* )(4*

#.%4/)(4)&,.57*-"%;40*3$*Gh?9<?]g*&/)"*6.%&"87*V/&,(47@*&/*.*#%4,40&/'*,5.874.” Niching 

applies to all the structures that Slifting applies to. This properly includes the set of verbs 

that Ross (1973: 136[10]) assumes Slifting applies to. This is a large set of verbs that 

itself includes the PVC verbs such as: 345&4642*)(&/12*'8477 and ("#4. In general terms, 

Figure 8: F4#%474/).)&"/*"-*G5&-)&/' (Ross 1973) 

         Sx  

    [YP [ZP ]]            XP 

PVC  YP 

 ZP  
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Niching takes Slifting structures as input, for example as illustrated through Ross’s use 

of coordinate parentheticals (21.a),37 and generates the structures in (21.b), (21.c) and 

(21.d) as possible outputs.  

(21) a. Slim^is^proud^of his wrists, {and/but} even his mother doesn’t know this.

b. Slim, {and/but} even his mother doesn’t know this, is proud of his wrists.

c. Slim is, {and/but} even his mother doesn’t know this, proud of his wrists.

d. Slim is proud, {and/but} even his mother doesn’t know this, of his wrists.

The sentences in (21.a and b) are from Ross (1973:166), his (89.a) and (90.a). 

The sentences in (21.c) and (21.d) are mine and they illustrate other possibilities of 

niching indicated by Ross (1973) in his example (89.a) ((21.a) here). As the sentences in 

(21.b, c and d) indicate, parentheticals can be inserted, interpolated, in otherwise strictly 

adjacent structural positions.  

The Slifting-based account of Ross (1973) provided a fundamental stepping 

ground for other root clause analyses. For example, Emonds (1976, 1979) proposes a 

parenthetical formation rule that moves the parenthetical structure to the right of the 

sentence. These two accounts differ in the mechanics of deriving the surface word 

orders within the host structure, but they both assume that the parenthetical structures 

are root clauses that end up being syntactically “demoted” after the application of the 

Slifting rule or the parenthetical formation rule. More recently, Newmeyer (2015) 

37 The carats ^ in (21.a) represent the possible niches for the parentheticals, illustrated by (21.b, c 

and d). The italicization of the coordinate parenthetical is mine. Ross (1973) does not illustrate 
the application of Niching in the context of PVCs. 
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reaffirms this view and argues that the parenthetical clause I think is a root clause in all 

its occurrences. 

The root clause analysis and its subsequent variants captures and accounts for 

some important and fundamental syntactic properties of the clausal attachment of 

parentheticals in English. The postulation of Niching by Ross (1973) is the only existing 

root clause analysis based attempt to account for the clause-medial occurrences of 

parentheticals. Emonds (1976, 1979) does not offer an account of the syntax of clause-

medial occurrences of PVCs, and neither does Newmeyer (2015). 

The root clause analysis, as it stands and taken in its classic version, does not 

predict all of the constraints that are observed to govern the clausal distributions of 

PVCs in Moroccan Arabic (18.a-u). The core assumption of the root clause analysis is 

that parenthetical structures are root clauses themselves. If PVCs are root clauses by 

themselves, then we would expect that PVCs would not occur inside subordinate 

clauses. However, PVCs, in MA, can occur in selective subordinate clause contexts that 

can be argued to be endowed with the necessary left periphery structure that licenses 

the occurrence of the PVC. For example, PVCs can occur in some finite subordinate 

clauses; witness (22). 

(22) Rrajel nnsa belli  ttaliba          (tanden) 

DEF.man forget.PERF.3SM that DEF.student.3SF     I think 

jawebat 3la sou?al 

answer.PERF.3SF on DEF.question 

“The man forgot that the student (I think) answered the question.” 
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As I will show in detail in chapter 4, the subordinate clause in (22) is an argument 

of a familiar complement taking predicate, and is a subordinate structure that has a left 

periphery. That there is a left periphery in (22) is indicated by the fact that the embedded 

clause allows for the fronting (left dislocating) of its direct object; witness the sentence in 

(23). 

(23) Rrajel nnsa belli  had sou?al 

DEF.man forget.PERF.3SM that this  question 

ttaliba (tanden) jawebat 

DEF.student.3SF I think answer.PERF.3SF  

3li-h  mnqbel 

on-it.3SM before  

“The man forgot that this question, the student (I think) answered it 

before.” 

The data in (22) and (23) clearly suggest that PVCs are not root clauses by themselves 

as they can occur in a selective (subset) of embedded clauses. I account for the data in 

(22) and (23), through assuming that the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host

structures is a root clause phenomenon. I build on previous observations in the literature 

that main clause phenomena can occur in a limited set of subordinate clauses (cf. 

Hooper and Thompson (1973); Green (1976); Heycock (2006), a.o.). For example, 

Green (1976: 384) lists a number of contexts where main clause phenomena occur in a 

subordinate clause, including adverb preposing (24.a) and exclamative inversion (24.b).  

(24) a. I knew that never before had prices been so high. 

b. I knew that boy, was I in deep!

[Source: Green (1976: 384, e.g.A16, H23)]
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The proposal that parentheticals are independent from their host structure is 

introduced to account for their “invisibility” to syntactic processes that are operative at 

the level of the host structure. de Vries (2007) defines invisibility as instances where 

(paratactic) phrases/clauses, including parentheticals, do not interact with their host in 

terms of c-command-based relations. I reproduce here, for the sake of illustration, his 

argument that relies on the (in)dependence of the mood of a parenthetical structure from 

that of the host. de Vries (2007:217) shows that the illocutionary force of a parenthetical 

clause is independent of that of the host; witness the sentences in (26.a-c). 

(26) a. Jake said – why am I not surprised? – that he hates bicycles. 

b. Did Jake, John pondered, own a car?

c. Does Jake, who I met last week, own a car?

[Source: de Vries (2007:217), his examples (46.a-c)), italics are mine]

The sentences in (26.a-c) allow for mixing two forces, a declarative and an 

interrogative force; hence, the two clauses are independent and the (italicised) 

parenthetical structures in (26.a-c) exhibit no structural dependency with their host.  

The data in (26.a-c) do motivate treating some parenthetical structures as 

syntactically detached from their host structures; however, not all parentheticals 

structures exhibit identical syntax. Semantically, PVCs are tightly related to their host 

structure; compare the sentences in (27.a-b).  

(27) a. Trump, who is the president of the US, refused to meet with 

the intelligence agencies. 

b. Trump, I think, refused to meet with the intelligence agencies.
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While the non-restrictive relative clause in (27.a) and the PVC in (27.b) both occur 

(interpolate) in a clause-media position, in terms of interpretation, they exhibit different 

relations to the host structure. In (27.a), the core message conveyed by the sentence is 

an assertion that Trump refused to meet with the intelligence agencies. The non-

restrictive relative clause is construed in relation to the subject Trump but its occurrence 

does not alter the interpretation of the assertion, and as such, its omission does not 

change the core message in (27.a). In (27.b), the occurrence of the PVC is construed in 

relation to the core message and the assertion expressed in the host structure. The PVC 

alters the interpretation of the host through modifying (mitigating) the asserted Force in 

(27.b).   

Moreover, that the syntax of the PVCs is different from that of the types of 

parentheticals examined by the proponents of the orphanage approach is indicated by 

the fact that the occurrence of the PVC with an interrogative clause, or an imperative 

clause is illicit in MA; witness the sentences in (28.a-b). 

(28) a. Wqef       (*tanden) hda (*tanden) llhit! 

stand.AOR.2SM     I think  near I think DEF.wall 

“Stand (I think) near (I think) the wall!” [Imperative mood] 

b. Shkun   (*tanden) shra  (*tanden) ttefah ? 

who   I think buy.PERF.3SF     I think DEF.apples 

“Who (I think) bought (I think) apples?”           [Interrogative mood] 

The sentences in (28.a-b) indicate that, with PVCs, the mixing of moods is not always 

possible since the PVC cannot attach to a clausal host that is an interrogative clause or 

an imperative clause. Mood mixing is not as free as is the case with some other 
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parentheticals (e.g. appositives). Thus, while appositives might exhibit the behavior of 

being detached from the host structure, and be invisible to syntactic dependencies 

operating at that level, PVCs are not detached from the host structure. They do exhibit 

dependencies with the host structure. 

The orphanage approach can potentially succeed in accounting for the seemingly 

free distribution of some parenthetical constructions (e.g. reduced parenthetical clauses 

and appositives) in German, English and Dutch (Schneider (2007a); de Vries (2007)). 

However, the existing orphanage approaches cannot readily account for MA’s 

constraints on the clausal attachments of PVCs to their host structures (18.a-u). The 

data discussed in section 1 above shows that there are 21 syntactic contexts where the 

clausal occurrences of PVCs are constrained in MA. This calls for further cross-linguistic 

and comparative research to explore the syntax of PVCs in Germanic, Romance, and 

other languages in light of the constraints (18.a-u) that are observed to hold in MA. 

Given the limited scope and empirical focus of this study, this is a task that I leave open 

for future research(ers). 

3.2.3. Speaker-oriented parentheticals: Reinhart (1983) 

Reinhart (1973, 1983) examines what she calls sentence-containing 

parentheticals.39 The goal of her 1983 study is to explore the extent to which the syntax 

39 Note that some of the core ideas in Reinhart (1983) were first discussed in Reinhart (1973). 
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of sentence-containing parentheticals can be accounted for in terms of speaker-

dependency, hence adding to the understanding accumulated in previous studies that 

explored speaker-dependency syntax. Such studies include Jackendoff’s (1972) study of 

speaker-dependent adverbs and sentence modifiers and Kuno and Kaburaki’s (1977) 

study of the relations between syntactic structures and speaker’s point of view and 

empathy.  

The sentence-containing parentheticals Reinhart examines are of two types. 

Using the notion of point of view, she distinguishes between speaker-oriented 

parentheticals and subject-oriented parentheticals. Speaker-oriented parentheticals 

convey the attitude and the point of view of the speaker subject, the I subject in (29.b). In 

these constructions, the speaker is identical with the subject of the parenthetical. 

Subject-oriented parentheticals report and comment on the statements in the host 

structure. This reporting and commenting is done by the subject within the parenthetical, 

the subject Max in (29.a). 

(29) a.   A famous actress was going to visit him, Max said.

[Subject-oriented parenthetical] 

b. John will be late, I think.

  [Speaker-oriented parenthetical] 

       [Source: Reinhart (1983:172) ─her sentences (4.a) and (5.a)] 

Reinhart (1983)’s sentence-containing parentheticals include a subject and a 

verb or else a subject, a verb and an object. Her speaker-oriented parentheticals are not 

restricted to Urmson (1952)’s type of parenthetical verbs. The sentence-containing 

parentheticals data she lists in her study are all clause-final parentheticals. Moreover, for 
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the speaker-oriented parentheticals, she uses also the third person singular pronoun, 

she/he, as the speaker subject, an instance of indirect discourse, and wherein the 

speech act is that of the (reported) speaker she/he. In her examples, the speaker-

oriented parenthetical verb with the subject she/he is always in the past tense, unlike the 

case with Urmson (1952)’s type of parenthetical verbs, which are always in the present 

tense. 

The study of Reinhart (1983) lists important syntactic differences between 

subject-oriented parentheticals and speaker-oriented parentheticals. The two types of 

parentheticals differ with respect to tense and anaphora. Reinhart (1983) argues that in 

subject-oriented parentheticals, backward pronominalization and tense agreement are 

obligatory. In speaker-oriented parentheticals, forward pronominalization is obligatory 

and the tense of the main clause is determined in relation to real time. She illustrates 

these differences through the sentences in (30.a-c). The sentence in (30.d) is mine and 

I added it for expository purposes. 

(30) a. Hei would be late for herj party, Johni told Maryj.

b.* Johni would be late for Mary’sj party, hei told herj.

c. Johni will be late for Mary’sj party, hei told herj.

d.* Hei will be late for herj party, Johni told Maryj.

[Source: Reinhart (1983:177), examples (30.a-c) are her (24.a-c)]

(30.a) illustrates a subject-oriented parenthetical, which exhibits backward 

pronominalization and tense agreement between the main clause and the parenthetical 

clause. It reports some actual speech event in which John addressed Mary. (30.b) 

shows that when there is tense agreement, there cannot be forward pronominalization. 

(30.c) illustrates a speaker-oriented parenthetical that exhibits forward pronominalization 
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and does not show tense agreement. It represents an assertion of the speaker, which 

does not necessarily correspond to some speech event in which John addressed Mary. 

Backward pronominalization in the context of a speaker-oriented parenthetical that lacks 

tense agreement, induces ungrammaticality (30.d). 

The two types of parentheticals differ also with respect to stylistic inversion. 

Subject-oriented parentheticals allow stylistic inversion (31.a). Speaker-oriented 

parentheticals do not (31.b). 

(31) a. Hei’ d never seen a thing like that, said Johni.

b.* Johni has never seen a thing like that, said hei.

[Source: Reinhart (1983:178), her examples (30.a-b)]

In addition to these syntactic differences, Reinhart observes that subject-oriented 

parentheticals and speaker-oriented parentheticals allow different prosodic patterns. The 

subject-oriented parenthetical is pronounced like a direct quote with a parenthetical 

(32.a). The speaker-oriented parenthetical can be pronounced without a preceeding 

pause, like a sentence with a sentence adverb (32.b). 

(32) a.   He would be late, Ed said.

b.    Ed will be late he said.

[Source: Reinhart (1983:179)]

Building on the syntax of these two types of parentheticals, Reinhart (1983) 

proposes that the Slifting approach of Ross (1973) cannot account for the syntactic 

behavior of sentence-containing parentheticals. Reinhart argues that speaker-oriented 

sentences such as (33) pose a substantial problem for Slifting. (33) does not have a 
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parallel sentence with an embedded clause that can serve as a derivational source for 

Slifting. 

(33) Well, honestly, wasn’t he a dreadful looking artist, she said laughing.

[Source: Reinhart (1983:187), her example (39.a)]

In the Slifting analysis of Ross (1973), one possible source structure for (33) would be 

reconstructed as in (34), an impossible input data structure to Slifting.  

(34) * She said laughing that well, honestly, wasn’t he a dreadful looking artist.

[Source: Reinhart (1983:187), her example (39.b)]

       [Italics are mine] 

The transformations that yield the output structures of Slifting in (33) delete the that 

complementizer in (34), then move what was the complement to the parenthetical 

structure (italicized part) to the left, resulting in the parenthetical structure being 

“demoted”, and occurring in a sentence final position.40 The parenthetical that Reinhart 

uses for this counter-argument to Slifting approach is a speaker-oriented parenthetical. 

This same objection about the inability of Slifting to account for surface syntax of the 

sentence-containing parentheticals extends to the case of some subject-oriented 

parentheticals. Direct quote context aside, substituting the speaker-oriented 

40 I am abstracting away in this part of the discussion from the use of Niching process, another 

process that the approach of Ross (1973) employs for deriving the clause-medial occurrences of 
parenthetical structures. 
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parenthetical structure she said laughing with a subject-oriented parenthetical structure 

such as John said laughing yields the same results documented in (33) and (34). 

Moreover, Reinhart (1983:186) advances another argument against Slifting and 

its ability to account for the syntax of her sentence containing parentheticals. Ross 

(1973) assumes that tense agreement is exhibited in all types of parentheticals. 

However, the data introduced by Reinhart (1983), specifically her example (24.c), 

discussed above as (30.c), shows that speaker-oriented parentheticals do not exhibit or 

require tense agreement. 

According to Reinhart (1983), the behavior of the speaker-oriented parenthetical 

is better accounted for through a speaker-dependent adverb analysis (Jackendoff 

(1972)), an approach that does not require appeal to Slifting. However, Reinhart does 

not provide the implementation details to allow for comparing her analysis of sentence- 

containing parentheticals to Jackendoff (1972)’s analysis of speaker-dependent adverbs.  

The approach of Reinhart (1983) uncovered fundamental properties in the syntax 

of parentheticals, and established that the syntax of each parenthetical type needs to be 

examined in and of itself, and without assuming that different parentheticals are a unified 

phenomenon and amenable to a unified account. The syntax of her speaker-oriented 

parentheticals is not identical to that of PVCs that are the focus of this study. My focus in 

this study is on the first-person speaker-oriented parentheticals, a subset of Reinhart 

speaker-oriented parentheticals. However, despite the differences, PVCs and speaker-

oriented parentheticals share the similarity of being both speaker-dependent structures, 

a similarity that I will capitalize on in the following chapters. 
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3.2.4. A Minimalist Program view on the syntax of parentheticals 

For completeness, I will discuss some of the recent generative syntax-oriented 

analyses regarding the question of integration versus orphanage of parentheticals 

to/from their host structures. I selectively opt to discuss the approach and findings of 

Griffiths (2015a) and Griffiths (2015b) because of three reasons: First, these studies use 

data from English, Dutch and German to examine the external syntax of a sub-group of 

parentheticals. Second, they undertake the task of explicating what ‘integration’ and 

‘orphanage’ mean from the standpoint of the Minimalist framework of grammar 

(Chomsky 1995 et seq.). Third, they carefully delimit the scope of the sub-type of 

parentheticals that they explore, and as such make it relatively easier for other scholars 

working on the grammar of parentheticals to compare the different sub-type of 

parentheticals across different languages.  

Griffiths (2015a) examines the syntax of parenthetical verb clauses (PVCs), such 

as John reckons, I confess.41 He distinguishes between two types. The subordinating 

parenthetical verb clauses (henceforth SUB-PVCs), illustrated in (35.a-c) and paratactic 

parenthetical verb clauses (henceforth PAR-PVCs), illustrated in (36.a-c). 

(35) A: What has John bought?

a) B: I reckon a GIFT.

b) B: A GIFT, I think.

c) B: A gift, I hope, for MARY.         [Source: Griffiths (2015a: his 9.a-c)] 

41 In terms of the data coverage, the study of Griffiths (2015a), like Reinhart (1983),  includes the 
analysis of 3rd person subject PVCs. My study is focused exclusively on the 1st person PVCs.  
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(36) a) John and [they say his WIFE] are coming to the party together.

b) John and [his WIFE I concede] are coming to the party together.

c) John and [his, I hope WIFE] are coming to the party together.

[Source: Griffiths (2015a: his 10.a-c)]

Griffiths (2015a) argues that SUB-PVCs linearly precede a modified fragment 

answer or constituent and that PAR-PVCs linearly interpolate into or follow a modified 

fragment answer or constituent. He proposes that PAR-PVCs, like other parentheticals 

such as appositive relative clauses (de Vries 2007), exhibit what is referred to in the 

literature as scopelessness (Potts 2005). That is, PAR-PVCs escape the scope of 

linearly preceding operators, and do not license binding dependencies that require c-

command. In this analysis, the licensing of the interpolating position of the PVC in (37.a) 

is analyzed as in (37.b). 

(37) a. John will, I fear, be late. 

b. [CP [TP John will [VP <ParP Par0 [CP-PVC I fear]> [VP be late]]]].

[Source: Griffiths (2015a: his 27.a & b)] 

The analysis in (37.b) uses the Par-Merge technology (de Vries 2012) to account 

for the interpolating positions of PVCs in English. According to de Vries (2012), Par-
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Merge is a subset of Merge operations (Chomsky 2000), and is invoked to handle the 

syntax of paratactic constructions (e.g. appositives, correlatives, amalgams, etc.). Unlike 

Set-Merge and Pair-Merge operations, the output of a Par-Merge, say, α does not 

dominate its input β and γ. Consequently, β and γ are not dominated by any nodes 

which come to dominate α. Thus, Par-Merge results in the absence of c-command. For 

the analysis of  SUB-PVCs, Griffiths (2015a) proposes that they are syntactic sisters with 

the fragment answer they modify. Fragment answers are treated as CPs that are 

reduced by ellipsis (Merchant 2004).  

In another related but distinct study, Griffiths (2015b) examines two types of 

reduced parenthetical clauses, viz., speaker reduced parenthetical clauses  (henceforth 

speaker RPCs) and quote reduced parenthetical clauses (henceforth quote RPCs), a 

classification that traces back to Schneider (2007a). These parenthetical structures are 

exemplified by the italicized phrases in (38.a-c) and (39.a-b), from Griffiths (2015b). 

(38) a. Claude is, I think, the best candidate for the job. 

b. Who has, do you reckon, won the race?

c. I declare this store open, I am happy to say.

Source: [Griffiths (2015b: ex.1.a-c)]

(39) a. “I have,” Kevin exclaims, “won the lottery!” 

b. “Do you know why,” asked Ysobell, “they are making these

redundancies?”

Source: [Griffiths (2015b: ex.2.a-b)] 

Griffiths (2015b) develops a syntactico-pragmatic delimitation of these two type 

of parenthetical structures. The quote reduced parenthetical clauses are argued to 
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modify (‘have an interpretative effect upon’) quotes, and the speaker reduced 

parenthetical clauses modify utterances of any other illocutionary type, in line with the 

classification provided in Schneider (2007a). Griffiths (2015b:07) proposes that both 

types of parenthetical structures are “simultaneously clausal adjuncts and independent 

speech acts” because they are not involved in the semantic composition of their host. 

This is suggested, according to Griffiths (2015b), by the observations that: (i) these 

parentheticals are unaffected by the c-commanding operators in their host structure, (ii) 

they are unsuitable targets for Internal Merge (Chomsky 2004), (iii) they cannot host 

reflexives, and (iv) they are locked islands (Postal’s 1998). 

Taken jointly, the studies of Griffiths (2015a) and Griffiths (2015b) explore the 

syntax of four types of parenthetical constructions, drawing on data from English, and 

supplemented (where relevant for the argumentation) by data from Dutch and German 

parenthetical constructions. These are speaker reduced parenthetical clauses, quote 

reduced parenthetical clauses, subordinating parenthetical verb clauses and paratactic 

parenthetical verb clauses. These parenthetical constructions have been analyzed as 

being integrated into the host structure that they modify. Hence, it is possible to describe 

these studies as lending additional theoretical and empirical support to the integrated 

analysis of parenthetical structures. To account for how these four types of parenthetical 

constructions are linearily integrated with their host structures, yet are hierarchically 

invisible to c-command relations, Griffiths adopts the Par-Merge technology proposed in 

de Vries (2012), and as such treats parenthetical constructions as being akin to 

paratactic constructions.  

The analyses advanced in Griffiths (2015a) and Griffiths (2015b) are a carefully 

worked out exercise in syntactic generalization about the syntactic properties of similar 
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yet distinct parenthetical constructions in English. However, these studies are not 

without challenges. For one, aspects of the integration analysis proposed in these 

studies cannot readily account for why the speaker-oriented PVCs in MA are sensitive to 

the syntactic properties of the left periphery of their host structure, and as such do not 

seem to be invisible to the syntactic constraints, operating at the level of the host 

structure. As I show in chapter 4, PVCs in MA are sensitive to the internal make-up of 

the left periphery in their host structure, and the syntactic dependency exhibit with their 

host structures in MA needs to abide by relativised minimality constraints (chapter 5). 

This suggests that PVCs in MA are visible and sensitive to the syntactic dependencies 

and processes, operating at the level of the host structure. Second, from a theoretical 

and technical standpoint, Par-Merge seems to be a technology that is construction-

specific and is meant to account for paratactic constructions and their grammatical 

properties. It is an ad hoc device that enriches narrow syntax by devising a novel 

composition operation, over and above what is minimally needed for unbounded 

recursive composition (Ott (2016); Chomsky, Gallego, and Ott (2019)). As such, it runs 

against keeping methodological axioms to an irreducible minimum (Chomsky 2008). 

These reservations do not take away from the novelty and importance of many of 

the observations established in Griffiths (2015a) and Griffiths (2015b). I depart from 

these studies in: (i) my delimitation of the object of inquiry as being only speaker-

oriented PVCs in MA and (ii) my use of the Agree technology of Chomsky (2000, 2001, 

2004) instead of Par-Merge. Like Griffiths (2015a) and Griffiths (2015b), I explore an 

integration-based account to the properties exhibited by speaker-oriented PVCs in MA, 

but using Agree technology. 
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3.3. Summary 

In this chapter, I established that the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host 

structure is not un-constrained. I identified 21 syntactic contexts that bar the clausal 

attachment of PVCs in MA. I reviewed a number of classical and recent approaches that 

examined the general syntax of parenthetical constructions in English. I adopt the idea of 

Ross (1973) that parentheticals, PVCs in my case, exhibit a dependency with the matrix 

clause, and I extend on Reinhart (1983)’s idea that speaker-oriented parentheticals are 

associated with an illocutionary force. Specifically, I follow Reinhart (1983) and assume 

that PVCs, like her speaker-oriented parentheticals, are speaker-oriented structures that 

“further specify the force of the assertion” (Reinhart (1983:180)). I argue in the following 

chapters that the syntactic behavior of PVCs in MA and the distributional constraints 

they exhibit can be accounted for in terms of a speaker-dependent syntax inspired by 

Reinhart (1983) and grounded in the cartography of the left periphery (Rizzi (1997)) of 

the host structures that PVCs attach to. 

. 
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CHAPTER 4:  Explaining the constraints on 
the clausal attachment of PVCs 

In this chapter, I descriptively account for and explain the conditions (host 

requirements) on the clausal attachment of PVCs. I show that the clausal attachment of 

PVCs to their host structures is a main clause phenomenon, and I reduce the licensing 

of the clausal attachment of PVCs to the availability of a left periphery in the host 

structure. More specifically, I argue that the clausal attachment of PVCs is sensitive to: 

(a) the presence of an overt subject in the left periphery of its host structure and (b) the

availability of a realis assertive ForceP functional projection in the left periphery in the 

host structure. This chapter is organized into three sections. In section 1, I discuss the 

Subject requirement for the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structures. Section 

2 discusses the Force requirement for the licensing of the clausal attachment of the 

PVC. Section 3 summarizes.  

4.1. Explaining the conditions: Subject constraint 

In this section, I supply a set of evidence to support the idea that the clausal 

attachment of the PVC to its host structure is sensitive to the presence of a preverbal 

overt subject in the host structure.  
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4.1.1. PVCs and postverbal subjects 

Subjects in MA can be either preverbal or postverbal. Preverbal subjects are 

always definite (1.a-b) and postverbal subjects can be indefinite or definite (2.a-b).   

(1) a. * Weld ja l ddar

boy   come.PERF.3SM to  DEF.house

“A boy came to the house.”  

b.  Lweld  ja  l ddar

DEF.boy  come.PERF.3SM to  DEF.house

“The boy came to the house.”  

(2) a. Ja    weld  l ddar

come.PERF.3SM  boy  to  DEF.house

“A boy came to the house.” 

b. Ja lweld  l ddar

come.PERF.3SM DEF.boy to  DEF.house

“The boy came to the house.” 

Only the preverbal subject sentences allow the clausal attachment of PVCs, as 

the contrast berween (3.a) and (3.b and c) shows. 

(3) a. Lweld (tanden)  ja  (tanden)  

DEF.boy I think come.PERF.3SM I think 

l ddar

to  DEF.house

“The boy (I think) came (I think) to the house.”
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b. Ja            (*tanden)   lweld       (*tanden)  l   ddar 

come.PERF.3SM  I think    DEF.boy  I think  to  DEF.house 

“The boy (I think) came (I think) to the house.” 

c. Ja (*tanden)  weld    (*tanden) l    ddar 

come.PERF.3SM I think      boy      I think to  DEF.house 

“A boy (I think) came (I think) to the house.” 

If it is indeed the case that the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structure 

is sensitive to the presence of an overt subject in the left periphery of the host structure, 

we would predict that PVCs would not be licit in the syntactic contexts of null subjects. I 

discuss these contexts next.  

4.1.2. PVCs and null subjects 

Note that if the subject of the host structure is a null subject, the clausal 

attachment of the PVC to that host structure is ruled out. This includes referential null 

subjects (4.a) and expletive subjects, which in MA are always null (4.b and c).42    

42 Note that the impersonal sentence in (i) is also ruled out even though it has an overt preverbal 

subject.  

(i) Lwahed    (*tanden)  ta-y-rtah (*tanden)    f     ssif 
one  I think      HAB-3SM-comfort.IMPERF   I think        in   DEF.summer    
“One (I think) relaxes (I think) during summer.”                [Impersonal subject] 
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(4) a. Kkteb (*tanden) ktub 

write.PERF.3SM I think      books 

“He wrote (I think) books.” 

[Referential null subject] 

b. Ta-t-ebred                (*tanden)     f    Ifran

HAB-3SF-cold.IMPERF     I think    in   Ifran

(*tanden)   f      shta 

I think in  winter 

“It (I think) gets cold in Ifran (I think) during winter.”  

[Expletive null subject] 

c. Kayn  (*tanden) jju3   (*tanden)   f     lljanoub 

            be I think   famine    I think       in    DEF.south 

“There (I think) is famine (I think) in the south.” 

[Expletive null subject] 

4.1.3. PVCs and host structures with ellipsis 

An additional piece of evidence which shows that the clausal attachment of the 

PVC to its host structure requires the presence of a preverbal overt subject in that host 

structure is supplied by the behavior of PVCs in other contexts of ellipsis that target the 

deletion of the complement and the deletion of the verb. This is illustrated in (5.a-b) and 

(6.a-b).  

(5) a. Wash  Ali ttafeq 3la ttaman? 

Q  Ali agree.PERF.3SM on DEF.price 

“Did Ali agree on the price?” 
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b. N3am,  Ali  (tanden) ttafeq    3la  ttaman  

yes Ali I think agree.PERF.3SM on   DEF.price 

“Yes, Ali I think agreed.” 

(6) a. Ali ta-y-bghi ttyyab walakin 

Ali HAB-3SM-like.IMPERF cooking but 

mashi Nadia  (tanden)   ta-y-bghi        ttyyab 

NEG Nadia I think HAB-3SM-like.IMPERF    cooking 

“Ali likes cooking but not Nadia I think.” 

b. Ali gha  y-mshi l lmktaba walakin 

Ali will   3SM-go.IMPERF   to DEF.library but 

mashi   Ali   (*tanden)   gha  y-mshi          l    ssouk 

NEG  Ali       I think        will  3SM-go.IMPERF  to DEF.market 

“Ali will go to the library but not I think to the market.” 

There are at least three left periphery Spec positions that the topic subject can 

occur in. These are Spec-TopicP1 (following FocusP), Spec-FocusP and Spec-Topic2 

(preceding FocusP). See chapter 2. The syntactic context of ellipsis in (5.b) is that of the 

deletion of a complement. As the sentence in (5.b) shows, the clausal attachment of the 

PVC to the host structure in this context is not affected by the missing complement. The 

syntactic context in (6.a) is that of a missing verb and object, an instance of stripping, a 

sub-type of ellipsis that can be analyzed as resulting from fronting a constituent and 

deleting the IP (Hankamer and Sag (1976) Depiante (2000); Merchant (2003, 2004); 

a.o.). In both syntactic contexts of complement deletion (5.b) and stripping that leaves a

subject (6.a), the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structure is possible because 

these structures contain an overt preverbal subject. However, if the process of stripping 

deletes the subject, as in (6.b), then the PVC cannot attach to such structures.  
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4.1.4. PVCs and fragment answers 

If the licensing of PVCs indeed requires the existence of a subject in the host 

structure, then we expect that PVCs would not be able to attach to answer-fragment host 

structures that lack a subject. Consider the sentences in (7.a-c).43     

(7) a.  Wash wella l ddar?

Q  return.PERF.3SM to DEF.house 

“Did he return to the house? 

b. N3am (*tanden) 

yes (I think) 

“Yes I think.”

c. Lla (*tanden) 

no (I think) 

“No I think.” 

43 Thanks to Jamal Ouhalla for bringing to my attention that in some varieties of MA, specifically 

the Northwest (Tetouan-Tangiers) MA variety, the structure of the answers to polar questions do 
not tolerate deletion. The sentences (7.b) and (7.c), from the Central North (Fez-Sefrou)) MA 

variety─ the source of the data for this study, would be ungrammatical in the Northwest (Tetouan- 

Tangiers) MA variety, regardless of the occurrence of the PVC. The answer must be a full 

structure. Further examination of the judgments of native speakers of different varieties of MA 

(the variety spoken in the Northwest (Tetouan-Tangiers) and the variety spoken in Central North 

(Fez-Sefrou)) shows that that there is syntactic micro-variation in MA with respect to whether the 

structures that are answers to polar questions can be a yes/no answer with or without additional 
VP/IP structures. 
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The structures in (7.b) and (7.c) are partial fragment answers. I assume that these 

structures result from IP ellipsis (Holmberg 2013), and there is no subject in such 

structures to license the occurrence of the PVC.  That these structures are the result of 

IP deletion is indicated by the fact that a fragment answer to a clefted polar question 

occurs in a CP-related position, as can be seen by the contrast in (8.b) and (8.c).  

(8) a.  Wash lweld      hwa    lli      wella l ddar?

Q  DEF.boy   him    who return.PERF.3SM   to   DEF.house 

(mashi lbent?) 

NEG DEF.girl 

“Is it the boy who returned to the house? (not the girl?).” 

b. N3am,  lweld hwa  lli     wella  l    ddar 

yes  DEF.boy him  who  return.PERF.3SM  to  DEF.house 

“Yes, the boy.” 

c. * Lweld  n3am 

DEF.boy yes 

“The boy, yes.” 

The clefted fragment-answer subject Lweld “the boy” in (8.b) functions as an 

information focus and thus can reasonably be analyzed as occurring in a SpecFocusP 

position. The fact that the response particle cannot occur after the focalized subject in 

(8.c) puts it in a structural position above that of the FocusP functional projection, 

plausibly in a ForceP functional projection. If my analysis that the clausal attachment of 

the PVC to its host structure requires the presence of an overt left periphery subject in 

the host structure is correct, then, we would predict that the PVC can attach to the 
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fragment answer in (8.b). This prediction is borne out as can be seen in (9.b), compared 

to (10.b).  

(9) a.  Wash   lweld  hwa lli    wella     l ddar? 

Q        DEF.boy  him who return.PERF.3SM    to DEF.house 

(mashi lbent?) 

NEG DEF.girl 

“Is it the boy who returned to the house? (not the girl?) ” 

b. N3am, lweld (tanden) 

yes DEF.boy I think 

“Yes, the boy, I think.” 

(10) a.  Wash   l ll-souk   lli wela          lweld ? 

Q         to DEF.market that return.PERF.3SM    DEF.boy 

(mashi  l ddar?)

NEG  to  DEF.house 

“Is it to the market that the boy returned? (not to the house?)” 

b. N3am,  ll-souk (*tanden) 

yes to-DEF.market   I think 

“Yes, to the market, I think.” 

Fragment answers to wh-questions behave similarly. Consider the sentences in (11.a-b) 

and (12.a-b).  

(11) a. Shkun ttah mn sshrjem ? 

who   fall.PERF.3SM from DEF.window 

“Who fell from the window?” 
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b. Lweld (tanden) 

DEF.boy I think 

“The boy, I think.” 

(12) a. 3lash msha-w  l lbher?

why  go.PERF-3PL  to DEF.sea 

“Why did they go to the sea?” 

b. Hyt ssahd (*tanden) 

due  DEF.heat I think 

“Because of the heat I think.” 

The sentence in (11.a) represents a syntactic context for the answer fragment in (11.b), 

modelled on Holmberg (2013). I assume that the answer-fragment structure in MA 

results from a “radical” deletion process that deletes IP and keeps the answer-fragment 

in a left peripheral position. Thus, the subject in (11.b) “survives” the IP deletion process 

because it occurs in a position higher than that of Spec-IP. In (11.b), it is possible for the 

PVC to attach to the subject. The difference between (11.b) and (12.b) is that the answer 

fragment structure in (12.b) does not include a subject. This contrast in the possibility of 

the clausal attachment of the PVC to a fragment structure resulting from ellipsis 

suggests that the attachment of the PVC to its host requires the overt presence of an 

overt left peripheral subject in that host structure.  

Overall, then the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structure requires the 

presence of an overt preverbal subject in the left periphery. The clausal attachment of 

PVCs is not affected by the deletion of verbs or the deletion of complements. The 
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occurrence of the PVC is illicit when the subject in the host structure is postverbal, 

deleted, or null. A question that emerges at this point is whether the clausal attachment 

of the PVC to its host structure is sensitive to the presence of any overt preverbal 

subject in the left periphery of the host structure, or specifically to an overt preverbal 

topic in the left periphery of the host structure. In chapter 5, I will argue that what I have 

thus far termed the ‘subject’ constraint is actually a topic constraint. To account for this 

topic constraint, I will develop a formal analysis that draws on the realization of the 

highest topic phrase in the left periphery of the host structure.44 In the next section, I 

examine the PVC and the realization of ForceP in the left periphery. 

44 This constraint will account for all of the data discussed in this chapter except for the licit 

occurrence of a PVC in the answer fragments in (9.b) and (11.b), which are not topics but rather 

foci. I will suggest that the subject lweld “the boy” in (9.b) and (11.b) moves from the FocusP 

functional projection to the higher TopicP functional projection. It appears that such a movement 

is not possible for the oblique answer fragments in (10.b) and (12.b) perhaps because subject is 

the grammatical relation cross-linguistically most closely associated with the topic function, so an 

information focus occurring in initial subject position can perhaps be quite easily reanalyzed as a 

topic. Thanks to Nancy Hedberg for pointing out that such a reanalysis may have occurred during 

the historical development of the type of English it-clefts termed ‘informative presupposition’ it-
clefts by Prince (1978) and ‘topic-comment’ clefts by Hedberg (1990, 2013). English it-clefts 

termed ‘informative presupposition’ it-clefts by Prince (1978) and ‘topic-comment’ clefts by 

Hedberg (1990, 2013). Ball (1992) argues that informative presupposition it-clefts developed later 

in English than the clefts termed ‘stressed focus’ it-clefts by Prince and ‘comment-topic clefts by 

Hedberg. As Prince (1978) and Hedberg (1990) discuss, only subjects and certain sentence 

modifiers occur as clefted constituents in this type of cleft in current English. And subjects and 

such sentence modifiers are commonly assumed to be prototypical sentence topics (i.e., more 
specifically aboutness topics and frame setters, respectively (Krifka 2008)). 
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4.2. Explaining the conditions: Force constraint 

In this section, I introduce evidence to show that the clausal attachment of the 

PVC to its host structure is a main clause phenomenon, and that there is a dependency 

between the PVC and a ForceP in the left periphery of the host structure.  

4.2.1. Diagnosing main clause phenomenon 

I propose that the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structure is a main 

clause phenomenon (MCP), approached along the general lines of Emonds (1969), 

Hooper and Thompson (1973) and Green (1976), and closely examined through a 

cartographic lens, adopting Rizzi (1997). As a starting point, and to lay the testing 

ground for the analysis of the PVC’s clausal attachment as a main clause phenomenon, 

consider the sentences in (13.a-c).  

(13) a. Bsraha, Omar  kla lkhubz 

frankly,  Omar eat.PERF.3SM DEF.bread 

“Frankly, Omar ate the bread.” 

b. Rah Omar kla lkhubz 

PRT.indeed Omar eat.PERF.3SM DEF.bread 

“Indeed, Omar ate the bread.” 

c. Had  lkhubz,  Omar kla-h

This  DEF.bread  Omar eat.PERF.3SM-CL

“This bread Omar ate it.”
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The sentences in (13.a-c) are instances of main clause phenomena. (13.a) includes a 

sentence-initial speaker adverb ‘Bsraha’ frankly, which invokes the ForceP functional 

projection. Speaker-oriented adverbs such as honestly and frankly express something 

about how the speaker is presenting the proposition. They represent the attitude of the 

speaker (cf. Jackendoff (1972); Cinque (1999)). It is generally concluded that the 

licensing of speaker-oriented adverbs requires the presence of a ForceP functional 

projection in the clause that hosts them (cf. Cinque (1999); Speas and Tenny (2003); 

Haegeman (2006a)). 

(13.b) includes the elaboration discourse particle ra which, as I argued in chapter 

2, is a left periphery discourse particle that invokes the TopicP and the ForceP functional 

projections for its licensing. The sentence in (13.c) is an instance of a DP left dislocation. 

Since Emonds (1969), (English) left dislocation is analyzed as a root phenomenon, 

restricted to occur in root clauses and a subset of root-like subordinate clauses (cf. 

Emonds (2004); Haegeman (2002a); Heycock (2006)).  

That the sentences in (13.a-c) are indeed instances of main clause phenomena 

is supported by the fact that they cannot occur in embedded syntactic contexts, unless 

such embedded syntactic contexts are endowed with a fully articulated left periphery, as 

will be discussed in the next subsection.  

4.2.2. PVCs and embedded left periphery: verb complements 

Hegarty (1992) proposes a classification of clausal complement-taking verbs into 

two classes: novel complement-taking predicates (e.g. state, declare, etc.) and familiar 

complement-taking predicates (e.g. remember, forget, etc.). According to Hegarty 
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(1992:30), familiar complement-taking predicates are introduced by a complementizer 

marked [+definite], licensing a null definite operator in Spec-CP. Approaching the 

observation of Hegarty from a cartography model standpoint could suggest that familiar 

complement-taking predicates have a full left periphery that includes a TopicP functional 

projection and a ForceP functional projection, while novel complement-taking predicates 

lack such a left periphery.  

With this in place, now we can test whether PVCs are a main clause 

phenomenon. If PVCs are indeed a main clause phenomenon, we would expect that 

they would not occur in verb complement clauses that lack a left periphery, but they 

would occur in embedded clauses that contain a left periphery.  

Consider the sentences in (14.a-d) and (15.a-d). The (a) sentences in (14) and 

(15) contain a speaker-oriented adverb, which, as mentioned above, is generally

assumed to occur in Spec-ForceP (cf. Cinque 1999). The (b) sentences in (14) and (15) 

contain the elaboration discourse particle ra “indeed”, which was argued in chapter 2 to 

be associated with the ForceP functional projection. The (c) sentences in (14) and (15) 

contain a left dislocated DP, which is generally assumed to occur in the highest TopicP 

functional projection in the left periphery (cf. Rizzi 1997). The (d) sentences in (14) and 

(15) test the ability of the PVC to occur inside the verb complement clauses.

(14) a. * Ali 3len belli bsraha 

Ali 3SM.declare.PERF that frankly 

Omar  kla lkhubz 

Omar eat.PERF.3SM DEF.bread 

“Ali declared that frankly Omar ate the bread.” 

[Novel-complement taking predicate] 
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b. ?/*  Ali 3len belli rah 

Ali 3SM.declare.PERF that PRT.indeed 

Omar  kla   lkhubz 

Omar eat.PERF.3SM DEF.bread 

“Ali declared that indeed Omar ate the bread.” 

[Novel-complement taking predicate] 

c. *  Ali 3len belli had  lkhubz 

Ali 3SM.declare.PERF that this DEF.bread 

Omar  kla-h    

Omar eat.PERF.3SM-it 

“Ali declared that this bread, Omar ate it.” 

[Novel-complement taking predicate] 

d. Ali  3len   belli

Ali  3SM.declare.PERF  that

Omar  (*tanden)   kla                      lkhubz

Omar I think      eat.PERF.3SM    DEF.bread

“Ali declared that Omar (I think) ate the bread.”

[Novel-complement taking predicate]

(15) a.  * Ali ttfekr belli bsraha 

Ali 3SM.remember.PERF that frankly 

Omar  kla lkhubz 

Omar eat.PERF.3SM DEF.bread 

“Ali remembered that frankly Omar ate the bread.” 

[Familiar-complement taking predicate]  
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b. Ali ttfekr belli rah 

Ali 3SM.remember.PERF that PRT.indeed 

Omar  kla   lkhubz 

Omar eat.PERF.3SM DEF.bread 

“Ali remembered that indeed Omar ate the bread.” 

[Familiar-complement taking predicate] 

c. Ali  ttfekr belli had  lkhubz 

Ali  3SM.remember.PERF that this DEF.bread 

Omar  kla-h    

Omar eat.PERF.3SM-it 

“Ali remembered that this bread Omar ate it.” 

[Familiar-complement taking predicate] 

d. Ali  ttfekr belli 

Ali  3SM.remember.PERF that 

Omar  (tanden)   kla  lkhubz 

Omar I think      eat.PERF.3SM DEF.bread 

“Ali remembered that Omar (I think) ate he bread.” 

[Familiar-complement taking predicate] 

The ungrammaticality of (14.a-c) indicates that the complements of novel-

complement taking predicates lack a fully articulated left periphery. Predictably, the 

occurrence of the PVC in (14.d) is barred. However, note that (14.d) is only 

ungrammatical when it contains a PVC. Even when the PVC does not occur, the topic 

subject of the complement clause is in a preverbal position, indicating that the CP must 

contain a partial left periphery, which in this case would include a low (embedded) 

TopicP functional projection hosting the subject, as proposed for Italian by Frascarelli & 

HInterhölzl (2007).  
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However, with familiar complement taking predicates (15.a-c), the embedded 

speaker-oriented adverb frankly is still ungrammatical, but the elaboration discourse 

particle ra can occur, and so can a left dislocated object. This suggests that these 

predicates do contain a fully articulated left periphery. Predictably, as (15.d) shows, a 

PVC is permitted inside the complement of this class of verbs. 

We can conclude that the clausal attachment of a PVC to its host structure 

requires a fully articulated left periphery that contains a ForceP as well as the high 

TopicP functional projection. 

4.2.3. PVCs and embedded left periphery: noun complements 

Noun complement clauses are CP structures selected by nouns like ‘idea’, 

‘rumor’, ‘news’, ‘claim’, etc. It is a commonly held view in the generative grammar 

literature that clausal complements of nouns are not compatible with main clause 

phenomena; that is, they do not allow main clause phenomena (cf. Hooper and 

Thompson (1973); Emonds (2004); Hagemann (2012)).45   

45 There are diverging views as to the derivation of noun complements. Some authors assimilate 

the syntax of noun complement clauses to that of relative clauses (cf. Aboh (2005); Kayne 

(2008)). Others assume that the relation between the that-clause and the noun is one of 

adjunction (Stowell (1981)). For my concerns here, I assume that noun complements are CP 

clauses; albeit with a reduced left periphery. They cannot be assimilated to relative clauses 

because, in MA, noun complements use a different complementizer from the one used in relative 
clauses. The relative clause complementizer in MA is lli ‘that’ and not belli ‘that’. 
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Consider the sentences in (16.a-d). 

(16) a. *   [Ll?isha3a belli   bsraha    Ali ta-y-ehder 

DEF.rumor  COMP   frankly    Ali HAB-3SM-speak.IMPERF 

llugha   japonya ] faj?t-ni 

DEF.language  Japanese surprise.PERF.3SF-me 

“The rumor that frankly Ali speaks the Japanese language 

surprised me.”  

b. *  [Ll?isha3a belli  rah  Ali ta-y-ehder 

DEF.rumor  COMP  PRT    Ali HAB-3SM-speak.IMPERF 

llugha japonya ] faj?t-ni 

DEF.language  Japanese surprise.PERF.3SF-me 

“The rumor that indeed Ali speaks the Japanese language 

surprised me.”  

c. *   [Ll?isha3a belli llugha japonya 

DEF.rumor  COMP DEF.language  Japanese 

Ali ta-y-ehder-ha]       faj?t-ni 

Ali HAB-3SM-speak.IMPERF-CL   surprise.PERF.3SF-me 

“The rumor that the Japanese language Ali speaks it surprised 

me.”  

d. [Ll?isha3a   belli      Ali (*tanden)  ta-y-ehder 

DEF.rumor  COMP      Ali   I think      HAB-3SM-speak.IMPERF 

(*tanden)   llugha         japonya  ]   faj?t-ni 

I think       DEF.language    Japanese    surprise.PERF.3SF-me 

“The rumor that Ali (I think) speaks (I think) the Japanese 

language surprised me.”  

(16.a) shows that the speaker-oriented adverb frankly cannot occur in a noun 

complement, (16.b) shows that the elaboration discourse particle ra cannot occur in 
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noun complement either. (16.c) shows that left dislocated DPs are also not permited in a 

noun complement structure in MA. We can conclude that noun complement clauses lack 

a fully articulated left periphery, and predictably (16.d) shows that the occurrence of 

PVCs is equally barred in such syntactic contexts.  

In the remaining two sections of this chapter, I examine in further detail the role 

of assertive force in licensing the clausal attachment of PVCs.  

4.2.4. PVCs and dependency on assertive force 

I have shown in the previous section that the clausal attachment of PVCs exhibits 

hallmarks of being a main clause phenomenon. In this section, I will reinforce this 

analysis with additional evidence, and show that the licensing of a PVC requires the 

presence of assertive force. Consider the sentences in (17.a and b).  

(17) a. Rrajel,        (*tanden)   shnu (*tanden) shra   

DEF.man   I think   what    I think buy.PERF.1SM 

(*tanden) m  lhanout 

I think  from DEF.shop? 

“The man, (I think) what (I think) did he buy (I think) from the 

 shop?”  [Interrogative] 

b. Nntta, (*tanden)   shri (*tanden)   llktub ! 

You I think       buy.AOR.2SM  I think    DEF.books 

“You, (I think) buy (I think) the books!”      [Imperative] 
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The sentence in (17.a) includes a preverbal definite topic subject and a wh-object 

which occupies a FocusP functional projection. I assume it also includes a ForceP 

functional projection that specifies that (17.a) is a question. Likewise, the sentence in 

(17.b) includes a topic subject and presumably a ForceP functional projection that 

specifies that this structure is an imperative one. Why would the occurrence of PVCs be 

illicit in the interrogative and the imperative host structures although these structures are 

main clauses, have a topic subject and have a left periphery that includes a ForceP 

functional projection?  

I would suggest that the presence of a topic subject and the presence of a 

ForceP functional projection in the left periphery of the host structure are necessary but 

not sufficient conditions for licensing the clausal attachment of PVCs. In addition, the 

licensing of the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structure requires that the 

ForceP functional projection in that host structure expresses assertive force. We can 

assume following, previous studies, that just as imperative sentences have a ForceP 

functional projection that licenses directive force (Han 2000), and interrogative 

sentences are topped by a ForceP functional projection that expresses the interrogative 

force associated with questions (Rizzi 1997), the ForceP in declarative sentences 

typically expresses assertive force.46  

46 It is important to note, however that certain PVCs can occur in English questions and 

commands, as in the following examples from Dehé (2014: 68), which she also uses as an 

argument against Ross’ (1973) ‘slifting’ derivation of PVCs that I briefly discussed in chapter 3. 
MA does not appear to have these types of PVC: 
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This much accounts for most of the 21 constraints observed to bar the clausal 

attachment of PVCs to their host structures, except for what bars the clausal attachment 

of PVCs in contexts of conditionals, counterfactuals, and future clauses. I discuss these 

next.  

4.2.5. PVCs and dependency on a realis assertive force 

The matrix clauses of the conditional and the counterfactual sentences in (18.a) 

and (18.b) contain a preverbal subject. The sentences in (18.a-b) also appear to express 

assertive force. Yet, the occurrence of a PVC in such contexts is ruled out.  

(18) a. Rrajel,   (*tanden) ila    (*tanden)   xdem     

DEF.man I think if     I think    work.PERF.3SM 

(*tanden)  mzian   ghadi     (*tanden) y-wsel 

I think   well    will          I think 3SM-do.IMPERF 

ma  bgha 

whatever  want.3SM.PERF 

“The man, (I think) if he (I think) worked (I think) hard, he could (I 

think) achieve whatever he wanted.”    [Conditional] 

(i) (a) Will she, I wonder, be late? 
(b) * I wonder will she be late?

(ii) (a) Do not, I beg you, be late. 
(b) * I beg you do not be late.
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b. Rrajel, (*tanden)  wkan        (*tanden)    bqa  

DEF.man I think       be.PERF   I think         stay.PERF.3SM 

(*tanden)  shih         (*tanden) kun ra-h 

I think      healthy   I think be DEI-3SM 

3awn 

help.PERF.3SM 

“The man, had he (I think) stayed (I think) healthy, (I think) he 

could have helped.”                       [Counterfactual] 

To account for what rules out the occurrence of PVCs in (18.a and b), I first 

establish that these structures do indeed include a ForceP functional projection in their 

left periphery. To this end, consider the sentences in (19.a and b) and (20.a and b), 

wherein I again use the occurrences of the speaker-oriented adverb frankly and the 

elaboration discourse particle ra as diagnostics. 

(19) a. Bsraha,  rrajel, ila xdem       mzian   ghadi 

frankly     DEF.man if work.PERF.3SM  well    will 

y-wsel ma bgha 

3SM-do.IMPERF whatever want.3SM.PERF 

 “Frankly, the man, if he worked hard, he could achieve whatever 

he wanted.”      [Conditional] 

b. Bsraha,  Rrajel, wkan  bqa shih             

frankly     DEF.man be.PERF stay.PERF.3SM      healthy 

kun 3awn    

be  help.PERF.3SM 

 “Frankly, the man, had he stayed healthy, he could have helped.” 

[Counterfactual] 
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(20) a. Rah,           rrajel,           ila    xdem mzian   ghadi 

PRT.indeed DEF.man     if     work.PERF.3SM  well    will 

y-wsel    ma       bgha 

3SM-do.IMPERF whatever want.3SM.PERF 

 “Indeed, the man, if he worked hard, he could achieve whatever 

he wanted.” [Conditional] 

b. Rah,               rrajel,         wkan        bqa               shih      

PRT.indeed    DEF.man     be.PERF stay.PERF.3SM      healthy 

kun 3awn    

be  help.PERF.3SM  

 “Indeed, the man, had he stayed healthy, he could have helped.” 

[Counterfactual] 

The licit occurrences of the speaker-oriented adverb frankly and the elaboration 

discourse particle ra in (19.a-b) and (20.a-b) indicate that these clauses include a fully 

articulated left periphery that includes a ForceP functional projection.  

I propose that although such declarative contexts (the conditional and the 

counterfactual) express assertive force, they are non-veridical. Portner (2018a:70) states 

that “mood choice in complement clauses is determined by a distinction between 

evaluative/motive predicates (the subjunctive) and intellectual/cognitive ones 

(indicative)”, and he relates this distinction to the idea that indicative clauses are realis 

and subjunctive clauses are irrealis. Han (2000) specifically proposes that imperative 

and subjunctive clauses contain a formal [Irrealis] feature, located in CP head position. I 

further propose that since PVCs are indicative clauses, they contain a [realis] mood 

feature in their left periphery, and that that an incompability between this [realis] mood 

feature and a [irrealis] mood feature explains why PVCs are ruled out in clauses that 
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contain an [irrealis] mood feature. This analysis can also be extended to account for the 

inability of PVCs to occur in future clauses, which are also irrealis.   

4.3. Summary 

I have shown that the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structures is a 

main clause phenomenon and that the host structures that allow for the clausal 

attachment of PVCs are root clauses. These root clauses are endowed with a left 

periphery that hosts a preverbal subject in (what will be argued to be) a TopicP 

functional projection as well as an asserted [realis] ForceP functional projection. This 

accounts for what bars the clausal attachment of PVCs to the 21 syntactic contexts 

identified in chapter 3 (18.a-u) and reduces the licensing of the clausal attachment of 

PVCs to the availability of a left periphery in the host structure. In the next chapter, I will 

pursue a unifying explanation that attempts to derive these constraints on the clausal 

attachment of the PVC to its host structure from a process of Agree-valuing and 

matching of discourse features on the PVC against those in the left periphery of the host 

structure.   
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CHAPTER 5: Deriving the constraints on the 
clausal attachment of PVCs 

This chapter expands on the analysis of the distributional and configurational 

characteristics of PVCs that were explored in chapters three and four. It proposes an 

Agree-based unifying account that derives the Subject and Force Constraints that were 

proposed in Chapter 4 from an underlying syntax-discourse interface requirement that 

the unvalued discourse features [unv-δ] on the PVC be Agree-valued against matching 

discourse features [v-δ] on ForceP and the Aboutness TopicP in the host structure.  

I introduce two sets of empirical evidence to support this unifying account. The 

first set of evidence draws on the selective (in)sensitivity of the clausal attachment of the 

PVC to the realization of different types of topic NPs in the left periphery of the host 

structure. The second set of evidence draws on the requirement that a PVC can only 

occur in a host clause exhibiting realis assertive mood. This chapter is organized into 

three sections. In section one, I outline the way that the Subject Constraint, reformulated 

as a Topic Constraint, can be derived from the Agree-valuing of an [aboutness] feature 

in the PVC by an [aboutness] feature in the highest TopicP of the host clause. In section 

two, I outline the way that the Force Constraint can be derived from the Agree-valuing of 

a [realis] feature in the PVC by a [realis] feature in the ForceP of the host clause.  In 

section three, I introduce the observation that in MA, PVCs block the phenomenon of 

indexical shifting, and I outline the way that the unified account of PVC Agree-licensing 
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developed in sections one and two can account for the blocking effect as an intervention 

effect.  

5.1. Deriving the Subject Constraint 

5.1.1. NP topics, context set and management of information flow 

Given the function of the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structure as a 

secondary speech act that serves to mitigate the assertion in the host structure, I 

propose to cast the examination net wider and formulate an account that takes into 

consideration the discourse status of the entire asserted proposition. To this end, I shall 

recall and clarify the working assumptions I am making about some of the core notions 

of (discourse) information structure (re-)organization that I deem relevant to my task, 

specifically the notions of “aboutness” and “context set.” 

Reinhart’s (1981) definition of sentence topic expresses the insight that the topic 

is the entity that the sentence is about. The sentence topic identifies the entry under 

which the proposition expressed in the sentence should be stored in the common ground 

(as defined by Stalnaker (1978, 2002)). According to Reinhart (1981:80): “sentence- 

topics [...] are one of the means available in the language to organize, or classify the 

information exchanged in linguistic communication – they are signals for how to 

construct the context set, or under which entries to classify the new proposition.” 

Reinhart (1981) invokes the notion of the propositional common ground of Stalnaker 

(1978, 2002) and formalizes it as a “context set”. The context set is a set of propositions 
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that are classified into subsets that are stored under defining entries (sentence-topics). 

In Reinhart’s view, sentence topics are crucial for organizing the “context set” in order to 

make possible the efficient management of the information flow (updates) contributed by 

the discourse. In Reinhart (1981:80)’s own words: 

“The propositions admitted into the context set are classified into 
subsets of propositions, which are stored under defining entries. 
At least some such entries are determined by NP-
interpretations. NP sentence-topics, then, will be referential 
entries under which we classify propositions in the context 
set and the propositions under such entries in the context 
set represent what we know about them in this set. Local 
entries corresponding to sentence-topics can be further 
organized under more global entries, thus constructing discourse 
topics. This means that the two procedures in the construction of 
the context set -assess and store are, in fact relativized to topics 
(assess by what you already know about the topic, store under 
an entry corresponding to this topic).” (The bolding, underlining 
and Italicizing in the quoted text is mine). 

Reinhart uses the metaphor of a library catalogue organization (where each 

book-entry corresponds to a proposition) to describe the context set as a large body of 

information that gets updated during the discourse.  

From a descriptive standpoint, recall that I argued in chapter 2 that MA is a 

language like Italian that distinguishes between three types of NP topics that exhibit 

distinct syntactic and interpretative characteristics (cf. Table 2/chapter 2). In chapter 4, I  

argue that the clausal attachment of PVCs is sensitive to the presence of an overt 

subject in the left periphery of its host structure. I will recast this constraint as a topic 

constraint and argue that PVCs are sensitive to the presence of a topic NP in the left 

periphery of their host structure. This raises the question of whether MA’s PVCs express 

a syntactic dependency with all three types of topic NPs that are potentially available in 

the left periphery of MA.  
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5.1.2. PVCs and selective dependency with NP topics in the host 

structure 

The left periphery of the sentence in MA allows for the structural realization of 

three types of Topic NPs, viz., the aboutness topic NP, the contrastive topic NP, and the 

continuing topic NP, all of which exhibit distinct syntactic and interpretative properties 

that set them apart. I restate these distinctive syntactic and interpretative properties in 

(1) below.

(1) Table 4: The syntactic and interpretative properties of Topic NPs in MA

Syntactic & interpretative 
properties of Topic NPs in MA 

Type of topics 
Aboutness 
 topics 

Contrastive 
 topics 

Continuing 
 topics 

Left periphery Ö Ö Ö 
Right periphery * * Ö 
Sentence internal [IP] * * Ö 
Marked by preverbal particle Ö * * 
Precedes FocusP Ö ? * 
Occur in subordinate clauses * * Ö 
Updates common ground Ö Ö * 

Taken jointly, the distributional properties of the MA Topic NPs, illustrated in 

(1/Table 4), and the fact that the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structure is a 

main clause phenomenon provide preliminary cues that the clausal attachment of the 

PVC might not be a licit occurrence in the context of all three types of topics in MA. I will 

consider all three types of MA topics to investigate how they interact with the clausal 

attachment of PVCs.  
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5.1.2.1. PVCs and aboutness topics 

Consider the sentence in (2.a and b). 

(2) a. ?amma lla3ibun lkbar,  tanden      bgha 

Regarding DEF.players senior I think       want.PERF3SM 

yakwn   mn-hum fikra  3la llmuntakhab 

form.IMPERF.3SM from-them idea  on DEF.team 

“As for the senior players, I think, he wanted to form from them an 

idea (i.e. to get an idea from them) about the national team.”   

(Source (video-audio corpus):https://popular100.biz/video/ -ةحئال

شتیزدوھیلاھل-ةبیرغ-تارایتخإ-و-يبرغملا-بختنملل-ةعسوم -hd-

q5s5c3o3n4n356m5m4q4v3.html) 

b. ?amma llmudrib, tanden kwn     

Regarding DEF.coach I think form.PERF.3SM 

fikra  3la llmuntakhab 

idea  on DEF.team 

“As for the coach, I think, he formed an idea about the national 

team.”   

Sentence  (2.a) is from the video part of the corpus that this study draws some of 

its data from. The topic NP lla3ibun lkbar “the senior players” in (2.a) is an aboutness 

topic NP that combines with the aboutness topic particle ?amma “as to.../concerning”. 

Sentence (2.b) is constructed and the topic NP llmudrib  “the coach” in (2.b) is a subject 

topic. Up to this point, I have argued on the basis of the distributional evidence, 

discussed in chapter 3, and the configurational evidence, discussed in chapter 4, that 

the licit occurrence of PVCs requires the realization of a preverbal subject in the left 

periphery of the host structure. The data in (2.a-b) suggest that I recast this constraint as 
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a topic constraint, and propose that the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host 

structure is senstitive to the presence of an aboutness topic NP in the left periphery, and 

this aboutness topic NP can be a subject topic, or an object topic.  

In both of (2.a) and (2.b), the PVC can interpolate in a position that immediately 

follows that of the sentence initial topic NP. Consider the sentences in (3.a and b).  

(3) a.  * ?amma      lla3ibun  lkbar,     llmudrib        tanden      

Regarding  DEF.players     senior      DEF.coach   I think 

kwn mn-hum fikra  3la llmuntakhab 

form.PERF.3SM from-them idea  on DEF.team 

“As for the senior players, the coach, I think, formed from them an 

idea (i.e. to get an idea from them) about the national team.”   

b. ?amma      lla3ibun        lkbar, tanden      llmudrib 

Regarding  DEF.players  senior I think       DEF.coach 

kwn mn-hum fikra  3la llmuntakhab 

form.PERF.3SM from-them idea  on DEF.team 

“As for the senior players, I think, the coach, formed from them an 

idea (i.e. to get an idea from them) about the national team.”   

In (3.a), the PVC occurs in a position that follows that of the (dislocated) object 

topic DP ?amma lla3ibun lkbar “as for the senior players” and that of the topic subject 

llmudrib “the coach”. This sentence meets the subject constraint requirement that the 

host structure that the PVC attaches to includes a preverbal overt subject topic. Yet, the 

occurrence of the PVC is ruled out. In contrast to (3.a), the occurrence of the PVC in a 

position that immediately follows the aboutness (object) topic NP, as in (3.b), is licit. It 

seems that, in the presence of two topic NPs, the PVC requires that it interpolates in a 
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clausal position that immediatelty follows that of the aboutness topic NP. This is the 

topmost topic NP position.47  

I propose that the licensing of a PVC in a host structure that includes an 

aboutness topic NP can be derived from an Agree-valuation of an unvalued [aboutness] 

discourse feature in the PVC by a valued [aboutness] feature in the aboutness TopicP. I 

illustrate this (licit) Agree computation in (4). 

(4) Figure 10: Licit co-occurrence of PVC with aboutness topic NP

47 Note that the particle ?amma which marks the aboutness topic NPs in MA cannot occur in any 

structural position other than clause initial position. And it always precedes the topic NP that it 

forms part of. The aboutness topic particle ?amma can occur with an object topic NP or with a 

subject topic NP. See sentences (17.a-e), (18.a-b) and (19.a-b), and related discussion in chapter 
2.
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In the aboutness topic context (4), when the PVC, as an Agree-probe bearing 

unvalued discourse features [unv-δ], scans up the search space, the structure that 

dominates the probe, it identifies a search space that includes a bundle of valued 

discourse features [v-δ]. I propose that the bundle of discourse features includes an 

[aboutness] feature. The [aboutness] feature probes up to a matching [aboutness] 

feature on the Spec of the highest TopicP, which is where the aboutness topic occurs 

(see discussion in chapter 2). Next, I turn to the behaviour of PVCs in the context of 

contrastive topic NPs.  

5.1.2.2. PVCs and contrastive topics 

Recall that a contrastive topic is barred from occurring in embedded syntactic 

contexts and also barred from occurring in clause-medial (IP-internal) positions. A 

contrastive topic can only occur in either of the lower two TopicP positions available in 

the MA main clause (see discussion in chapter 2). The sentence in (5) indicates that the 

interpolation of a PVC is not allowed in a sentence with a contrastive topic.  

(5) Mn  lmajmou3a  d llfenana, nnessa (*tanden)   

from group of DEF.artists, DEF.women I think 

lebs-u  lqfatan, w rrjal  (*tanden)   

wear.PERF-3PL caftans  and DEF.men I think 

lebs-u  jllalleb 

wear.PERF-3PL robes 

"From the group of the artists, the women (I think) wore caftans and men 

(I think) wore robes." 
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In (5), the contrastive topic nnessa “the women” denotes a subset of the set of 

artists, denoted by the preceding aboutness topic NP llfenana “the artists”. The 

contrastive topic nnessa “the women” stands in contrast to the other contrastive topic NP 

rrjal “the men”. The search of my MA audio and video corpus did not reveal the presence 

of any occurrences that include a PVC in the context of a contrastive topic.  

I propose that the structural effect of the non-occurrence of a PVC in a host 

structure that includes a contrastive topic NP can be derived from the same Agree-

valuation of discourse features that I proposed to account for the co-occurrence of PVC 

with aboutness topic NPs, given the crucial assumption that a contrastive topic does not 

contain an [aboutness] feature. The clausal attachment of the PVC to the host structure 

is barred because the Agree-valuing procedure is unable to value the unvalued 

[aboutness] feature in the PVC. I illustrate this (illicit) Agree computation in (6).  
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(6) Figure 11: Illicit co-occurrence of PVC with contrasting topic NPs48

In (6), there is more than one computational reason to account for what bars the 

Agree-probe bearing the unvalued [aboutness] δ feature of the PVC from scanning up 

the search space looking for a corresponding valuing feature. First, the contrastive 

TopicP1a intervenes between the PVC probe and the aboutness TopicP goal that 

contains a valued [aboutness] feature, preventing Agree-valuation of the unvalued 

[aboutness] feature in the PVC. I propose that the relevant feature that triggers a 

Relativized Minimality intervention effect in this case is that of the [Topic] feature, and 

48 RMV stands for relativized minimality violation. 
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not the [Aboutness] feature because contrastive topic NPs do not bear such a feature.49 

An alternative structure-based explanation for what rules out the clausal attachment of 

PVCs in the context of a contrastive topic NP is that  contrastive topic NPs are part of a 

coordinated structure. As such, the clausal attachment of the PVC to one of the 

contrastive topic NPs makes the PVC occur in a deeply nested left branch within a 

coordinated structure. The PVC, as an Agree probe is not in a local distance from the 

Agree goal.50 

5.1.2.3. PVCs and continuing topics 

Recall that continuing topics can occur in the lower TopicP, inside the IP clausal 

layer, or in clause-final position. Further recall that a continuing topic resumes a topic 

from earlier in the discourse (see discussion in chapter 2). Examples in (7), based on 

49 See chapter 1 for the notions of Relativized Minimality that I adopt. In brief, and for expository 

reason, I will restate the relevant parts here. I follow the view of Starke (2001) and Rizzi (2004a) 

that Relativized Minimality, as an economy principle, severely limits the portion of structure within 

which a given local relation is computed. Whenever two same elements compete for entering into 

a given local relation with a third element, the closest always wins. Thus, an element that belongs 

to a superclass only, will always establish a syntactic dependency as a member of that 

superclass and this syntactic dependency will be blocked by any intervener from that superclass. 
(see: Rizzi (2004a)).   

50 I thank Réjean Canac-Marquis for pointing out to me these computational factors that are 

involved in barring the clausal attachment of PVCs in the context of constative topics, as host 
structures.  
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example (22) from chapter 2, illustrate that PVCs are not allowed to occur in host 

structures with continuing topics (cf. 7.c). 

(7) a. Nadia ghadi te-3ti ktab-ha lwel 

Nadia FUT 3SF-give.IMPERF book-hers  first 

l-ik hyt 3wenti-ha bazaf mnin 

to-you because help.PERF.2S-her lot when 

kan-t   tateketb-u 

be.PAST-3SF  IMPERF.write.3SF-it 

“Nadia will give her first book to you because you helped her a lot 

when she was writing it.” 

b. […]51

c. {Nadia}  (*tanden)   tattebghi (*tanden)    {Nadia} 
Nadia    I think        IMPERF.love.3SF I think         Nadia 

(*tanden)     nnass lli  wqfu    

I think   people who  stand.PERF.3PL 

m3a-ha  {Nadia} 
with-her  Nadia 

“{Nadia} (I think) loves (I think) {Nadia} (I think) people who stood 

by her, {Nadia}.” 

The sentences in (7) are constructed examples to test for the (im)possible 

clausal co-occurences of PVCs with continuing topics. These examples were tested with 

15 native speaker of the variety of MA (region of Fez-Sefrou) that the introspection data 

51 […] indicates presence of additional discourse material. 
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for this study is drawn from. 12 out of 15 native speakers of MA judged the sentence in 

(7.c) as ungrammatical. Moreover, the search of three hours of corpus material, which 

includes more than 60 instances of PVCs, did not yield any occurrences wherein the 

PVC co-occurs with a continuing topic NP.  

I assume that there is a null aboutness TopicP in the continuing topic sentence 

(7.c) that co-refers with the original discourse topic in (7.a), as illustrated in (8).52  

(8) Figure 12: Illicit co-occurrence of PVC with continuing topic NPs

52 I assume, as part of the cartography model, that it is possible to have functional projections 
with null realized features (Cinque 1999).  
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The fact that the PVC is not allowed in (7.c) can be accounted for if we make the 

assumption that the [aboutness feature] is missing from both the null aboutness TopicP 

and the continuing TopicP. Therefore, when the unvalued [aboutness] feature [unv-δ] of 

the PVC scans up the search space seeking a valuing feature, it is unable to identify an 

appropriate feature to value against. Hence, the derivation crashes at the interface 

because it bears an unvalued, hence uninterpretable feature. In the syntactic structure in 

(8) there is no Relativized Minimality intervention effect because the aboutness topic

functional projection does not bear an overt [Aboutness] or an overt [Topic] feature to 

function as an Agree goal.  

I propose that the structural position that the continuing topic NP Nadia occurs in 

in (7.c) is not a higher topic position, not an aboutness topic position, but rather, it is the 

the TopicP position below that of FocusP and above that of the FinP functional 

projection in MA. Moreover, the grammaticality judgments of the native speakers about 

(7.c) might seem contrasting with the grammaticality judgments about the sentence (3.a) 

in chapter 1. In the sentence (3.a) in chapter 1, restated here as (9) for convinience, the 

PVC can occur with a preveral topic subject. 

(9) Ali (tanden)    kkteb (tanden)    

 Ali   I think  write.PERF.3SM I think     

had lktab (tanden) f London 

this DEF.book I think   in London 

           “Ali (I think) wrote (I think) this book (I think) in London.” 

I approach the diffrences in the judgements of native speakers of MA for the 

grammaticality of (9) and the ungrammaticality of (7.c) are being an indication of the 
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structural positions that a topic NP in MA can occur in. I proposed that the subject Nadia 

in (7.c) is a continuing topic that does not occur in the topmost topic NP position, the 

aboutness TopicP functional projection. And the subject Ali in (9) occurs in a higher 

TopicP position, an abourtness TopicP position. This implies that a continuing topic 

occurs in a lower topic position, lower than that of the aboutness topic NP, and that in 

some syntactic contexts, it can move higher to the aboutness TopicP functional 

projection, as in the case with (9). That a continuing topic can move to a topmost TopicP 

functional projection is indicated by the fact that, it can precede the position of the 

elaboration discourse particle ra “indeed”, witness the sentence in (10). 

(10) Ali rah  (tanden)   kkteb 

            Ali   PRT-him I think write.PERF.3SM 

had lktab f London 

this DEF.book in London    

           “Ali, indeed, (I think) he wrote this book in London.” 

Recall that the analysis of the distributional properties of the elaboration 

discourse particle ra ‘”indeed” in chapter 2 (see (14) in chapter 2 for the distributions of 

ra) indicate that it can occur in the specifier position of the TopicP that immediately 

follows FocusP, in the specifier position of the TopicP that immediately precedes 

FocusP, or in the specfier position of the ForceP functional projection. Regardless of 

which of these available specifier positions that the elaboration discourse particle ra 

‘”indeed” occupies, the structural position of the subject Ali, should be that of the 

aboutness TopicP NP or higher because it precedes the structural position of the 

elaboration discourse particle ra ‘”indeed”. 
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This would account for why some of the native speakers of MA had fluctuating 

judgments about the occurrence of the PVC with the continuing topic NP in (7.c). The 

reason being that some of them interpreted the topic Nadia in (7.c) as being in the top 

most TopicP projection, and others interpreted it as being in a lower TopicP projection 

(the continuing TopicP functional projection).53   

 All in all, I have motivated the selective sensitivity of the clausal attachment of 

PVCs to their host structures in distributional terms through capitalizing on: (a) the 

syntactic differences exhibited by different topic NPs in MA and how they are realized in 

the clausal structure of MA (chapter 2) and (b) how these different topic NPs can(not) 

co-occur with PVCs in MA (chapter 5). I have proposed that aboutness topic NPs and 

not continuing topic NPs or contrastive topic NPs in MA are endowed with an 

[Aboutness] feature, a discourse feature in its essence. All the three types of topic NPs 

in MA have discourse features that make them topic NPs, as they all have a topic-

comment structure. One question which emerges at this point is:54 how to motivate the 

discourse features that are encoded in topic NPs in terms of linguistic modalities other 

than distributional syntax? I will attempt to answer this question in the subsequent sub-

section. 

53 I owe many of the questions and issues discussed in this subsection to the feedback, 

suggestions and questions from Réjean Canac-Marquis. 

54 I thank Nicole Dehé for raising this question. 
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5.1.3. Motivating the selective (in)sensitivity of PVCs to different topic 

NPs 

I will elaborate on the set of interpretative and hierarchical discourse attributes 

that make aboutness topics distinct from continuing topics and contrastive topics, and as 

such ground the selective (in)sensitivity of PVCs to different types of topic NPs in the 

interpretative and hierarchical discourse properties of these topic NPs and the topic-

comment structures they instantiate.  

I adopt the view of Jacobs (2001) in assuming that the common denominator of 

topic-comment structures which is widely assumed to underlie topicalization in natural 

languages is not a single functional feature, but rather it is a set of salient semantic 

attributes that are exhibited differently in different types of topic constructions within a 

given language. Using data from Modern German, Jacobs (2001: 642) observes that 

Modern German uses different options for its encoding of topicalization through topic-

comment structures, witness the examples (11.a-e). 

(11) a. /PEter \ schläft. 

P. sleeps

‘P. is sleeping’ [Modern German] 

Source: Jacobs (2001: 642)/ex. (1)]

b. /PEter, der  kommt \MORgen.

P. hedem  comes tomorrow

‘P., he will come tomorrow’ [Modern German] 

Context: left dislocation

[Source: Jacobs (2001: 642)/ex. (2)]
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c. \PEter, ich habe ihn heute nicht ge\TROFfen.

P. I have him today not met [Modern German] 

Context: hanging topic left dislocation

[Source: Jacobs (2001: 642)/ex. (3)]

d. Was Peters Ge/BURTStag betrifft, so habe ich.

noch keine Idee für ein Ge\SCHENK  [Modern German]

‘As regards P.’s birthday, I don’t yet have an idea what to give him

as a present.’

Context: free topic

[Source: Jacobs (2001: 642)/ex. (4)]

e. JEden Freund Peters kenne ich \NICH.

every friend of-P. know I not

‘I don’t know every friend of P.’ [Modern German] 

Context: I-topicalization

[Source: Jacobs (2001: 642)/ex. (5)]

To tease apart the interpretative properties of these different types of topics, 

Jacobs (2001) uses four dimensions that characterise topic-comment structures in 

Modern German. These dimensions are informational separation, predication, 

addressation, and frame-setting. These dimensions are defined in (12.a-d). 

(12) a.    Informational Separation: in (X Y), X is informationally separated

from Y iff the semantic processing of utterances of ( X Y ) involves 

two steps, one for X and one for Y.  

[Source: Jacobs (2001: 645)] 

b. Semantic predication: in (X Y), X is the semantic subject and Y the

semantic predicate iff (a) X specifies a variable in the semantic
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valency of an element in Y, and (b) there is no Z such that (i) Z 

specifies a variable in the semantic valency of an element in Y and (ii) 

Z is hierarchically higher in semantic form than X.  

[Source: Jacobs (2001: 647)] 

c. Addressation: in (X Y), X is the address for Y iff X marks the point in

the speaker–hearer knowledge where the information carried by Y

has to be stored at the moment of the utterance of ( X Y ).

[Source: Jacobs (2001: 650)]

d. Frame-setting: in (X Y), X is the frame for Y iff X specifies a domain of

(possible) reality to which the proposition expressed by Y is restricted.

[Source: Jacobs (2001: 651)]

The analysis of the dimensions in (12.a-d), as exhibited in Modern German topic-

comment structures of left-dislocation, I-topics and free topics resulted in the 

classification in (13)-from Jacobs (2001: 670)/his table 1. 

(13) Table 5: Values of the constructions in the dimensions of Topic-

Comment structures
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The classification in (13) helps tease apart the different interpretative aspects of 

topic-comment structures in Modern German.55 In Modern German, left dislocation type 

of topic-comment structures (always) exhibit the properties of information separation, 

predication, addressation and (at times) that of frame-setting. The I-topic type of topic-

comment structures (always) exhibit the properties of information separation and 

predication and (at times) those of addressation and frame-setting. The free topic type of 

topic-comment structures (always) exhibit the properties of information separation and 

addressation and (at times) those of predication and frame-setting.  

Extrapolating the categorization of Jacobs (2001) in (13) and its related findings 

in Modern German to the context of the different types of topic NPs and the properties of 

their corresponding topic-comment structures in MA, one can easily observe that what is 

called free topics in Modern German resembles what I refer to as aboutness of topics in 

MA.56 The topic-comment property of information separation aside, if the MA’s 

aboutness topics are similar to the Modern German free topics, they should test positive 

for the diagnostics that are used by Jacobs (2001) to determine that a topic-comment 

structure exhibits the property of addressation. One of the questions that emerges at this 

55 Note that the table in (13) does not include the analysis of hanging topic left dislocation 

structures or the analysis of categorical sentence topic structures in Modern German and how 

they fit-in with the properties of topic-comment structures in (12.a-d). 

56 I abstract away, for reasons of space, from the discussion of I-topics and left-dislocation topics 

in German and how they compare (or not) to the topic NPs in MA. 
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point is what is the relevance of examining whether the property of addressation is 

exhibited by the topic comment structure associated with aboutness topics in MA? 

My focus on testing for the presence of addressation property in aboutness 

topics in MA is motivated by the fact that addressation is “the property of topic-comment 

that corresponds to the intuitive notion of aboutness” (Jacobs (2001: 650)). Jacobs 

(2001) grounds his proposal of addressation as a property of topic-comment structures 

in the dynamic theory of topic-comment structures (Reinhart (1981) and Stalnaker’s 

(1978)). Reinhart (1981) proposes a dynamic theory of topic-comment structuring 

wherein the communication between the speaker and the hearer consists of adding 

propositions to the common ground (Stalnaker’s (1978)). This process is structured like 

a library catalogue system, and the topic NP in a sentence serves the function of 

identifies the conceptual entity at which the information should be stored.  

The approach of Jacobs (2001) expands on that of Reinhart (1981) and 

Stalnaker’s (1978) dynamic theory of topic-comment structuring in two major respects. 

First, Jacobs (2001) assumes that non-NPs can also be addresses (since it is possible 

to topicalize PPs), and that addressation is one of the properties of topic-comment 

structures, in addition to information separation, predication and frame-setting. Second, 

there are constraints on what can(not) be an address since “one will certainly fail to find 

(in a library catalogue) entries on subjects like ‘‘an unspecified German author of the 

19th century,’’ ‘‘every German author of the 19th century,’’ or ‘‘no German author of the 

19th century” ” (Jacobs (2001:652)). Hence, the syntactic elements that can be 

construed as ‘a nonspecific x’, ‘every x’ or ‘no x’ cannot be addresses. And as such, 

addressation, required by free topics, will not be compatible with nonspecific, quantified, 
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and negative phrases in topic constructions, witness the data segments in (14.a) and 

(14.b-c), from German and Hungarian, respectively.   

(14) a. {??Irgendein,   *Jedes, *Kein}  Buch, ich hoffe, wir haben noch ein 

a   non-spec  each      no         book   I hope we have still  

ein Exemplar.  

a copy            [German] 

“As for a book/ As for each book/ As for no book, I hope we still 

have a copy.” 

 [Source: (Jacobs (2001:652)/his ex. 17/(Google-based translation 

to English is mine)]  

b. ??  Egy ismeretlen embertop be-csengegetett

an unknown person PERF-rang        [Hungarian] 

[Source: Kiss (1994b:16), reported in Jacobs (2001:652)/his ex. 

18] 

c. *     Mindenkitop Janos-t meg-ismerte

everybody John recognized             [Hungarian] 

[Source: Kiss (1994a:16), reported in Jacobs (2001:652)/his ex. 

19] 

In (14.a), the German “as for” free topic syntactic context bars the occurrence of 

nonspecific, quantified, and negative phrases as part of the topic structure.57 With this in 

57 Note that the Modern German sentence (14.a), from  Jacobs (2001: 652/his ex. 16), includes a 
PVC, ich hoffe “I hope”. 
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place, now consider the MA’s aboutness topic NP syntactic contexts in (15.a-c) and 

(16.a-c). 

(15) a.   *    ?amma    ktab, Nadia  qrat-u kaml 

Regarding   book, Nadia  read.PERF.3SF-it all 

“As for a book, Nadia read all of it.” 

b. *   ?amma      shi     ktab, Nadia  qrat-u kaml 

Regarding some book,  Nadia  read.PERF.3SF-it all 

“As for some book, Nadia read all of it.” 

c. *     ?amma      heta ktab,    Nadia    qrat-u kaml 

Regarding  no    book,  Nadia    read.PERF.3SF-it  all 

“As for no book, Nadia read all of it.” 

(16) a.  *     ?amma la3ib  lkbir,        l3ab 

Regarding player  senior,      play.PERF.3SM  

Jwj d lmubaraiaat 

two  of DEF.matches 

“As for a senior player, he played two matches.” 

b. *    ?amma      shi      la3ib    lkbir,      l3ab

Regarding some player   senior,  play.PERF.3SM  

Jwj d  lmubaraiaat 

two  of  DEF.matches 

“As for some senior player, he played two matches.” 

c. *     ?amma      heta       la3ib    lkbir, l3ab 

Regarding  no       player  senior,  play. PERF.3SM 

Jwj d  lmubaraiaat 

two  of DEF.matches 

“As for no senior player, he played two matches.” 
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The MA’s aboutness topic NP syntactic context in (15.a-c) is that of object clitic 

left dislocation. In such context the occurrence of nonspecific, quantified, and negative 

phrases in the aboutness topic construction is illicit. The MA’s aboutness topic NP 

syntactic context in (16.a-c) is that of an aboutness  topic subject. In such context the 

occurrence of nonspecific, quantified, and negative phrases in the aboutness topic 

construction is barred as well. The data in (15.a-c) and (16.a-c) suggests that aboutness 

topics in MA are similar to free topics in Modern German. In both languages, the 

addressation constraint, as a property of the topic-comment structure, bars NPs that 

include nonspecific, quantified, and negative phrases from being part of the free topics in 

German or part of the aboutness topics in MA.  

Intriguingly, these restrictions on the syntactic elements that can(not) be part of 

the free topic structure in German or be part of the aboutness topics in MA echo the 

observation that I documented for the illicit clausal occurrences of PVCs in contexts of 

expletive subjects, existential subjects, impersonal subjects and weak quantifier subjects 

in MA (see sub-section 1.6 in chapter 3). As such, I presume that the common 

denominator of the restrictions that bar the occurrence of the nonspecific, quantified, and 

negative phrases within the topic structure of aboutness topics in MA or the clausal 

attachment of MA’s PVCs to host structures that include expletive subjects, existential 

subjects, impersonal subjects and weak quantifier subjects is the requirement that 

referents of addresses be salient and identifiable for the speaker and the hearer. In the 

approach of Jacobs (2001), identifiability is viewed not as a property of topics in general, 

but only of topics with a certain property of topic-comment structures, specifically, 

addressation. I equate the property of addressation with [aboutness] feature, a syntax-
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discourse feature that forms part of the features of a topic NP. As such, [aboutness] 

feature in the MA aboutness topic NPs encodes the addressation property.  

With this much in place, it is possible to affirmatively answer the question of 

whether the PVC is or is not selective in establishing a syntactic-discourse dependency 

with all three types of topic NPs that can be realized in the host structure. The clausal 

attachment of the PVC to its host structure is indeed selective: it can establish a 

syntactic-discourse dependency only with an aboutness topic. The next section 

proposes an Agree-based formal account to account for the force constraint, discussed 

in chapter 4.  

5.2. Deriving the Force Constraint 

In section one above, I advanced an Agree-valuing based account to derive the 

(in)sensitivity of the PVC to the type of topic NP within its host structure. In what follows, 

I will argue that a similar Agree-based account can derive the sensitivity of the clausal 

attachment of the PVC to the availability of a realis assertive ForceP functional 

projection in the host structure. This ForceP supplies a valued [realis] discourse feature 

for an unvalued [realis] feature in the PVC to valuing against.  

The logic of my argument is grounded in the inner workings of Agree-based 

feature valuing and licensing dependencies, and their related locality constraints and 

intervention effects, as they hold (or not) between the PVC and its host structure. That 

is, the possible and the impossible derivations that the PVC can be part of are derived 

from the configurational and computational conditions required for the PVC to value its 
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unvalued discourse features [unv-δ] against matching valued discourse features in the 

host structure. The valuation of the unvalued discourse features [unv-δ] on the PVC can 

be understood in terms of copy-and-overwrite, such that the discourse features [δ] on 

the host structure are copied onto the left periphery of the PVC, thereby supplying its 

discourse features with the values the PVC needs in order to mitigate the assertive force 

encoded in the host structure. 

It was established in section one that the unvalued discourse features [unv-δ] on 

the PVC include an [aboutness] feature that needs to be valued by a matching 

[aboutness] feature located on the highest TopicP. I suggest in this section that the 

unvalued discourse features [unv-δ] on the PVC include also a [realis] feature that needs 

to be valued by a matching [realis] feature located on the ForceP. The resulting unified 

account of the Topic and Force Constraints is formalized by representation in (17).  

(17) Figure 13: Unifying representation for licensing the attachment of PVCs
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The representation in (17) assumes that the PVC contains an unvalued [realis] 

feature which can be valued by a matching valued [realis] feature in ForceP. The 

dependency that the PVC exhibits with respect to its host structure can thus be analyzed 

as syntactic in nature and mediated through the mechanics of Agree-valuing another 

unvalued discourse feature on PVC, specifically [realis].  

In formal terms, the PVC probe carries an unvalued [realis] discourse feature 

[unv-δ] that seeks to obtain a value via Agree from the matching valued [realis] 

discourse feature [v-δ] on the ForceP goal in the host structure. This feature matching, 

valuing and licensing process is necessary to ensure that every unvalued discourse 

feature [unv-δ] on the PVC is Agree-valued, matched and licensed before the sentence 

as a whole is transferred to the interfaces, thereby abiding by the interface legibility 

condition (Chomsky (2001)). 58  

The next section explains how the unified account of PVC licensing outlined in 

(17) can derive, as an intervention effect, a relativized minimality (Rizzi 1991)-type

blocking effect that PVC has on the licensing of ‘Indexical Shifting’, a phenomenon not 

yet discussed in this thesis. 

58 The reader is referred to chapter one where I specified all the details of my assumptions about 

the mechanics of Agree that I am adopting. I adopt the probing-up technical implementation of 

Agree. The Agree process is the result of a structurally lower probe probing up the tree structure 

and establishing an Agree licensing dependency with a c-commanding goal that bears matching 
interpretable valued features (cf. Zeijlstra (2012); Wurmbrand (2011)). 
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5.3. A final puzzle: why do PVCs block Indexical Shifting? 

5.3.1. Defining indexical shifting 

A large body of work shows that many languages permit the interpretation of a 

first person pronoun in an indirect speech report to shift away from its deictic 

interpretation as the utterer of the speech report to a shifted interpretation in which it 

denotes the original utterer of the reported utterance, so that the first person subject of 

the embedded clause appears to co-refer with the third-person subject of the matrix 

clause. This phenomenon is referred to as ‘indexical shifting’ (cf: Schlenker (2004); 

Anand (2006); Deal (2019), a.o.). 

The unavailability of interpretation (18.b) for the sentence in (18) makes it clear 

that indexical shifting does not occur in English. 

(18) Alexandra said [that I am anxious]          (as uttered by Lena)

Öa. Alexandra said that Lena (i.e. the utterer of the whole sentence) is

anxious. A deictic interpretation of the indexical I.

#b. Alexandra said that Alexandra (i.e. the utterer of the reported

sentence) is anxious. A shifted interpretation of the indexical I.

But what about MA? 
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5.3.2. Is MA an indexical shifting language?   

Consider the sentence in (19), as the MA equivalent of (18), and its related 

possible readings in (19.a) and (19.b). 

(19) Ali qal [anna    mqeleq] (as uttered by Elias) 

Ali say.PERF.3SM me/I      anxious 

“Ali said that I am anxious.”

Öa. Ali said that Elias (i.e. the author of the whole sentence) is anxious. A 

deictic interpretation of the indexical I.  

Öb. Ali said that Ali (i.e. the author of the reported sentence) is anxious. A 

shifted interpretation of the indexical I. 

The availability of interpretation (19.b) suggests that MA is indeed an indexical-

shifting language. However, the fact that the reported speech in (19) is not introduced by 

a complementizer suggests that (19) might instead be a direct speech report since it is 

generally understood that direct shifted interpretations of indexicals are permitted in 

direct speech reports in every language. Note though that (20) shows that wh-extraction 

is permitted to take place out of (19).  

(20) Lmn qal Ali anna  mqeleq 

whom say.PERF.3SM Ali me/I      anxious 

“To whom did Ali say that I am anxious?” 
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Since wh-extraction is not permitted from direct speech reports, we can conclude that 

(20) does show that MA is an indexical-shifting language. (cf, Anand (2006) and Deal

(2019)). How do PVCs fit into this picture? 

5.3.3. PVCs block Indexical Shifting 

We are now ready to examine the effect of interpolating PVCs in a structure that 

exhibits indexical shifting. Consider the sentence in (21) and its related readings in 

(21.a) and (21.b). 

(21) Ali tanden  qal     [ anna mqeleq] 

Ali  I think   say.PERF.3SM  me/I anxious 

“Ali, I think, said that I am anxious.”   (as uttered by I/me (within the PVC)) 

Ö a. I (the speaker of the PVC) thinks that Ali said that me/I (i.e. the 

author of the whole sentence) is anxious. A deictic interpretation of the 

(embedded clause) indexical I.  

   # b.  Ali said that Ali (i.e. the author of the reported sentence) is anxious. 

A shifted interpretation of the (embedded clause) indexical I. 

 (21), which contains a PVC in the main clause, is compatible only with the 

deictic interpretation of (21.a). The shifted interpretation of the embedded indexical 

specified in (21.b), is not possible. Hence, inclusion of the PVC appears to block 

indexical shifting in MA. What causes the loss of the shifted reading when a PVC is 

interpolated in an otherwise licit indexical shifting structure?  
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5.3.4. Deriving PVC blocking of Indexical Shifting as an intervention 

effect 

This section develops the hypothesis that the blocking effect of PVCs on 

indexical shifting is due to the PVC itself being an indexical-shifting structure. This 

hypothesis is based on the established observation of Anand (2006), confirmed for many 

other languages by Deal (2019), that a shiftable indexical I cannot pick up reference 

from a main clause operator if there is another intervening indexical that separates it 

from such an operator:  a classic relativized minimality intervention effect (Rizzi 1991).  I 

assume that this is due to the very nature of the PVC structure itself, which includes an 

indexical I in need of licensing through establishing a syntactic dependency between the 

PVC and the ForceP functional projection in the left periphery of the host structure. This 

amounts to a claim that the licensing of indexical shifting and the clausal attachment of a 

PVC both depend on establishing a syntactic dependency with the left periphery of the 

main clause they occur in. 

The dependency of indexical shifting on the realization of the left periphery of the 

main clause of the syntactic structure it occurs in has been amply documented in the 

literature, and for different languages. In what follows, I will briefly recall some of the 

syntax-oriented, and cartography model-compatible, indexical shifting analyses literature 

before returning to an Agree-valuing detailed analysis for how to account and derive the 

observed interpretative differences between (21.a) and (21.b) above. The literature on 

indexical shifting in different languages offers, at least, three syntax approaches for 

accounting for indexical shifting process.  
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In the approach of Schlenker (2003), the differences between English and 

Amharic resides in the pronoun presupposition. The indexical interpretation of I arises if 

the pronoun is interpreted relative to the context of utterance, while the bound variable 

interpretation arises if the I pronoun is interpreted relative to a context introduced in the 

immediate linguistic context (e.g., the matrix clause). In the approach of Anand (2006), 

the shifted interpretation of the indexical pronoun I is mediated at the structural level by 

the presence of a clause-level operator whose distribution is derived from the selectional 

properties of verbs of speech and propositional attitude. Indexical shift results from the 

presence of syntactic elements, operators, which change the context relative to how 

their complement is interpreted. The third approach, offered in Delfitto and Fiorin (2014), 

proposes that first-person pronouns are presuppositional, and they can be decomposed 

into a referential core (an indexed variable over individuals), and a first-person feature 

denoting a presupposition which restricts the reference of the variable. However, instead 

of regarding first-person features as nominal features, they treat them as clausal 

features located in the (leftmost) position in the left-periphery (representing the context 

of the utterance).  

I follow Bianchi (2006) and assume that first-person features are clause-level 

operators hosted in a dedicated projection located in the portion of the left-periphery that 

is devoted to the representation of contextual information, viz. the ForceP functional 

projection. This is a view that is inspired by Baker (2008)’s proposal that person-features 

are not inherently generated on the agreeing noun, as gender and number features are, 

but rather are generated at the CP-level and induced on the pronoun from outside by 

means of a sort of operator-variable agreement. I propose the representation in (22) for 

representing the differences between (21.a) and (21.b).  
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(22) Figure 14: Agree-valuing of speaker coordinates and indexical shift

In (22), the speaker coordinates are represented as part of the bundle of features 

that I refer to as the discourse features [δ]. This is in line with the approaches that 

represent the speaker coordinates and features in the leftmost position in the CP clausal 

layer (cf. Giorgi (2010); Haegeman (2006a, 2012, 2014); Speas and Tenny (2003), a.o.). 

In the structures without the interpolation of the PVC, such as in (19), the valued 

discourse features on the probe (the indexical I) value against the discourse features in 

the Spec-ForceP, and enable the indexical shifting of the embedded first person I/me in 

(19). However, with the interpolation of the PVC, in the main clause position, the 

indexical shifting that is exhibited in (21.b) ceases to be possible. The reason is that the 

PVC, itself a CP structure that contains an indexical I, and a propositional attitudes 

(mental) verb think, intervenes between the embedded indexical within the embedded 

clause and the discourse features (the speaker coordinates) in the Spec-ForceP, 

resulting in an intervention effect, a relativized minimality violation (Rizzi 1991), as 

illustrated in (22).  
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The intervention effect in (21.b) is a case of classical locality constraint on the 

licensing of syntactic objects as outlined in the Relativized Minimality of Rizzi (1991) and 

its Minimalist Program formulation (Chomsky 2000) wherein Relativized Minimality is 

expressed as a locality constraint on Search (probe searching for a goal), referred to as 

Minimal Search, a prerequisite of Agree. A violation, an intervention effect, is triggered 

by an element of the same type as the target of the relation. Intervention is calculated in 

hierarchical terms expressible through c-command. That is, a local relation (Agree) 

cannot hold between X and Y if Z intervenes and Z matches the specification of X in the 

relevant features to value.  All in all, this proposal allows us to derive the constraints on 

the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structure from the selectional properties of 

the PVC as a structure which combines an indexical first person pronoun I and a verb of 

propositional attitude, plus independently motivated locality constraints on how the PVC 

mitigates the assertions it attaches to. 59 

59 I thank Réjean Canac-Marquis for pointing out that my proposal for accounting of the 

intervention effect of PVC in the context of indexical shifting raises technical challenges, as 

related to the locality of Agree procedure and its application across clause boundaries. There are 

two potential technical solutions to consider. First potential technical solution is to assume that 
Agree operates in a way that is similar to cyclic movement, and abiding by the syntax of Phases, 

including Phase Impenetrability Condition, and Phase Edge constraints (cf. Legate (2005); 

Boskovic (2007); Chomsky (2008); Bjorkman and Zeilstra (2019); a.o.). The second potential 

technical solution is to assume that some of the embedded clauses are endowed with a fully 

articulated left periphery that projects the ForceP functional projection, and allows for indexical 

features to be inherited (shared) across phases. This approach has been explored by Miyagawa 

(2010) to examine the inheritance of agreement features across phases and clausal layers. I 
leave the exploration of these potential technical solutions and whether the indexical shift 
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5.4. Summary 

In this chapter, I sought to provide a unifying computational account for the 

constraints that are at play in licensing or barring the clausal attachment of PVCs to their 

host structures in MA. I argued that the dependency between the PVC and its host 

structure is syntactic in nature and it is regulated by the need to Agree-value unvalued 

discourse features [unv-δ] on the PVC. There are a number of indeterminacies left open 

in this thesis, which can be pursued as future research avenues. I will conclude by listing 

some of these in the closing chapter.  

blocking effect of PVCs is grounded in syntax, discourse or their interface open for future 
research. 
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CHAPTER 6: Findings and avenues for future 
research 

In this closing chapter, I sum up the results of the examination of the syntax of 

the clausal attachment of PVCs in MA and propose some future avenues for research on 

the grammar of PVCs in general. These future avenues of research relate to cross-

linguistic and typological comparison of PVCs across different languages, and how 

syntax-prosody interface to license PVCs. 

6.1. Summing up the findings 

This study started with a deliberate delimitation of the parenthetical constructions 

that it sought to examine closely. It focused on the examination and analysis of a 

subtype of parenthetical constructions: 1st person/speaker-oriented parentheticals. The 

questions that guided this study are restated in (1.a-c).  

(1) Research questions

(a) What are the common characteristics of the syntactic contexts that bar the

clausal occurrence of the interpolating 1st person/speaker-oriented PVCs in

MA?
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(b) What is the nature of the structural dependencies that the interpolating 1st

person/speaker-oriented PVCs establish with their host structure in MA?

(c) Why are the interpolating 1st person/speaker-oriented PVCs barred in

selective syntactic contexts and abiding by which constraints and under what

conditions?

The questions in (1a.c) emerged from the observation that the clausal 

distributions of PVCs in MA, contrary to previous claims in the literature, are constrained 

and that they cannot occur just anywhere in the sentence. I identified a set of constraints 

that bar the clausal attachment of PVCs in 21 host structures and contexts in MA. These 

constraints include the finiteness of the host structure, the veridicality of the host 

structure, and the properties of the subject in the host structure.  

This laid the ground for examining the nature of the syntactic dependencies 

between the PVC and its host structures and how such dependencies are mediated and 

abiding by what/which constraints. The closer examination of the nature of the host 

structures that allow for the clausal attachment of PVCs and the ones that bar them 

indicates that the clausal attachment of the PVC is sensitive to the composition of the left 

periphery in the host structure. Namely, the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host 

structures is shown to be a main clause phenomenon and is sensitive to the internal 

makeup of the left periphery within the host structure. More specifically, the licensing of 

the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structure requires that the left periphery of 

this host structure is endowed with a TopicP and a ForceP functional projection.  
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I proposed an Agree-based unifying account that derives the TopicP and the 

ForceP constraints from an underlying syntax-discourse interface constraint, viz., a 

constraint on how the interpolating 1st person/speaker-oriented PVC is required to have 

its unvalued discourse features Agree-valued by the aboutness TopicP functional 

projection and by the ForceP functional projection in the host structure. I supply two sets 

of empirical evidence to support this unifying account. The first set of evidence draws on 

the selective (in)sensitivity of the clausal attachment of the PVC to the realization of 

different types of topic NPs in the left periphery of the host structure. The second set of 

evidence draws on the (interpretative and computational) similarities between the 

process of indexical shifting and the clausal attachment of the PVC to its host structure. 

6.2. Avenues for future research 

The analysis of PVCs in MA indicated that their clausal attachment is subject to 

distributional, configurational and computational requirements. Some of these 

requirements for the licensing of the clausal attachment of PVCs in MA might be attested 

in other languages. However, I am staying aloof from making a claim as to whether what 

was observed as the syntactic behaviour of PVCs in MA, extends to other languages 

without further research to discover whether the requirements on the clausal attachment 

of PVCs in MA are met in other languages, and in which respects they might require 

amendment (or abandonment), depending on where the evidence leads. 
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6.2.1. Examining PVCs from a macro and micro-variation perspective 

For cross-linguistic comparative purposes, I would like to draw attention to a 

number of languages that seem to observe one or more of the 21 distributional 

constraints observed to be exhibited by the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host 

structures in MA. The underlying goal is to gauge, pending detailed future typological 

and comparative studies, the extent to which MA is unique (or not) regarding the 

licensing of the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structures.  

Griffiths (2015a:03) reports data segments which indicate that the interpolation of 

PVCs in English requires that the host structure expresses an illocutionary force. As 

such, some of the data segments he reports show that PVCs are barred from occurring 

in clausal complements of nouns and in temporal and conditional adverbial clauses, 

witness the data in (2.a-c)-from Griffiths (2015a:03/his examples (14.d, f and g)). 

(1) a.   * Bob heard the rumour that [Kathy will,{Mary says/ I fear /I swear},

be late]. 

b. *  Provided [Emma is, {I’m convinced / I hope / I declare}, of sound

mind], she can return to work. 

c. *  Until [Paul is, {they tell me / I fear / I assert}, able to cope], we will

have to suspend him.  

[Source: Griffiths (2015a:03 /his examples (14.d, f and g)] 

The ungrammaticality of PVCs in (2.a-c) is attributed, but not explained, by 

Griffiths (2015a) to the fact that the host clauses that these PVCs interpolate into or 
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follow cannot express illocutionary force. The ungrammaticality of PVCs in (2.a-c) also 

follows form my analysis that the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structures 

requires that the host structure is a main clause structure that contains a ForceP 

functional projection. The reason, in my analysis, is that PVCs in MA are indicative 

clauses that contain a [realis] mood feature in their left periphery in need of licensing by 

a (realis) ForceP within the host structure. This explains why PVCs are ruled out in 

clauses that contain an [irrealis] mood feature (e.g. conditionals) or host structures that 

lack a ForceP altogether (e.g. noun complements). In the syntactic contexts in (2.a-c), 

English PVCs seem to behave like MA PVCs.  

However, in other ForceP constraint contexts, English seems to differ from MA 

since it allows for the occurrence of PVCs in interrogative contexts. As I mentioned in 

footnote 43/chapter 4, Dehé (2014: 68), points out that PVCs can occur in interrogatives 

and imperatives, witness the data in (3.a) and (3.b).  Griffiths (2015b: 04/his ex.12.c) 

also gives the question-host example in (3.c): 

(2) a. Wil she, I wonder, be late. 

b. Do not, I beg you, be late.

c. Who will, I’m obliged to ask, be late?

In (3.a-c), the parenthetical structure is interpolated within a wh-question or 

imperative, and as such runs against the predictions of my analysis, namely that PVCs 

are licensed only in the context of an assertive host structure. The host structure in (3.a) 

and (3.c) is interrogative, and the host structure in (3.b) is imperative. Recall that 

interrogative and imperative contexts as host structures are barred in MA (cf. chapter 3 
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and the analysis in chapter 4). Based on this brief comparison, it seems that English 

does allow the host of a PVC to be a declarative, interrogative, or imperative clause. MA 

imposes a much stricter requirement on its host structure-—that it expresses an 

assertion. Hence, it can only occur in a declarative clause.  

Interestingly, PVCs in certain positions in Turkish assertions show additional 

constraints relating to the person and tense of the PVC itself. Griffiths and Güneş 

(2013:12) report that Turkish has a correlate of English PVCs, which they term “EK-

clauses”, for enclitic KI-clauses. Their examples of EK-clauses occurring in initial and 

medial positions are shown in (4.a and b). 

(3) a. [Hasan san-ıyor ki]ι Ahmet okul-a git-ti.  

Hasan believe-PROG ki Ahmet school-DAT go-PST 

‘Hasan believes ki Ahmet went to school.’        [Turkish] 

b. Ali Ayşe-yi [Hasan san-ıyor ki] nazikçe öp-tü.

Ali Ayşe-ACC Hasan believe-PROG ki gently kiss-PST

‘Ali, Hasan believes, kissed Ayşe gently.’  [Turkish] 

In sentence-final position, however, Griffiths and Güneş (2013) report that only 1st 

person-subject, occurring in a present-tense EK-clauses are permitted. 3rd person, 

occurring in a past-tense EK-clauses are bared in a sentence-final position, witness the 

contrast in (5.a-b) from Griffiths and Güneş (2013:15/their ex. 63a, b). 

(4) a. Ali bir hırsız-dır,   {san-ıyor-um/  *san-ıyor-Ø} ki 

Ali a  thief-COP   believe-PROG-1S/believe-PROG-3S  ki 

“Ali is a thief, {I /*he} believe(s).”  [Turkish] 
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b. Ali bir hırsız-dır,  {san-ıyor-um/  *san-dı-m} ki 

Ali a  thief-COP   believe-PROG-1S/ believe-PST-1S ki 

“Ali is a thief, I {believe /* believed}.”  [Turkish] 

In (5.a-b), a 3rd person EK-clause is ruled out, as is a past tense EK-clause. I would like 

to point out that such constraints also hold for PVCs in Moroccan Arabic, including PVCs 

in medial position. This is shown in (6.a) and (6.b). 

(5) a. Ali {tanden/tayden} hwa sshafar 

Ali I think/*he thinks him DEF.thief 

“Ali {I think/*he thinks} is the thief.” [Moroccan Arabic] 

b. Ali {tanden/tteden} hwa sshafar 

Ali I think/*was though him DEF.thief 

“Ali {I think/*was thought} is the thief.” [Moroccan Arabic] 

Hence, we again see that the repertoire of PVCs is narrower in Moroccan Arabic than in 

English. In MA, they are required to have only  1st person subjects, to contain verbs only 

in the present tense, and to be hosted only in declarative clauses that express 

assertions. 

The differences between English and MA PVCs extend beyond Force 

requirements. The subject and TopicP requirements discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 

5 are not exhibited in English, as the differences in the types of subject and topic in the 

host structure do not have a bearing on the clausal attachment of PVCs to such host 

structures in English. However, casting the cross-linguistic comparative net wider does 
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suggest that some of the preverbal/topic requirements that were observed to hold in the 

left periphery of the host structure in MA do hold in other languages.  

Some parenthetical structures in Italian are sensitive to the presence of a topic in 

the matrix clause. This is indicated by the fact that, in Italian, reporting clause 

parentheticals in free indirect discourse cannot occur in embedded clauses (even 

immediately following an embedded subject), or immediately following a left peripheral 

focus. They can, however, occur immediately following an initial left-peripheral matrix 

topic, as the data in (7.a), (7.b) and (7.c) from Giorgi (2016) show.  

(6) a.  * Luigi crede che Maria, disse Gianni, partirà domani

“Luigi believes that Maria, said Gianni, will leave tomorrow.”  

[Italian] 

[Source: Giorgi (2016: p10//ex. (36))] 

b. ?* A MARIA, pensò la ragazza, Gianni non avrebbe fatto più regali

“To Maria, thought the young woman, Gianni would give no more 

presents.”  

[Italian] 

 [Source: Giorgi (2016: p13/ex. (46))] 

c. A Gianni, pensò la ragazza, quel libro, gliel’avrebbe finalmente

venduto

“To Gianni, thought the young woman, that book, to him it would

eventually sell.”

[Italian]

[Source: Giorgi (2016: p13/ex. (45))]
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Hence, one subtype of comment-clause parenthetical in Italian is constrained to occur 

only in relation to an initial-topic in the left periphery. This high topic position is the one 

identified in Frascarelli and Hinterhözle (2007), as containing aboutness topics.  

All in all, we saw earlier that PVCs are constrained to occur only in hosts 

containing compatible subtypes of ForceP functional projection in English and Turkish, 

as well as in MA. We also saw that parenthetical comment clauses of particular subtypes 

are constrained to occur only in hosts containing aboutness TopicP functional 

projections in Italian as well as in MA, albeit in different subtype of comment clauses. As 

such, the link between the presence of the functional projections of ForceP and TopicP 

in the left periphery of the host structure and the licensing of PVCs is not unique to MA. 

Such structural requirements seem to also apply in other languages.  

The properties of PVCs in MA that this study uncovered call for more detailed 

cross-linguistic comparative approach to tease apart the language-specific from the 

language universal aspects of PVCs. One interesting approach and avenue of research 

to explore would be to examine PVCs (as speaker-oriented structures) and study them 

from the perspectives of syntactic and prosodic micro-variation and macro-variation 

approaches. These approaches would examine the properties of these constructions 

within the varieties of a single language, then within and across different language 

families, and study how the properties of PVC are conditioned by the similarities and 

differences in the clausal makeup, left peripheries and prosodic phrasing options 

available in different languages. 
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6.2.2. Syntax-prosody interface and licensing of PVCs 

By design, in this study, the delimitation of the syntax of the speaker-oriented 

PVCs in MA, and its related linear and hierarchical properties as the object of inquiry led 

me to focus entirely on the syntactic behaviour of this subcategory of PVCs. I 

deliberately did not touch on the role of syntax-prosody interface in licensing the clausal 

attachment of PVCs to their host structures. In this subsection, I outline a number of 

syntax-prosody interface related questions, the exploration of which has potential to 

shed light on the interaction of syntactic and/or prosodic constraints to license the 

clausal attachment of PVCs. 

The vexing challenges posed by parenthetical structures are not limited only to 

syntax-centered approaches. Parentheticals have posed and continue to pose vexing 

challenges for prosody-centered approaches as well (Huddleston & Pullum (2002); Dehé 

and Wichmann (2010a); Dehé (2014); a.o.). For example, the prosodic properties of 

parenthetical comment clauses, in British English, indicate that they do not exhibit a one-

to-one relationship with the prosodic units of their host structures (Dehé 2007). This 

observation is backed up with more detailed analysis of the prosodic behaviour of 

parenthetical comment clauses in Dehé (2014). Dehé (2014: 175-193) establishes that 

parenthetical comment clauses in English exhibit different types of prosodic phrasing. 

Her analysis reveals that parenthetical comment clauses exhibit prosodic separation in 

23% of the cases. In 4% of the cases, the prosodic phrasing of the parenthetical 

comment clauses is unclear. And in 73% of the cases, parenthetical comment clauses 

exhibit a prosodic integration with their host structure. They can be prosodically phrased 

together with preceding or following host material. Zooming in on the behaviour of the 
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prosodic phrasing of first person comment clauses, my PVCs (I think), Dehé (2014: 188) 

observes that prosodic phrasing with preceding and following host material is 

considerably more frequent with I think than with other comment clause types. Hedberg 

and Elouazizi (2015), in their analysis of the prosodic properties of PVCs in American 

English, report that PVCs such as I believe and I guess in American English also can 

form their own intonation unit or can be phrased with material in their scope, on either 

the left or the right (Hedberg and Elouazizi (2015: p.243/ex.16 and p.247/ex.18b).  

These studies clearly indicates that there is prosodic variation in the linear 

ordering and/or phrasing of comment clauses parentheticals in English. Approaching this 

in light of the syntax-centered analysis and findings about the interpolation patterns 

exhibited by PVCs in MA raises a number of theoretical, typological and empirical 

questions about how prosodic structure and/or syntactic structure regulates the 

observed clause medial interpolations of PVCs in MA. 

On the one hand, the syntactic behaviour of PVCs in MA indicates that PVCs in 

MA are: (i) sensitive to configurational properties of their host structure such that the 

clausal make-up of the left periphery of the host structure that the PVC attaches to must 

allow for the realization of the ForceP and the Topic functional projections and (ii) they 

are sensitive to hierarchical properties and relevant dependencies operating at the level 

of the host structure. This indicates that PVCs, as interpolating syntactic objects, 

“disrupt” not only the linear order within the host structure (precedence relations), but 

also the hierarchical structure (dominance relations). As such, the structure-to-order 

conversion of PVCs in MA—based on the analysis of their distributional properties, 

configurational properties, and computational properties—indicates that they are 

regulated by narrow syntax. Does this mean that the patterns of prosodic phrasing of 
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PVCs in MA would follow the path carved by syntax, such that they will, for example, 

always prosodically phrase with the constituent they are attached to? do the prosodic 

properties of the host structure play a role in determining the clausal attachment of PVCs 

to their host structures in MA? If so, in which ways do prosody and syntax interact to 

determine the derivation of the clausal positions of PVCs in MA?  

Despite the fact that the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structure in MA 

exhibit syntactic properties of being integrated with the host structure and that they are 

regulated through syntactic constraints, this does not rule out, until proven otherwise, the 

possibility that the prosodic properties of the left periphery in MA could also be playing a 

role in licensing the clausal attachment of PVCs to their host structure. Recall that the 

distributional constraints on clause-medial occurrences of PVCs in MA, as discussed in 

chapter 3, bar them from occurring in syntactic positions that immediately follow the verb 

and the postverbal subject in VSO word order contexts. Further recall that the barring of 

the occurrence of PVCs in MA in such positions is not due to the fact that there is a strict 

adjacency between the verb and the post-verbal subject in the VSO word order because 

other syntactic elements such as object clitics, adverbs and prepositional phrases can 

occur in such positions (see subsection 1.6/chapter 3 for details). 

Intriguingly, these linear constraints which bar the clause occurrences of PVCs in 

MA in the postverbal position are akin to syntax-prosody-related second-position 

phenomena that are exhibited by the distributions of object clitics in a number of 

languages, as documented and analyzed in the studies of Halpern (1992), Ouhalla 

(2002), among others. The core observation in these studies is that object clitics occur in 

a structural position that immediately follows that of the clause initial constituents, and 

such structural positions for objects clitics are shown to be derived through an interplay 
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of syntactic and prosodic constraints. Assuming that linearization of syntactic structure 

(Kayne (1994); Richards (2010)) is one of a number of operations that occur during 

syntactic spell-out, it would perhaps not be surprising that prosody may play some role in 

determining how PVCs are linearized and spelled out as part of the prosodic constituent 

they co-occur with (or not).  

Approaching these findings from a generative grammar (Minimalist Program) 

perspective, a number of empirical questions emerge, viz: (i) to what extent do the 

observations about the prosodic phrasing of comment clauses in British English and 

American English, as respectively documented and analyzed in Dehé (2014) and 

Hedberg and Elouazizi (2015), extend to the patterns of prosodic phrasing of PVCs in 

MA, (ii) do PVCs in MA prosodically phrase with their hosts in all the 21 syntactic 

contexts identified in chapter 3? (iii) If they do, do they phrase with the preceding or the 

following intonational phrase? Answers to these questions can help contribute to 

shedding more light on universal and language specific aspects of the prosodic and 

syntactic phrasing of PVCs in relation to their host structures cross-linguistically. 
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